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ASWU
rolls out new
student
rep position
Rachel Ayres
Staff Writer

Heidi Thom| Photo Editor

Visitors admire part of the Ben Frank Moss Exhibit over the weekend in The Brian Oliver Galleryin the Lied Center for the Visual Arts.
Alumnus Ben Frank Moss ('59) donated this extensive art collection, valued at $1.3 million, to Whitworth University.

"Pirates Persist" campaign aims
to increase student retention
President introduces measures to increase graduation numbers
Whitworth has given attention to accomplish what they're here for," he
retention
and graduation rates for a long said. "We will continue to work through
Staff Writer
the university's retention committee, and
time, but Pirates Persist is something new.
President Beck Taylor's new Pirates
Brooke Kiener, associate provost in that committee will commission research,
Persist campaign is centered around creating academic affair said, "I first talked to Beck reports and best practices that will allow
an inclusive community that helps students about it in August and he announced it to us to create new ways to support students
reach their graduation year on time, the the community of the state of university during their time here."
president said.
"Whitworth has a moral imperative
address."
As the university develops strategies to
She explained that the focus of Pirates to ensure that we are doing everything
improve student retention, its aim
possible to give students the best
u
is building a good relationship with
Whitworth has a moral imperative to ensure opportunities for success," Taylor
both faculty and staff, as well as
said. "As Whitworth's enrollment
ensuring students feel safe and wellthat we are doing everything possible to give has increased, I thought it was
supported.
important to draw the university's
Kenneth Brown, chief information
students the best opportunities for success. " attention back to the importance
officer of computer services is part of
of retaining students through to
the Pirates Persist campaign.
graduation
as well as continue
PRESIDENT BECK TAYLOR
"Part of the Whitworth 2021
to work through the university's
strategic plan includes one of the
retention committee, and that
goal to is achieve a 90 percent retention Persist is the ongoing commitment committee will commission research,
rate and a close number to 80 percent of to providing an excellent educational reports and best practices that will allow
graduation rate. Those numbers would put experience for students by doing everything us to create new ways to support students
us in a very high standing with other highly possible to improve the students experiences during their time here," Taylor said.
reputable universities," Brown said.
Building on the strong educational
and thus encourage them to finish their
The people behind this project have been education here.
foundation that has been laid, Pirates Persist
preparing programs such as BucsBridge,
President Taylor spoke of his expectations hopes to meet both the university's goals and
designed to aid first generation college for the project.
students' needs, establishing a clear, bold
students. Moreover, Brown added there
"I anticipate that we will grow a more direction for the next decade.
are additional programs and resources for noticeable culture around student success.
students who struggle academically. There It's a language we all need to learn, including Contact Ezekiel Pagaduan at
are also more counselors available in the me. I look forward to implementing new epagaduan21@my.whitworth.edu
health center.
approaches and strategies to help students

Ezekiel Pagaduan

Student Retention Rates

While Whitworth's student
retention rate (85%) is already
higher than the averages
for both Washington State
(76%)and the nation (72%),
President Beck Taylor's Pirates
Persist campaign will seek to
increase Whitworth's student
retention rate to 90%.
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There were several students,
mostly international students who
saw that there is a great need for
this position. They mobilized and
brought their concerns to ASWU,
demanding that their voices be
heard/*
ANDREWS BOATENG

Junior
By creating and fulfilling the role of the
global engagement representative, ASWU
hopes to further its mission.
"At the end of the day, if your voice is being
heard and another person's is not being
heard, what does that say about you if you are
not going to advocate for that person that's
not being heard?" Almaw said.
While this position is already in the ASWU
constitution, it still must be ratified by the
student body. Details about the position
itself will be discussed at the ASWU meeting
on Sept. 26.
"An ideal person to fit this role is any
student that is well knowledgeable about
issues affecting international students here
on campus and most importantly, this person
needs to have the best interest of international
students at heart," Boateng said.
The position will be filled by a student
body vote at a later date.

90%

85%

Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my.whitworth.edu

Source: coliegeiactuai.com

Chris Reichert| News Editor

PLEASE
RECYCLE

The new position of global engagement
representative was voted into the Associate
Students of Whitworth University constitution
at the last ASWU meeting of the 2017-2018
school year. A student body vote to make the
position official is planned for Sept. 25.
"The purpose of this role is to represent
underrepresented groups and international
students," said ASWU president, senior Tersa
Almaw.
Last year, a group of students made it their
goal to ensure everyone's voice is heard.
"There were several students, mostly
international students who saw that there is
a great need for this position. They mobilized
and brought their concerns to ASWU
demanding that their voices should be heard,"
said ExecutiveVice President, junior Andrews
Boateng.
"It is an issue that we wanted to resolve,
because we have senators and [cultural ^,
diversity advocates,] but they can't be spread
too thin to reach every student. Students
wanted their voice to be heard in the
assembly," Almaw said.
ASWU chose the position of global
engagement representative as the solution
to this issue.
Whitworth University is committed to
diversity.
According to the university's website,
"Whitworth recognizes that a diverse
community is central to our mission as a
liberal arts university committed to educating
critical thinkers, discerning moral agents, and
responsible democratic citizens."
Whitworth's stance on diversity is also
supported by ASWU's mission statement:
"We the Associated Students of Whitworth
University, in order to meet students needs,
aspire to empower our diverse community by
fostering personal relationships, translating
open dialogue into holistic programming, and
pursuing an inclusive campus environment."
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ABOUT US
VOLUME 109, ISSUE 01
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. Ihe Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.
OUR MISSION
Ihe Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of Ihe Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. Ihe content is generated entirely by
students. Ihe college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in Ihe Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. Ihe Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of Ihe Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
Ihe Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US
Ihe Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

Gen-ed program changes underway
Heidi Massey
Staff Writer
A group of Whitworth faculty members,
called the General Education Implementation
Task Force, is working on updating the general
education program, which has not been
changed in more than a decade. Their goal
is to implement a revised general education
program by the fall of 2020.
"The purpose of the Gen-ed program is
to ensure that there are certain aspects of
common learning that every graduate will
have, no matter what your major is," said
Dr. Carol Simon, Provost and Executive Vice
President.
Simons says she believes the first year
experience is likely to be strengthened under
the new Gen-ed model.
"I think that the amount of time that
students spend thinking about worldview
and how their belief system impacts all of the
things that they do is being expanded and
strengthened," she said.
Simon has long been an encourager of
faculty conversation about curriculum.
Early in her time at Whitworth, she invited
faculty members to engage in an informal
conversation about general education
curriculum, which eventually led to the
creation of a rationale statement. This
statement outlines in writing the university's
values regarding general education,
expressing beliefs that students should be
exposed to disciplines outside their majors.
A task force was then formed to review the
current Gen-ed program and to better align it
to the rationale statement.
"This has been a highly participatory

process for the faculty," said Simon, adding
that around a third of Whitworth's faculty was
involved in the model-building process last
year. This process resulted in selecting one
general education model to develop further.
"I'm very impressed with the huge amount
of work that the people on the task force have
done," Simon said.
Dr. Aaron Putzke, a biology professor and
co-chair of the task force, has been heavily
involved in revising the Gen-ed program.
"Even though [being involved with the
task force] is a tremendous amount of work,
I love thinking about how we can offer the
disciplines that we value to students and think
about the best way to teach in those areas,"
he said.
Putzke said that as a task force the group
has taken what Whitworth has established,
and does well, and added some exciting areas
that don't currently exist.
"For instance, we're going to have a culture
and diversity category that's going to be more
specific about asking students to engage in
courses that specifically dive into issues that
talk about power and privilege," he said.
Another potential aspect of the new Gened program is a community engagement
requirement.
"We're proposing a new community
engagement requirement where it takes
the concept of community building day but
actually says we want all of our students to be
engaged in the community in different ways,"
Putzke said.
In addition to faculty input, students have

also been involved with the process of revising
the Gen-ed program. Through focus groups,
an open forum, and representation on the
curriculum committee, Whitworth students
have been able to voice their thoughts on
program modifications.

"l think that the amount of time
that students spend thinking
about how their belief system
impacts all of the things that
they do is being expanded and
strengthened.
DR. CAROL SIMON

Working through general education
requirements is an experience that all
Whitworth students share. Alyssa Meier,
a first-year student at Whitworth, says she
hopes to gain useful skills from the Gened program that will help her in her future
workplace.
"I think it's very important that students
receive education outside of their major, she
said.
The new Gen-ed program will require
approximately the same number of credits
as the current curriculum, and the three
course Core series will remain a part of each
student's education.
Contact Heidi Massey at
hmassey22@my. whitworth.edu

"Transitions" ahead for area non-profit
Transitional Living Center seeks to alleviate homelessness for women and Children in Spokane
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Spokane residents gather to celebrate the grand opening of the Home Yard Cottages.

place for her four children between the ages
of 7 and 17 to stay.
Contributing Writer
"This place means everything to me,"
Durham
said with tears in her eyes, standing
Transitions, a local nonprofit working to
in
front
of
one of the four finished cottages
end poverty and homelessness for women
open
to
tours
during the opening. "It's so
and children in Spokane, had the grand
much
more
than
a home for me. It's about
opening Wednesday, Sept. 13, for their new
permanent supportive housing program, rebuilding my family."
It is likely that Durham will receive
Home Yard Cottages.
residency
in a three-bedroom single level
Supporters and community members
cottage.
So
far, Spokane Housing Authority,
spilled outside of the small tent amid the
who
handles
verification of residents, has
gravel and cranes of the construction site,
approved
one
person
for Home Yard Cottages.
just behind the 24 nearly completed cottages.
That
person
will
move
in this Wednesday,
As people congregated to socialize before
according
to
Edie
Rice-Sauer,
Transitions'
the ceremony began, donations of household
items such as kitchen towels and blankets for executive director. On Wednesday, Whitworth
the incoming residents piled up oh a table at students will also be going to Home Yard
the edge of the tent. Next to that, guests could Cottages during Community Building Day
write notes for new residents to welcome to help move in furniture and build garden
beds. Rice-Sauer said that all cottages are
them to the Home Yard Cottages.
All around, the air was jovial and full of expected to be done and moved into by the
excitement as Catholic sisters, Transitions end of October.
staff and supporters, and community and
city organizations like Spokane Neighborhood
C'This place means everything
Action Partners (SNAP) and Spokane Housing
Authority gathered together to commemorate
to me. It's so much more than
the opening of Transitions' exciting new
program.
a home for me. It's about
The ceremony was started by Steven Jarvis,
the chair of Transitions' board of directors,
rebuilding my family/'
who welcomed everyone and thanked all the
people involved. Karen Stratton, a Spokane
TUESDAY DURHAM
City Council member, and Matt Harrington, a
representative from PNC Bank, which funded
Transitional Living Center resident
much of the project, also gave speeches.
"This is what doing better looks like,"
Harrington said.
The 2015 WA State Housing Needs
For Tuesday Durham, a resident of the
Assessment reports that of 100 low-income
Transitional Living Center since June 2017,
individuals and families needing affordable
this is an opportunity to finally have her own
housing in Spokane County, only 12 units are
home after five years of jumping from shelter
to shelter. It also means that she will have a available. Additionally, according to a 2016-18

Madison Oliver

SNAP Community Needs Assessment repor
45 percent of renters spend more than 3
percent of their income on rent.
This is the need, Rice-Sauer says, th«
Transitions is attempting to meet.
"I think we're all doing what we can
Rice-Sauer said on the work nonprofits lil
Transitions, SNAP, Volunteers of America an
Catholic Charities are doing on the affordab
housing front.
"I think the challenge is there's this ment
health component that I think still needs
be addressed," Rice-Sauer said, "[...] Un
we really figure out how to incorporate the
services, we're just gonna continue to ha1
really major homeless issues in downtov*
Spokane." She also added that there need to 1
more funding streams created through loc
and state government to support affordab
housing projects like Home Yard Cottages.
Rice-Sauer said she hopes Home Ya
Cottages "lights the spark" for others to <
similar housing projects. As for Transkior
future steps, Rice-Sauer said the executi
committee was excited about potential
doing another project like this.
"I don't know if that'll happen, I thii
it certainly might—once you do it, it's li
'Wow, we already jumped through all the
hoops[...] We can do this,'" Rice-Sauer said

QuesiZ?/^iSU
creichert20@my.whitworth.edu
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Party politics are eroding
our federal government
Brett Kavanaugh threatens supreme courts'
independent political stance
any nominee that the White House puts forward,
no matter their qualifications.
Then there is the matter of Dr. Christine Blasey
Ford's allegation against Judge Kavanaugh of
Most people would agree in recent history,
sexual assault some 35 years ago. While this
the federal government—more specifically,
accusation cannot mean any legal ramifications
Congress—has been a disaster of inefficiency for Kavanaugh due to statute of limitations laws
and often corruption. What many cannot agree
regarding sexual assault, it should mean a whole
on, however, is who or what is at fault for these
lot in regards to his Supreme Court confirmation.
problems.
An allegation as serious as Dr. Ford's should
The younger generation blames the older;
be taken seriously and given the time needed to
liberals blame conservatives; progressives blame
investigate its accuracy. Instead,
old-guard liberals; some people
we have the Senate Judiciary
blame laws or race or religion or
Committee signalling that it will
a whole slew of other things. But «
delay Kavanaugh's confirmation by
The
point
is
partisan
by far the biggest divide, both
less than a week to investigate Dr.
among voters and politicians
and party politics
Ford's allegations. By any normal
themselves, is the divide between
standard, this is a ludicrously short
have become so
Democrats and Republicans.
timeframe to investigate a serious
While some division has
allegation.
entrenched in our
always existed in politics, party
But whether or not Brett
politics has entrenched itself government that it no Kavanaugh is guilty of the alleged
into our government more in
crime is not the point. Whether or
recent years than ever before.
longer functions the not there is something hiding in
Anyone with access to the
those 100,000 pages of undisclosed
internet or a TV can see the rise way it was meant to.
documents is not the point.
in divisive rhetoric on both sides,
Whether or not Kavanaugh is
both from voters and politicians
confirmed to the Supreme Court is not the point.
themselves.
The point is partisan and party politics have
The election of President Donald Trump is a become so entrenched in our government that it
perfect example of the echo chambers that both
no longer functions the way it was meant to.
sides have built for themselves—every major news
Instead of a Supreme Court confirmation
organization and election poll showing Hillary process free of party biases, we have Senators
Clinton well in the lead, and the outcome of the on both sides acting like petulant children. In
election telling a very different story.
addition, we have the possibility of a Supreme
In more current events, the most prevalent Court Justice about whom we know very little and
example of this divide is the nomination of Judge who has the spectre of a sexual assault allegation
Brett Kavanaugh to be the next Supreme Court
hanging over his head.
justice. If confirmed, Judge Kavanaugh will be
This is not the way our system is supposed to
replacing Justice Anthony Kennedy, who was well work. It is high time that the representatives on
known as the Court's main swing vote.
both sides of the aisle begin behaving like adults
The Republicans in Congress want a reliable and thinking about what is best for the country, not
conservative vote to fill the vacant seat. The
their own popularity.
Democrats in Congress want recompense for the
loss of a Supreme Court appointee in Merrick
Contact Alanna Carlson at
Garland during President Barack Obama's last term
acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
in office. Republicans, facing a difficult midterm
election season, want to confirm a nominee before
the midterms. Democrats, feeling optimistic about
the midterms, want to delay the confirmation.
Amongst all of the partisan politics playing out
in the Senate, some deeply troubling circumstance;
surrounrffeffgfffn miffirmaUan
Kavanaugh get lost. One of those circumstances
is the sheer number of documents pertaining to
Kavanaugh that have not been released to the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
Because Republicans are so eager to confirm
Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court before midterm
elections, over 100,000 pages of pertinent
documents have been withheld from the
Committee, according to The New York Times.
Of the documents that have been released,
42,000 of them were released mere hours before
Kavanaugh's hearings were set to begin, according
to The Washington Times.
Not only do the lack of transparency and time
to review documents break the norms of the way
that Supreme Court confirmations are supposed
to work, they're also completely asinine. Whether
Republican or Democrat, the Senators on the
Judiciary Committee should be committed to
fully and thoroughly vetting any nominee to the
Supreme Court.
It is deeply troubling that the Republicans in
the Senate are attempting to ram through any
nominee, regardless of proper vetting, because
of fear of losing the nomination to the Democrats
Brett Kavanaugh by The White House [Public
after midterm elections. It is equally troubling that
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
the Democrats in the Senate seem set on denying
Alanna Carlson
Columnist

Time to put an end
to famous female
rivalries
AbbyNye
Opinions Editor
For decades, the media have pitted famous women in pop culture against
each other. From Jackie Kennedy versus Marilyn Monroe to Jennifer Aniston
versus Angelina Jolie, the media have had a field day dissecting all the details
they can obtain to bring to light the private drama between high profilewomen.
Despite a wrongful man being at the center of many of these dramatic stories,
the focus still tends toward the women involved,
At a recent event during New York fashion week, Cardi B and Nicki Minaj
were involved in a highly publicized dispute. According to TMZ, Cardi
approached Minaj's table with the perceived intent of starting a fight. Cardi
yelled at Minaj, accusing her of making offensive remarks about Cardi's child,
and eventually threw one of her shoes at Minaj. Minaj did not take part in this
situation, but remained silent and calm.
This is the newest case of two famous females being perceived as inevitable
competitors. With a similar set of talents, both of these rappers are likely gorng
to be competing for professional achievement. However, when the competition
carries out into personal lives, the opportunity to gain attention through
aggression presents itself.
In a similarly high-profile case, Taylor Swift and Katy Perry, both incredibly
popular musicians, were declared enemies. According to Rolling Stone
magazine, the two kicked off their dispute in 2013, when three of Swift's backup
dancers quit her Red tour and joined Perry's Prismatic tour. Swift then released
the song "Bad Blood" on her 1989 album, which was rumored to be aimed
toward Perry. Perry continued to speak out against Swift during advertising for
her album, Witness.

"it is important to look critically at the way
tabloids regard successful women,
Tabloid media makes it seem as though when two women of equal talent,
skill and popularity reach the peak of their careers, they have no choice but to
become enemies. Unlike their male counterparts, for example, John Legend
and Ed Sheeran, who each have room at the top without a blatant competition,
females are forced to be perceived as enemies, even when no such competition
exists.
Many female duos and groups have banded together to speak out and act
out against this gross stereotype. Amy Poehler and Tina Fey have risen to the
top as successful comedians and also great friends. Female music groups like
Fifth Harmony and Little Mix have seen their singles at the top of the music
charts. Even the Kardashians are a group of women who show love and support
for each other and their career ventures on their reality show.
As young girls look up to famous women as role modpls, it is imperative they
are given examples of successful women who put in the effort to raise other
women up. Although the majority of women and girls will never be in such a
spotlight, it is still clear that competition occurs on the lower fame level, aswell.
Young girls are stereotypically supposed to conform to a strict social norm
set up by them and their peers. The most common case of competition I hear
nowadays is younger girls who go to extensive lengths to make sure that no
other girl will be wearing her same dress to one of the school dances.
The pressure tn r^q|nrrnif but also stand out is ridiculous, and takes^a^olion
the young psyche. Imagine the healing that would occur if girls were exposed
to famous women who stood by each other; even when their professional lives
competed.
In May, the Swift vs. Perry dispute supposedly came to an end when Swift
posted a photo on Instagram at the beginning of her Reputation tour. The note
was an apology from Perry, alongwith an olive branch as an offer of peace. Swift
has been known to maintain close friendships with similarly famous women
like Selena Gomez, Gigi Hadid and Blake Lively. These displays of female
friendship directly refute any drama the tabloids may attempt to cultivate.
I commend Nicki Minajfor turning her cheek to Cardi B during their fashion
week incident. Instead of creating a bigger fiasco, I believe Minaj is saving both
herself and Cardi B from being the next big female enemies in Hollywood. This
example of humility shows other women that there is a place for more than one
successful woman at the top of the chain.
It is important to look critically at the way tabloids regard successful women.
Bringing a negative view of female success to light can make it seem as though
there isn't a way for all women to be successful. I hope that all young girls will
learn the importance of maintaining female friendships and the powerful
message that all women can be successful, as long as they support and
empower each other.

Contact Ahby Nye at anyel 9@my.whitworth.edu

Letter to the editor:
Engaging with Whitworth's culture and community
Colton Long
Alumnus
As a university committed to low student - faculty ratios,
a broad liberal arts education, and mentorship, Whitworth
provides its students with the unique and invaluable
opportunity to form lasting relationships with mentors
and peers from a variety of backgrounds and fields. These
features are some of Whitworth's worst kept secrets, yet too
often students fail to take full advantage of these fulfilling
and rewarding opportunities. I believe that this disconnect
between Whitworth's goals and student behavior stems from a
lack of engagement with Whitworth and its culture. Students
can personalize their time at Whitworth by engaging with the
community, and both my personal experience and research
on the topic suggest that forming connections with peers,
mentors, and the community can be beneficial to college
students' success and emotional health.
As an incoming freshman, it can be intimidating to think
about coming to.an entirely new environment and meetingnew
people. Having struggled with social anxiety in high school, I
came to Whitworth somewhat apprehensively, and I spent my
early time here engaging minimally with the community and
forming few connections. Tp use the analogy of a swimming
pool, I was the guy dipping ljis feet into the shallow end, while
true connection and engagement lay in the deep end. This
changed when I moved to McMillan Hall as a sophomore.
With its rich traditions and long history of brotherhood and
sisterhood, the BMac community can be one of the most
inviting on campus. While living there, I met and connected

education level to predict collegiate success, but over time
researchers began looking at how emotional variables affected
adjustment to college and academic success (Brooks & DuBois
1995). Results from a 2003 study by Pritchard et al. showed
a direct correlation between the connections that students
form with their peers, teachers, and advisers, referred to as
social capital, and their academic success, emotional health,
and college retention. Collectively, this means that the very
same improvements that I saw in my academic performance
and emotional health after connecting with Whitworth's
community are supported by research, and that many other
U... I felt myself enjoying school, life and
students can benefit from the same engagement.
Given the research-supported importance of forming
everything in between as I engaged in the
relationships and connections on campus, particularly in
the first year, it is no surprise that Whitworth works hard to
community.
establish the sort of atmosphere and environment to encourage
interpersonal relationships and community engagement.
past the shallow end, and I think that these students, like According to US News, the national freshman retention rate,
myself, were missing out on some of Whitworth's greatest a classic indicator of student satisfaction, is 75 percent, while
features. In college, you reap what you sow, and those who Whitworth's sits at 85 percent. This is a testament to the hard
invest in Whitworth's community are rewarded with fulfilling work of faculty, student-leadership and administrators to make
relationships, a deeper sense of belonging, and a greater Whitworth an inviting place for a diverse group of students, and
evidence that students who engage deeply with the community
understanding of their own vocation as a result.
Beyond my personal testimony, research also supports this want to stay and make this place their home. So, as an alum
idea as well. Much of the Investigation on the topic of social who is glad he chose to invest in Whitworth's culture and
connections and collegiate success seems to have begun in the community, I encourage all of my fellow Whitworthians to dive
1980s, when results from studies of colleges and universities into the deep end.
indicated that nearly 43 percent of students would drop out and
never complete their degree (Tinto 1987). Traditionally, studies
used factors such as gender, high school GPA and parents' Contact Abby Nye at anyel9@my.whitworth.edu

with some of my closest friends, and I felt myself enjoying
school, life and everything in between more as I engaged in the
community. This sparked a change in my appreciation for the
connections that I could form with my professors and fellow
students on campus, and I found new levels of fulfillment and
success over the next two years as a result.
While this was my own experience, I don't think that it
was entirely unique. During my last two years as a RAR (RA
roommate), I saw freshman who similarly struggled to move
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get out and about!

ARTS & CULTURE

Gallery unveils Ben Frank Moss exhibit

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26
Community: "Living Justly in the Creation
Community" Lecture Series
7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall RTT

Dr. Ruth Padilla DeBorst comes to speak on
topics of justice, creation care and building
faith.
Art: As Grandmother Taught: Women,
Tradition and Plateau Art
10 a.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture 2316 W. First Ave.

The exhibition's historic and traditional
material showcases Northwest Museum's
permanent collection. Admission $5.
THURSDAY. SEPT. 27
Theatre: Mary Poppins
7 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre -1020 N. Howard St.

One of the most popular Disney productions
of all time, showing at the Spokane Civic
Theatre. Admission $30.
Art: Rodin: Truth Form Life
10 a.m.
Jundt Art Museum - 200 E. Desmet Ave.

An exhibition featuring work from Auguste
Rodin's artistic productions of Europe.
Free admission.

Solenne de Tassigny
Staff Writer

.. i
,-n the gallery at once, pieces
While not all of Moss's art is disp ^
hauser Haii( Cowles Music
Whitworth alumnus and renowned artist Ben Frank Moss recently
from
his
donation
can
be
found
donated $1.3 million in artvyork to Whitworth University. Moss's
rirhness of the campus." said
artwork made its debut on campus during the opening of his gallery on Center and Taylor's own home.
-The
collection
enhances
the
visual
richness
Sept. 18, 2018.
Moss graduated from Whitworth in 1959, and made a career of M°MO„ also spoke abou, .he oppc.ubl.ies ft. penbaben, exhibu
painting and promoting art education. Moss received his graduate
degree from Boston University and went on to
°"-rieUeS. is maibtaibed and studied b, an
teach at Dartmouth and establish the Spokane
students" Moo said during her speech^
«
Studio School.
Moo also spoke abou. .he oblibe database for
The collection enhances
Alongside his career in the teaching field, Moss's
Moss's
collection, noting that the ebbte Whitworth
the visual richness of the
artwork has been displayed in 359 group shows
Collection can be viewed online at any trnte
»
and 57 solo exhibits. The artwork has frequently
campus.
Department chait and professor of art, Gordon
been temporarily featured in exhibits at Whitworth
Wilson,
also spoke on behalf of Moss as one of h.
STACEY MOO
until his recent donation.
students and co-founder of the Spokane Studio
The opening of the Ben Frank Moss exhibit of
Professor
the "Whitworth Collection" took place without
SClQuoting Moss on his behalf, Professor Wilson
Moss or his wife, Jean Moss. Moss's two children,
shared what Moss hoped students and community
Jennifer and Benjamin Moss, attended on his
behalf. Jennifer Moss read poems from her published book, some of members gathered from his artwork.
"Hopefully, you will take away something that nurtures your spirit,
which she deemed "her father's favorites"
« T• i
The gallery opening included speeches from the Whitworth he said.
The Ben Frank Moss Whitworth Collection will remain in the Lied
community, including President Beck Taylor and Stacey Moo, curator
Art Center all year, featuring constandy updated displays o Moss's
of the permanent collection and a professor of art history.
"Ben Frank Moss is Whitworth's most renowned artist" President work, allowing the Whitworth community to be exposed to all of the
art he donated.
Taylor said.
President Taylor also noted the logistics of Moss's donation, stating
that Whitworth received "278 pieces that had been made over the
course of 4 decades."
Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
sdetassigny22@my.whitworth.edu

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28
Dance: George's Place
8:30 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) Dining Hall

George's Place is a 20s style dance for all
students featuring games and mocktails.
Art: Dan McCann: Avoid the Struggle
10 a.m.
Spokane Art School -811 W. Garland Ave.

An exhibit of collages from the work of Dan
McCann.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29
Theater: Bug
7:30 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre -1020 N. Howard

Playwright Tracy Letts' Bug brings audiences
through the dread experiences of Agnes and
Peter in this startling production.
Admission $27.
Comedy: John Roy Comedy Show

Top Left: Visitors to the exhibit observe the work of Ben
Frank Moss.
Top Right: Each guest inspects the different pieces of the
spacious exhibit hall.

7 p.m.
Spokane Comedy Club - 315 W. Sprague

Left: Spectators take in the work of Ben Frank Moss, a
collection worked on for over four decades.

The Spokane Comedy Club is featuring
John Roy, who has appeared on numerous
television shows like Conan and The Tonight
Show. Free admission.

Photos by Heidi Thorn, staff photographer.

Hopefully, you will
take away something that
nurtures your spirit.

SUNDAY. SEPT. 30
Clubs: Spokane Badminton Club
7 p.m.

GORDON WILSON

West Central Community Center
1603 N. Belt St.

Professor

The Spokane Badminton Club will be
meeting to play every Wednesday and
Sunday. Admission $5.
Comedy: The Social Hour Comedy Showcase
8 p.m.
718 W. Riverside Ave.

Featuring comics from the Northwest and
beyond. Free admission.
MONDAY, OCT. 1ST
Film: Studio Ghibli Fest: My Neighbor
Totoro
12:55 p.m.
Regal Cinemas - 4750 N. Division

Crazy Rich Asians: A stepping stone
in cultural representation
leremev Randrun
p
*

Aits and Culture Editor

adaptations of Asian source material
because of how they cast white people for
Asian characters. This is in movies like the
e"actio"
Last ^bender' and
Ghost in the Shell, she said,
Neelys concerns are largely referring to
Public accusations

Regal Cinemas is celebrating the 30th
anniversary of My Neighbor Totoro, from
director Hayao Miyazaki.
Music: Blue Door Improv Jam Sessions

In early August this year, director John
Chu came out with a movie production that
featured an Asiancentric cast. This

7 p.m.
Blue Door Theatr^ - 815 W. Garland Ave.

composition
of "here's always been a little bit, like foTvhitewalhine"
actors as well as
...
, ,
,
whitewashing
an Asian actor here and there, but
staff
members
Asian
works,
that
worked
according to The
nnt pnftll„h "
on
the
movie
not enough.
Guardian's article
on
is
traditionally
MARTINA CHO
Ghost in the
She11
durin8
rare in American
„
hs
Senior
media,
where
release on March 31,
Asian
characters
are typically stereotyped with shorthand
characteristics in their writing. "Crazy Rich
Asians," an adaptation of Singapore writer
Kevin Kwan's 2013 novel of the same name,
managed to become quite successful, grossing
over $190 million in the box office on a $30
million budget.
"I think this is a good stepping stone in
Asian representation. There's always been a
little bit, like an Asian actor here and there, but
not enough," Senior Martina Cho said, "Crazy
Rich Asians' put so much attention on Asian
culture that went under the radar in a lot of
American movies."
Cho, a Taiwanese student, was content with
the movie.
"I read the novel as well and there weren't
any letdowns. Having a really good movie with
this kind of representation shows how we're
headed in a good direction," she said.
Senior Meiyah Neely, a large fan of Korean
culture in particular, pointed out some of
the negative aspects of how American media
portrays other cultures.
"It's quite disappointing to see American

An informal session led by a Blue Door
Theatre Troupe member. All attendees must
participate.
TUESDAY, OCT. 2ND
Community: Balance Your Bucs Workshop
5 p.m.
Harriet Cheney Cowles Library 106

Learn how to better save and invest your
money for the future. Free pizza!
Free admission.
Film: Dolores Huerta Documentary
6 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall 111

A 2017 documentary of activist Dolores
Huerta followed by panelists Dr. Julia
Stronks and activist Ingrid Gonzales.
Free admission.

(^

2017. The Guardian had similar things to say
on the live-action "Avatar: The Last Airbender"
on the topic of how "Hollywood whitewashing
has become toxic."
With the advent of "Crazy Rich Asians,"
however, students such as Cho and Neely
corroborate that things may be looking up for
Asian representation in American media.
Contact Jeremey Randrup at
jrandrup20@my.whitworth.edu
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VHS and vinyl headline Outmoded Media Symposium
Esther Brown
Staff Writer
'I he Lied Center held a symposium on outmoded media that on why "painting is dumb." At one point in time, all the outmoded
featured eight different speakers on Sept. 17 and 18. The event was media that had been discussed in this symposium were at the
sponsored by the Whitworth's Speakers & Artists series.
height of technology, Fifield said. However, painting has never
Day one of the symposium began with a welcome and been the best technology for communication.
introduction from Amanda Clark, the director, library and
"Painting has never been outmoded because painting has
associate dean of special programs at Whitworth and co-host never been inmoded," he said.
of the symposium. Joseph Ho, assistant professor of history at
Fifield explained his stance on painting being dumb,
Albion College, then spoke about "Studios to Selfies: Popular explaining how it can't communicate to a wide audience
Photography and the Evolution of the
simultaneously, it can't be reproducible and it
a
Camera. Next, Phil Gruen, associate professor
isn't widely distributable.
20 years from now,
of architecture at Washington State University,
"Painting communicates to a viewer one at
discussed "Sliding Home: The Carousel, The
will there be devices
a time, slowly, methodically, dumbly," he said.
Projector, Experience, and Nostalgia." Daniel
Researchers have found that people look
that you will remember
Milwee spoke on "Laser Disc Collectors'
at six of the most famous paintings in the
Obsession with Picture Improvement," and the
nostalgically?
Metropolitan Museum of Art for an average of
day ended with professor Thorn Caraway of the
27.2 seconds.
ROB FIFIELD
English department and Bethany Taylor from
"I can look at a painting that I've done and
Millwood Printworks.
think to myself: this has taken me 18 months
Professor
Ben Jousan, a filmmaker who flew out from
to complete and all I can say is 'thanks for
Texas, began day two with a session on video
looking at it for about three seconds,"' Fifield
home systems (VHS). Jousan called VHS "a historic emblem of said.
peak western-ism" and the "king of media" during the 1980s
Fifield continued into the topic of how painting has been static
through 2000s. In the initial release of VHS, everyone assumed it over 60,000 years. The issues of work in the creation of a painting
would take on the model of rentals. However, cheaper VHS tapes have remained constant, the same as it was with "cavemen."
were created and a "massive" market emerged.
"If you have something to say, why on earth would you paint?"
"Anybody with a certain amount of money could make a movie said one of Fifield's friends who is also a painter. "Pushing a stick
with animal fur into piles of colorful mush before the mush dries
and distribute it," Jousan said.
Jousan began his collecting "obsession" while working at a so you can transfer it to a surface upon which it can dry, so that
retail store where he found cheap VHS tapes. The veryfirst tape he someone else, likely no one, will see it and say, 'I understand,' is a
silly thing to do."
bought was "Mr. T's Be Somebody."
The best evidence of why painting is dumb,
"Part of the reason I bought them is because
a
Fifield said, is because of "painting's inherent
they were cheap," Jousan said. "I came in
I ended up gravitating
resistance to being outsmarted."
through the back door of this collecting frenzy."
back from digital to
"Painting cannot be tricked because
A lot of collectors have a profiteering motive.
painting is itself already the trick," Fifield said.
However, watching VHS reminds Jousan of his
vinyl."
"The ability to create the illusion of a tangible
childhood. Collecting is "very much a nostalgic
space that does not physically displace any
PAUL
BRACKE
thing," he said.
actual volume is the trick."
Next, Paul Bracke, dean of libraries at
Gonzaga Dean of Libraries
Even though he believes painting is dumb,
Gonzaga, talked about vinyl records. Bracke
Fifield
continues to paint. Painting allows him
is an avid collector of music in all formats, but
to
communicate
as
freely
as
possible. Painters can speak in the
particularly likes the experience of listening to vinyls.
"Trying to listen to everything digitally was stressful... I was metaphors they want, comment on any subject and become "god"
always skipping around," Bracke said. "I ended up gravitating back and "omniscient of that space."
"I'm connected, in some small way... to the vast history of this
from digital to vinyl."
connection
to people of all cultures," Fifield said. "Painting makes
Before the internet, "it was really hard to know what was out
there." Bracke said he would find music through magazines, me feel very un-alone."
Throughout all of the sessions in the symposium, there were
watching MTV, print sources and by talking to record store clerks.
repeated
"themes of nostalgia" and a "longing for the past," Clark
Collecting practices have changed because of the internet and
said.
She
asked the audience to reflect and wonder, "20 years from
databases like Discogs. It is easier to access information, connect
now,
will
there be devices that you will remember nostalgically?"
with fellow fans and musicians and to find specific recordings.
Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21 @my. whitworth.edu

Rob Fifield, an art professor at Whitworth, lead the last session
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Movie: "The Nun
Austin Casey
Staff Writer

Anyone who has seen the film "The Conjuring 2" remembers
the nightmare-inducing painting of a spooky nun slowly
creeping toward the camera. That nun is back, this time with her
own movie, but sadly "The Nun" keeps finding ways to prevent
itself from being truly effective.
Horror seems to work best when a tone of dread and danger
is built slowly over time, with a few releases throughout, leading
up to a tension-filled climax with the main killer or demon or
what-have-you.
"The Nun" decides to go for a different structure, by not
having any sense of structure whatsoever. Scare moments are
paced so far apart from each other that no sense of rhythm or
momentum can be built up and events that should happen in
the third act happen way too early. There isn't a sense of story
progression in any way and there isn't a goal for the characters
to push toward.

tillilltt111

"Perhaps the biggest sin of the film is the
ruining of the terrifying^image of the nun
herself.
One issue in the film is the lack of stakes. In this case all we
know is that an already-deserted abbey might be taken o
by a demonic presence and that the evil might leak out and
affect a nearby village somehow. Like many things in this movie
though, that danger fails to abide by the rule of showing rather

One thing worth complimenting was a scene that used
shadows in an effective way. It sounds silly, but the shape of the
nun in a traveling shadow was actually creepier than the nun
herself by the end of the movie.
It is over-reliant on unearned jump-scares and some ot the
CC

^wfgefone throwaway line about how a girl in the village
commifted suicide and spend less than five mmutes in the
village. I could care less if this evil spreads if you don t actually
show what the evil can do!
. ,
The over-explaining gets to a point where it gets in the way
of enjoying some subtle moments, like a pool of blood that
unexplahiably grows each day. Instead of letting the viewer
notice it on their own, our main character says Wow, there is
more blood now! How is that possible? Perhaps the biggest sin
of the film is the ruining of the terrifying image of the nun herself.
In "The Conjuring 2" that single, dimly lit image is enough to
make anyone's skin crawl. Since she is the main antagonist in
this whole film, we see a whole lot of her. It's simply not scary
after seeing the nun pop out for the ninetieth time in bright light.

* II*

V.

The Nun ended up being a solid^premise but
not a complete movie.

more slow-paced effective scares seem to be a "greatest hits" of
moments ripped directly from the other "Conjuring" films (e.g.
a crucifix on the wall slowly turning upside down, a scene where
a figure is behind hanging sheets of fabric).
Sadly, "The Nun" ended up being a solid premise but not a
complete movie. The ongoing Conjuring franchise can certainly
survive this bummer of a movie (especially financially
e
Nun" has already grossed over $235 million), but I feel this
missed opportunity will end up forgotten within a month or two.

If I was held a gunpoint and forced to say some nice things about
this movie, I would say about 20 percent of the scare moments
work, the locations and score are passable or at least somewhat
interesting and that the way the film is resolved is laugh-out-loud
worthy. It's structurally confused, visually unoriginal, cliche and
just not a fun movie-going experience. I wouldn t recommend
spending your money or your time seeing "The Nun" in theaters,
but I suppose could be worth a Redbox/Netflix watch at some
point.
Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my.whitworth.edu

Upcoming
Events
& Results

Charles Bowles Invitational
9:30 a.m. Salem, OR
Sat, 29 Sept.

Vs. Linfield at Whitworth Pinebowl
1 p.m. Sat, 29 Sept.
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Whitworth's Reily Hegarty leads
Bucs Golf into 2018 Season
in six tournaments and posting an average
score of 79.8. His sophomore year heimproved
his scoring average to a 77 per round. Hegarty
played in all 11 tournaments last year with his
Reily Hegarty, 20,' is leading the Bucs men's
best finished being third place in the NWC
golf team into the 2018 season with hopes
spring classic.
of taking home the Northwest Conference
With the momentum of an all-star cast
Championship.
around him and years of hard work behind
The Bucs made an impressive 2018 debut
him Hegarty plans on making big changes in
taking first place at the PLU invitational on
the hierarchy of NWC golf. Pacific Lutheran
Monday of September the 17th. The
University has been atop the golf
Bucs finished a combined one over
standings for the past number of seasons,
par with 577 total strokes. They edged
but after acquiringa great golfer in Phelps
"We are gonna have a really good
last years NWC champion PLU by three
to help an already powerful lineup, the
strokes to take the tournament.
team. It was exactly the way we wanted Bucs are sure to shake things up in the
Derrick Phelps, 19', made an
2018 season.
impressive debut after transferring form
to start the year and the way we want
division two Saint Martin's University
in Olympia, Washington. Phelps took
to move forward.
home individual honors by finishing
Contact Henry Miller at
first place overall with a score of four
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu
REILY HEGARTY
under par. Phelps edged Travis Bossio
of Grays Harbor and two more golfers
junior
form the previously dominant PLU.
Whitworth finished with five golfers
inside the top 15 finishers.
he is prepared for the coming tournaments."
Hegarty kept even with Phelps throughout
Hegarty has included golf as a focus on
the round until late into the back nine of the in planning his career Hegarty, a business
final day of the tournament. Hegarty ended up management major, has plans on becoming
tying for seventh.
a PGA golf pro. This would mean working at
Hegarty has been playing golf since he a golf course and helping to maintain things
was in third grade. He grew up in Pendleton, as well as schedule tournaments and mange
Oregon playingin the Northeastern Junior Golf the business aspects of the course. "There are
tour. Once he began playing I high school he two to four years of extra training, and then
Reily Hegarty, (20')
traveled around the state to places like Portland an apprenticeship through the PGA," Hegarty
and Bend to compete in tournaments and get said. "Accounting is great for it too, I have
his name out as top performer in the state.
considered double majoring in that."
Hegarty, like any student athlete has to
Hegarty started his freshmen year playing

Henry Miller
Sports Editor

keep up with the rigors of school as well as
an intense practice schedule to be in top
competitive shape. With three hour practices
every day Hegarty has balanced his time well
in keeping up with his studies.
lot of the extra work that comes with golf
takes time," Hegarty said, "We put in a lot of
extra practice that isn't mandatory."
Hegarty has had to sacrifice social time to
make sure that his game is complete and that

Junior Profile

Puget Sound Invitational
Sept. 29, 30

Reily finished third at
last year's NWC spring
classic,

Puget Sound Invitational

Photos Courtesy of Reily Hegarty

Vs. Willamette at Salem, Ore.
2 p.m. Saturday,Sept. 29
Vs. Linfield at McMinnville, Ore.
2 p.m. Sunday Sept. 30

Vs. Willamette at Salem, Ore.
12 p.m. Saturday Sept. 29
Vs. Linfield at McMinnville, Ore
12 p.m. Sunday Sept 30

Vs. Puget Sound at Whitworth
Fieldhouse 7 p.m. Friday Sept 28
Vs. Pacific Lutheran at Whitworth
Fieldhouse 6 p.m. Saturday, Sept 29

The Whitworthiazi

THE VOICE OF WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS SINCE 1905

Produce online and print
content on topics that
interest you!
Meetings 6 p.m.
HUB ABC
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Emily Leinweber leads women's
cross country in final season
Nicole Oh

Staff Writer
This fall, senior Emily Leinweber is
completing her fourth and final year as a
member of the women's cross country team.
Leinweber is one of two seniors this season
who serves as a captain and role model,
alongside Marissa Mount, to the young team
this year, which includes nine freshman and
five returners.
Originally from Walla Walla, Leinweber
will graduate this spring with a major in
history and secondary education, and will be
teaching either social studies or history in a
middle school or high school. In her free time
she enjoys cooking, crafting and spending
time with her family and friends. She also
competes on the track and field team in the
spring primarily running the 5k and 10k.
Looking back, she said, a huge athletic
highlight and accomplishment includes
winning the NWC championship race the
past three years, in the 2017 season Leinweber
finished the championship meet with a time
of 25:42 for the 6k race.
Each year the team sets the goal of winning
conference, commits and keeps each other
accountable for this goal by constantly
working hard not only at practice, but in the
classroom, showing up, doing the little things,
and continually supporting each other. "The
process of reaching this goal is the epitome of
pursuing perfection as a team and realizing
that we can only be our best individually if we
are first best together, as a team, Leinweber
said.

Throughout Leinweber's four years some
of the most memorable moments include a
combination of supporting each other during
tough workouts, competing in races together
as a team, ice bathing after practice, van rides
to meets, all the fun at training camp, and of
course snack nights, however what made all
those memories so special was "in all those
moments we get to the opportunity to get to
know each other on a different level, and new
ways to support and love each other better.The
relationships we are able to build in the little

Senior Profile
Emily Leinweber, (19')
Emily earned three
academic State
Championships
during her time at
Walla Walla High
School

"it has been hard
sometimes, but
ultimately so
rewarding, fun, and
absolutely worth the
sacrifices.

said "It has also been a time of growth, being
surrounded by coaches and teammates who
encourage you to be the best you can be in
athletics, academics, social, and spiritual life.
I love this team and everything that it stands
for" She said "It has been hard at times, but
ultimately so rewarding, fun, and absolutely
worth the sacrifices and disappointments that
EMILY LEINWEBER
come along with athletics"
senior
Looking ahead, both the men and women
cross country teams will be traveling to
moments are what makes it possible to support compete at the 44th Annual Charles Bowles
each other in the big moments and truly work Invitational on Sept. 29 in Salem, Ore.
together."
Leinweber described her overall experience Contact Nicole Oh at
on the Whitworth cross country team "not noh21@my.whitworth.edu
only as a privilege but a huge blessing. It has
been a place of working hard together, being
there for one another, and becoming not
only better athletes, but better people."She

TIE WHUWORTHIAN
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Arielle Van Peursem leads Women's Soccer over
Whitman to kick off senior season
senior goalie Molly Webster blocked
a Whitman attempt. By halftime, the
Staff Writer
score remained 1-0 with six shots on
goal for the Pirates and
In a competitive
only one for the Blues.
Wednesday afternoon
As the second
game, the Whitworth
half began, Webster
women's soccer team
saved another shot
defeated Whitman in
a score of 3-1 to move Areille Van Peursem, (19 ) at the Pirate's goal in
the first five minutes.
to an overall record of
Once
again, both
4-1-2.
teams worked the field
In this first home
looking for openings
game of the season,
until a scrappy play
the Bucs performed
resulted in another
in a competitive
goal for the Lady Bucs.
fashion, exciting the
Van Peursem kicked
crowd of supporters.
the ball into Whitman's
Every defensive player
Bryanna Schreiber's
met Whitman with
arms, only for her to
aggression while the
drop it arrd Senior Coby
forwards advanced the
Yoshimura batted the
ball with speed and
ball back into the net.
tenacity.
Just two minutes
It did not take long to
Tin K JfirtNIPHPMPJSUfcflDWlWi I
later,
Whitman
score the first goal; just
defenders scored a
ten minutes into the
point for the Pirates,
Areille lead the lady Bucs with
first half when senior
pushing it back into the
seven goals her sophomore
forward Arielle Van
net while scrambling
year and was named to the all
Peursem, assisted by
northwest conference first team.
to secure the ball.
Brixaida Mendoza, shot
Meanwhile, Webster
a goal on a breakaway
blocked two more
push up the field.
shots and watched as
Setting the tone for the
early part of the match, Van Peursem the ball hit the crossbar of the goal and
attempted a goal, just missing the post, flew away.
Whitman's only point came for Sofia
only five minutes later.
After the early excitement, both teams Ellington's penalty goal. The final score
settled into a rhythm for the rest of the was 3-1 and the Bucs had twice as many
half. Juniors Annie Clark and Ivahnna shots on goal as the Blues.
"In the first half especially, we did a
Espinoza each shot at the goal, while

Allison Kulikowski

Senior Profile

I If,

good job of connecting passes to feet
and did not let Whitman out of there
half which shows how well we can keep
the ball," Van Peursem said. She went
onto explain that the focus for the year
is "consistency," and "loving each other
through our work.
Van Peursem is no stranger to
consistency, having been a part of both
the soccer team and business club for
each of her four years at Whitworth, as
well as the track team for at least two.
In addition to competing in her final
year of soccer, Van Peursem is the active
president of the Business Club and works
part time for Learfield Company. To say
she is busy would be an understatement,
but she claims it has been "a learning
process" this year.
"I drive off of beingbusy," Van Peursem
said, "but it is hard. There are trade-offs
and sacrifices when balancing academic
work, soccer, and the club, as well as
sleep."
The Lady Bucs face off against
Willamette in Oregon to start a two game
road trip which will conclude against
Linfield on Sunday, Sept. 30.

Contact Allison Kulikowski at
akulikowski21@my.whitworth.edu

Photos Courtesy of Will Eckley, whitworthpirates.com

Sports Opinion: Controversy at 2018 US Open
Kincaid Norris
Staff Writer
The U.S. Open has
always been one of the
most prestigious tennis
tournaments in the world.
The U.S. open along with the
French Open, the Australian
Open, and Wimbledon
make up the four majors.
This year Serena Williams
(a twenty-three-time majors
champion) incurred large
in-game penalties which

some say caused her to
lose in the U.S. Open finals.
Serena's reaction along
with the types of penalties
that were given brings into
question whether she was
being targeted for these
penalties because she is
a woman or if they were all
legally administered.
The first thing that
needs to be questioned is
the validity of the umpire
who administered this
controversial match.
Carlos Ramos, the head
chair umpire, has been an
umpire on the pro circuit for
twenty-seven years and has
garnered worldwide respect.
He is one of 22 umpires to
obtain a gold badge status
which is only awarded to
the best umpires in the
world. Consequently, he
is viewed as a trustworthy
umpire which is why he has

umpired at each of the four
majors.
On the pro-tour penalties
and rule infractions build
upon one another and
increase in severity as more
penalties are incurred. The
first infraction results in
a warning from the chair,
second infraction is a point
penalty, and third is a game
penalty.
Ramos issued Serena
at the beginning of the
sr

ikr

I'm fighting for
women's rights and
women's equality
SERENA WILLIAMS

second set as Naomi Osaka
was beginning to pull away
from Serena. As Serena was
preparing to return serve,
Ramos administered a
warning to Serena for illegal
coaching from the stands,
which is disallowed in all
majors. The second came
later in the set when Serena
broke her racket on the
ground and Ramos awarded
Osaka a point for racket
abuse on Serena's part. The
third and final penalty was
assessed when Serena and
Ramos began arguing about
the previous penalties and
Serena called him a thief
and she was then penalized

a game for unsportsmanlike
conduct.
The issue is that Serena
believes valid, rules like the
coaching rule and verbal
abuse to an umpire, are
broken continuously by
male tennis players but are
never penalized. This issue
of a double standard iswhat
has enraged masses, but
past evidence shows Ramos
has been strict even to male
players.
Spanish superstar Rafael

Andy Murray have both
filed complaints that
Ramos has targeted them
with calls. Instead of
levying claims of sexism
upon Ramos and the tennis
world, we should instead
question the role of umpires
in high stake matches or
even consider rule changes
to better the game. Tennis
is far from a perfectly run
sport, but sexism is not what
altered the 2018 U.S. Open.
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— WITH A TAP —

DOWNLOAD OUR APP
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Download on the
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Contact Kincaid Norris at
knorris21@my. whitworth.
edu
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KIPOS ANNUAL
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Emily Pinnow- Staff Photographer
Whitworth students enjoy good company and live music.

Emily Pinnow- Staff Photographer
Katie Yost and Karsyn Bryant pose for a photo-op while friend Tristy Osbon
takes the picture.

Emily Pinnow -Staff Photographer
Sarah Tel, Meghan Cunz, and Andrea Brandsness add artwork to the Doodle Spot.

Emily Pinnow- Staff Photographer
Sean McGrath performs for the Kipos Harvest Fest.

Emily Pinnow- Staff Photographer
Taylor Pannell brings out her artistic side with organic
vegetable based paint.

Emily Pinnow- Staff Photographer
Kipos welcomes students to its annual Harves Festival with food, live music and public participation art.
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Whitworth wins
national award
for diversity
\

Rachel Ayres
Staff Writer

Lisa Van Hulzen| Athletic Photographer

Photo of the week: Senior Lauren Budde jumps for the ball in a home game against Whitman College in the Fieldhouse on Wednesday,
Oct. 3. The Pirates went on to win 3games in their match against their Walla Wall rivals, with final scores of25-16,25-22,27-25.
More sports coverage can be found on pages 6-8.

Recent accredidation site visit
results in positive feedback
Suggestions include increased representation, gen-ed implementation
Heidi Massey
Staff Writer
The Northwest Commission
on Colleges and Universities,
a regional accrediting body for
institutes of higher learning, has
recently reaffirmed Whitworth
as an accredited university.
The organization visited to
Whitworth last April, which
was part of a routine evaluation
that occurs every seven years.
Following the NWCCU's visit,
Whitworth received its letter of
reaffirmation in July, as well as
five commendations and two
recommendations.
Whitworth University has been
an accredited with the NWCCU
since 1933.
According to NWCCU's
website, nwccu.org, "Regional
accreditation is a process
of recognizing educational
institutions for performance,
integrity, and quality that entitles
them to the confidence of the
educational community and the
public."
Deanna Ojennus serves as
Whitworth's Accreditation Liaison
Officer as well as the Director of

recommendation was to represent report that contained evidence of
Assessment and Evaluation.
more
groups, such as student life, criteria such as student learning.
"The accreditation cycle is on a
seven year cycle, so this [visit] was spiritual life and the Dornsife "The report was a group effort
a big one, this is where they review Center, on key assessment across campus," Ojennus said.
Mark Killian, who is the
all the standards. They send a committees. Another was to
team of peers to the university continue to implement a general chairperson of the General
to review all our materials, education assessment plan, and to Education Assessment Task
and then that team comes up develop a new gen-ed assessment Force, described the methods
with a list of commendations plan should the faculty adopt gen- that Whitworth used to measure
the general education learning
and recommendations for the ed program revisions.
"We did find some things outcomes of its students.
university," she said.
"For example: Core," Killian
In the NWCCU Peer that we want to be working
Evaluator Report, Whitworth on, but they were highly said. "One of the outcomes of
was commended on "a strong complimentary,"Provost Carol Core is that students will have
knowledge of their own worldview,
and uniform sense of mission," Simon said.
"the thoughtful, collaborative
Among the standards that and so we have to make sure that
and productive work of faculty universities and colleges are that's happening. And how do.we
and staff through the shared evaluated for through the do that? We assess assignments in
governance structure," and NWCCU are mission, compliance 150, 250, and then of course 350,
its "robust use of institutional with guidelines, governance, to make sure that there's a level of
research, information systems, core themes, and sustainability. acceptance there."
"We have different indicators
data analytics, and mathematical These standards can encompass
models as well as its advanced anything from human resources to based on student artifacts, and
we need to supply data to show
work related to data security."
technological infrastructure.
The President, Board of
"Basically we have to meet, that we hit or missed indicators,"
Trustees, faculty and staff were all of the standards set up by the he said.
For more information
all commended on their strategic Commission to show that we are
planning and efforts to make meeting our mission and that concerning the accreditation
Whitworth sustainable, and the we are providing students with a process, visit www.whitworth.
library was commended on its quality education," Ojennus said. edu/cms/about/accreditation.
In order to prepare for the
improvements in faculty, student
outreach, space utilization seven-year evaluation, faculty Contact Heidi Massey at
and other adjustments. One members compiled a 160 page hmassey22@my.whitworth.edu

Sodexo, ASWU meet to discuss options and
improvements to increase student satisfaction
Food service provider seeks input from students to address comments, menu changes
Ezekiel Pagaduan
Staff Writer
This semester, the Sodexo team and the
Associated Students of Whitworth University
(ASWU) met to discuss changes and new food
suggestions for the upcoming year, with the
aim of improving student satisfaction. Sodexo
has been thefood provider for Whitworth since
2011, and implements changes to improve
meal offerings, especially in accommodating
students with dietary restrictions.
"[At the] beginning of theyear we address the
ASWU council and we tell them of any changes
in the food program, any new managers and
new programs that [are] different [from]
the previous year," said Dan King, Sodexo
operations manager at Whitworth.
King said while there will probably always
be those who dislike certain dining hall
options or want to see additional changes,
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overall students are generally pleased with
the program. Nevertheless, he said part of the
job is sitting down and discussing students'
concerns, and that his door is always open.
aWe

always do our best to serve
the Whitworth community, and we
value students' appreciation of the
food we serve them.
MEGAN HELM

Executive Chef
This message is echoed by others in the
Sodexo staff.
"We always do our best to serve the
Whitworth community, and we value students'

STA BUS
PASSES

appreciation of the food we serve them," said
Megan Helm, executive chef at Whitworth.
"We made a list of changes. We have started to
implement some of them already."
This desire to serve has been the impetus
of this year's meeting between Sodexo and
ASWU.
"ASWU and Sodexo had a meeting about
suggestions for more available food choices
and more fresh fruits for students this year,"
said Andrews Boateng, ASWU executive vice
president.
ASWU and Sodexo are encouraging
students to attend the weekly ASWU meetings.
"ASWU has partnered up with Sodexo,
providing free food passes for those who
attend ASWU meetings on Wednesdays. This
also helps off-campus students that do not
have a meal plan," Boateng said.
continued on pg. 2

Whitworth University has once again
earned the prestigious Higher Education
Excellence in Diversity (HEED) Award for
2018. This honor recognizes colleges and
universities across the nation that commit to
and prioritize diversity and inclusion work,
and is given by the magazine INSIGHT Into
Diversity.
The university has received this award
before, but not for the 2016-2017 school
year. During that time, no one filled the role
of Chief Diversity Officer and Associate Vice
President of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,
so a HEED applicationwas not submitted. Dr.
Lorna Hernandez Jarvis filled that position
in July 2017, and lead filling out the HEED
application for the 2018 year.
The application process requires the
university to provide data and explanations
in regards to programs that promote
diversity and inclusion in higher education
institutions.
"One of the goals of the application
process is to help institutions of higher
education assess their diversity efforts in
order to build on their success and improve
where necessary," according to INSIGHT
Into Diversity's website.
Highlighted on Whitworth's 2018
application were programs such as Act Six
and Bucs Bound, which are in place to help
first generation students and students of
underrepresented backgrounds with their
college experiences. Designed in part to
expand campus diversity, these programs
continue to grow. This year Bucs Bound had
100 student participants, compared to last
year's 60.
The criteria for the HEED award not
only acknowledge diversity and inclusion
amongst the student body, but also within
the staff and faculty.
4X

We are a Christian
institution that actually
walks our talk.
AYAKA DOHL

Assistant Director of Admissions
"Having a diverse campus of students
and community members with different
perspectives, backgrounds and life
experiences helps others grow," said Ayaka
Dohi the Assistant Director of Admissions
who specializes in multicultural recruitment
and transfer students.
Another component of Whitworth's
application was the Christ-Centered
Rationale for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
that was adopted by the university in 2016.
This document drew the attention of the
award judges.
"[The judges] were really impressed with
that document because it really showed how
we are very clear in integrating our Christian
mission with the diversity and inclusion
work, and that spoke a lot to them," Jarvis
said.
Dohl also discussed diversity as a
Christian obligation.
"Our world is changing; so we as a
Christian school, I believe, must teach our
students to have a critical mindset and to
learn how to be respectful in disagreements
and discourse. [This] is part of being good
citizens in the world. This is important
because preparing students in a Christian
institution is a way to practice our faith, do
what Jesus asked us to do," she said. "We are
a Christian institution that actually walks our
talk."
While Whitworth is now a two-time
recipient of this award, the passion to
continue improving diversity and inclusion
is still alive, Jarvis said. "It is challenging.
We are not naive in any way. We live,
unfortunately, in a very divided and divisive
world, not just nation, but world. We know
that our goal as Christians - and knowing the
effectiveness of diversity and inclusion works
- is that we need to prepare each other better
and our students better to make a difference
in this world," she said.
All 2018 recipients of the HEED award
will be announced in the November issue of
INSIGHT Into Diversity.

Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my.whitworth.edu
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VOLUME 109, ISSUE 02
The Whitworthiaij has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.
OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.

All aboard:Universal Transit Access
Program arrives at Whitworth
ASWU works with Spokane Transit Authority to provide

transportation for all Whitworth community mem ers

GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. The college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
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The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS

If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillips19@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT

www.thewhitworthian.news

An STA bus waits for passengers to board across Hawthorne Road from campus. Free bus fare is now available to Whitworth students, staff,
and faculty through Spokane Transit Authority's Universal Transit Access Program.

QUESTIONS?

ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
timit to 250 words.
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to go out and explore unlessyou wanted to pay
UTAP in other ways.
"We're talking about a charge of $6 per again," she said.
But even the very act of using public
student...So even if ASWU is unable to get that
out of their existing budget, in the surveys we've transportation can itself be a way to experience
After almost two years of work, free Spokane taken with students they have no problem with a community, according to Mullaney.
"I think it's remarkable how because it's a
Transit Authority (STA) bus passes are available paying more. It's just so little money for the
, smaller network everybody, when they get off
benefit," he said.
for Whitworth students, staff, and faculty.
Mowery's beliefs and ASWU's surveys the bus says, 'thank you' to the driver," he said.
In the spring of 2017, The Whitworthian
reported on plans for the Associated Students already seem borne out by users of the transit "I haven't experienced that with D.C. Metro,
with New York, with Philadelphia or Seattle...I
of Whitworth University (ASWU) to contract program.
"It's been a godsend," said Dr. Ryan really think that even though it's a different
with STA under the Universal Transit Access
ridership, all walks of life
Program (UTAP). These have now come to Mullaney, visiting
just seem very respectful
choral
lecturer
for
Fall
fruition.
"it gives not only students,
to the bus drivers and
"ASWU has taken out a contract on behalf 2018. "I told people
of the students with Spokane Transit," said that I was going to be but staff, faculty, and everyone thankful that they have
this option, and I just
junior Alex Mowery, the student instrumental earless in Spokane
a chance to explore and learn think that's a wonderful
in fostering this deal with STA. "Essentially and they told me I was
thing."
what it does is it allows us to pay for operating crazy, to be honest...
about Spokane.,
Right now, Mowery
expenses rather than the full charge of a bus The system has worked
sees the greatest
remarkably well, and
route, up to a certain amount."
ABEBAYE BEKELE
difficulty faced by UTAP
Mowery has been working on bringing the it's already saved me a
proponents as simply
Junior
program to Whitworth since he was a freshman, lot of money."
spreading the word.
Like
Mowery,
when he learned that Whitworth was the only
"I think the biggest
Mullaney doesn't
local school without an STA partnership.
challenge is promoting the program and
"Every university in the region, including believe a $6 fee should deter anyone.
"I'd certainly pay it gladly to have that encouraging faculty and staff to utilize it for
Spokane Falls [Community College], has a
their students," he said.
UTAP program," he said. "My first year here, option," he said.
This is also a need recognized by Mullaney,
This opinion is also shared by junior
a lot of students were clamoring for free bus
who only found out about the program by
passes because they knew that that was a Abebaye Bekele.
"It's an amazing steal and Whitworth should accident.
program at Gonzaga and other universities in
"Without question I would have wanted
our area. So I asked around to Spokane Transit keep doing it because it gives not only students,
and to Gonzaga asking, 'Okay, how are you but staff, faculty and everyone a chance to the university to tell me that I had this option
available to me," he said.
doing this? What is the program?' and then explore and learn about Spokane," she said.
Aside from any monetary benefits to the
Currently, he believes Whitworth isn't
worked with Spokane Transit tofigure out how
Whitworth community, it is this notion of doing enough to promote the availability of
to bring a similar program here."
Now, thanks to the work of Mowery and exploration and engagement that underscores the university passes.
ASWU, Whitworth STA passes can be obtained Mowery's hopes for UTAP.
I just couldn't find any information on
"I think it can be used to get to school, it can the website about it, and I even looked when
from the info desk in the Hixon Union Building
(HUB) by presenting valid university ID. The be used to go to the store, it can be used to go I got here, so I think the university [should be]
school is only charged when the card is used to laser tag downtown for students who don't proactive in getting that word out, so we're
to ride an STA bus. The more people who use have cars, but I also think it equips students taking advantage of the resources that we
the cards the more the school pays - but only to really engage with people who aren't here. have," he said.
Whitworth is pretty
to a point.
Ultimately Mowery is confident not only
isolated from the heart in the success of the program, but also in its
"We'll get charged
«
»
It's been a godsend.
of Spokane," he said. necessity to Whitworth's mission. "Working
the total operating
"The best-case scenario on getting students engaged in Spokane
cost up to $21,000.
RYAN MULLANEY
is just students using in ways that transform the community but
So, if the bus is used
the program to do things also transforms students is one of the most
significantly less than
Professor
they wouldn't normally
we project, then we'll
™sai?m ChaUengeS at^tworth right now,"
do."
pay significantly less,
Mowery says he hopes that the UTAP will
but if it's used significantly more we'll still only
Those wishing to obtain UTAP passes
enable international students especially to should inqiure at the HUB info desk.
pay that agreed amount," Mowery said.
Despite previous announcements that explore and make connections in Spokane, a
the money would come from an increase in difficulty Bekele has seen play out in her own
student activity fees, Mowery says that this experience.
"Last year when we used the bus, you'd pay
year the money has come from the ASWU
budget, rather than directly from students. for it once and it has a two-hour limit, so you'd
Nevertheless, he anticipates no problems get whatever you needed to get done within Contact Chris Reichert at
garnering student support for funding the those two hours...you didn't have much room
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"Sodexo," continued from pg. 2
"I think these changes would increase
student satisfaction because I know people
have approached me [asking] 'Why aren't they
serving anything except those apples that are
always displayed there? said senior Chloe
Taton, a Sodexo worker.
In an effort to make dining more exciting,
Sodexo frequently looks for opportunities to
connect with students through innovative
events. Last year, Sodexo put on a Hawaiian
food night which Taton said many people
enjoyed. Despite having a variety of food
choices and seeking to promote an enjoyable

«

I think these changes would
increase student satisfaction."
CHLOE TATON

Senior
dining, experience, Sodexo continues to seek
feedback on how to improve. This is the
primary reason for meeting with ASWU and
asking for student feedback, King said
Additionally, he highlighted some things
that will be added this year that students
should look forward to. These changes will

nclude a seafood night, orange
new rack for spices and sauces ii
Room, dessens without refined s
fresh fruits, sliced apples, and
reintroduction of the panini press.
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We can't just "believe women" in assault cases
Heidi Thom
Photos Editor
I am a woman. I feel deeply for any woman,
or man, who has been sexually assaulted. It is
a terrible thing that no one should ever have
to go through. I cannot comprehend how a
sexual abuser could do such a thing, let alone
live with themself afterward.
The stories of sexual assault and abuse I
have heard from those I know and care greatly
about make my blood boil. I am by no means
belittling the pain of these experiences. But
if I have learned anything over my time at
Whitworth it is that we should not lose our
reason to our emotions, or vice versa. We need
reason and feelings, truth and grace, mind and
heart.
I also feel deeply for anyone who has been
falsely accused of sexual assault by a malicious
individual attempting to ruin them. I believe
this is more common than most of us may
think. I know men do terrible things, but I also
know women do terrible things.
Evil does not discriminate between gender.
Women can be deceptive and manipulative
just as men can be abusive. (I realize sexual
abuse as well as false accusations happen to
people regardless of gender, but I'm talking
about women specifically because that is the

factors make me who I am- that is, beside
most common case).
Think about it. What better time than being a woman? What phrases like "believe
during the #MeToo movement to falsely women" or "every woman deserves to be
accuse someone of sexual assault and get believed" seem to communicate is that one's
away with it? The tension and emotional character does not really matter compared
with one's identity. This is the
outrage is so high that it
fundamental
issue of identity
would be easy to do. These
«
politics, whether the focus
kind of false accusations are
As a woman, it
is on gender, race, sexual
made all the more horrible
is honestly a bit
orientation, or any other
by the fact that they are
label that has no correlation
consequently making it
insulting to me that to one's character. Identity
harder for those who have
politics focuses on what the
actually experienced sexual
if I accused a man
individual is rather than who
assault to come forward.
the individual is, and this is a
of sexual assualt, I
No, we cannot just "believe
problem.
women" any more than we
would be believed so
I believe men and women
can just believe men. We
cannot afford to be that readily because of my are different but equal. We
aren't the same, but that is not
naive, no matter how good
a bad thing. Our differences
our intentions are. We need
gender.
compliment one another,
to have evidence. We need to
and we both need each other.
be reasonable and fair to the
best of our ability. This is difficult to do when As a woman, I want to encourage and lift up
emotions of outrage and injustice come into the men in my life so they can be the best that
they can.be. Good men should not have to
play, not to mention political biases.
As a woman, it is honestly a bit insulting to inherit the stereotypes developed by other evil
me that if I accused a man of sexual assault, men, they don't deserve that. Masculinity is
I would be believed so readily because of my not inherently toxic. There is good masculinity
gender. What about my character? Am I a just as there is good femininity.When it comes
good or bad person? What about all the other to accusations of sexual violence and assault

we can't take the marginal case and use it to
judge all of the others. We "must look at each
accusation as a separate and unique case and
put aside preconceived notions if we want to
discover the actual truth.
Many believe Supreme Court nominee
Brett Kavanaugh is guilty of the accusations
of sexual assault brought against him. "Guilty
until proven innocent" is not the kind of
judicial process I want to live under. I would
like to challenge those who have already
made up their minds that Kavanaugh is guilty
to ask, "what if he is innocent?" Put political
differences aside. What if he is an honest man
of integrity who has been wrongly accused and
is now fighting not only to win the Supreme
Court Seat, but also to protect his character,
reputation, and everything he has worked his
whole life to achieve?
There is real injustice out there when it
comes to sexual assault and abuse. There is no
doubt about that. However, we must do our
best to look at the facts and judge fairly. Just
as my parents used to tell me as a kid that "two
wrongs don't make a right" we cannot fight
injustice with more injustice.
Contact Heidi Thom at
hthoml8@my.whitworth.edu

The danger of romanticizing mental disorders
to believe that it was hopeless, and that I and everyone
else should admire sadness. This is such a dangerous
line of thinking.
According to the American Foundation for Suicide
With social media on the rise, mental health issues
have become more widely known and accepted. Online Prevention, suicide is the 10th leading cause of death
platforms allow users to share personal stories and in the U.S. When teens or other vulnerable people are
accounts of many different psychological disorders. exposed to content that romanticizes and encourages
Largely this is used as a support system to encourage mental disorders, there may be deadly ramifications.
and inform others of their own personal experiences. Depression and anxiety among other mental disorders
However, social media can also bring about very harmful are serious medical conditions that can be treated in
various ways.
romanticized ideas regarding mental health issues.
There
are
many
different
According to the Anxiety
psychotherapy
options
available
along
and Depression Association of
with a plethora of medications that
America, about 6.7 percent of
"when teens or other
can help with the increase or decrease
adults in America have Major
of neurotransmitters that can lead to
Depressive Disorder, and 18.1
vulnerable people are
anxiety and depression. There is such
percent of adults suffer from
a plethora of options available because
exposed to content
anxiety. Oftentimes, these two
it
affects so many people. Much like an
mental disorders are comorbid,
iron or Vitamin D deficiency, anxiety
that romanticizies and
or occur together. Despite the
and depression often are a result of a
severity and seriousness of
encourages mental
serotonin deficiency.
mental disorders, there seems
Depression, anxiety and other
to be a pushback from help on
disorders, there may be
mental
disorders
are
medical
social media networks.
conditions
that
can
be
helped.
There
deadly
ramifications.
On sites like Pinterest,
is no admiration or beauty in suffering
Tumblr and Instagram, I've
when there is a way out. Functioning at
seen a trend of black-and-white
photos with a text quote overtop of it. These quotes have a normal level is attainable, and it's important for those
read such things as, "I'm sorry I'm not the perfect person who are suffering to know that. Instead of taking part in
you thought I was," or "you're just a memory." This kind harmful social media trends, social media usesrs should
of association with mental disorders is frightening. This find ways to be exposed to more positive, uplifting and
sort of content essentially says, "I don't deserve help." It hopeful content. Starting with small changes in your
immediate surroundings can lead to better and hopeful
accepts the disorder, and even embraces it in a way.
When I began my college experience, I was life choices.
overwhelmed with anxiety and depression from simply
being in a newcommunity and a newplace in life. I found
myself deep in the rabbit hole of "beautiful sadness" and
saw my discomfort as a strength, and myself as a fighter.
I started thinking that seeking therapy was a joke and
"getting better "was denying this sadness, because it was
a part of who I am. These social media platforms led me Contact Abby Nye at anyel9@my.whitworth.edu

Abby Nye
Opinions Editor
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Stuart Epstein
I seem to find myself in the minority in
today's National Democratic Party.
I disagree with the tendency of most
Democrats (including political candidates
for Congress and those in the news media)
to constantly bash Donald Trump over
his obnoxious personality and his divisive
comments.
As very conservative "Morning Joe"
Scarborough has said on his MSNBC show,
when Democrats talk negatively about Trump,
it just makes his supporters angrier and more
protective of him, while corroborating their
paranoid belief that Democrats and the liberal
part of the media are out to get Trump. Rather,
as Joe suggests, Democrats need to focus on
telling the people what their values are and on
telling the people that the federal government
can be a positive force for a lot of good in our
country and that it can make life better for all
Americans.
They don't seem to realize that most
Americans agree with them that we need to
protect the safety-net programs such as Social
Security, Medicare, Medicaid, Food Stamps,
College Student Loans, and Unemployment
Insurance Benefits.
These are winning issues that we should be
talking about, not trashing Trump:
Contact Abby Nye at
anyel9@my.whitworth.edu
•••
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4%

1/5 U.S. adults experience
mental illness in a single
year.
Suicide is the 10th leading
cause of death in the U.S.

if//

9

1/5 youth experience a severe
mental disorder at some point
in their life.

Information courtesy of the National Alliance of Mental Illness

Graphic by Abby Nye| Opinions Editor

Whitworth should be providing
basic feminine hygiene products
Alanna Carlson
Columnist
Probably the most ubiquitous
complaint of women worldwide is when
"that time of the month" comes around.
Periods are universally acknowledged as
unpleasant.
Symptoms from cramps to cravings,
mood swings to muscle aches and
bloating to breast tenderness all make
periods uncomfortable at best and
debilitating disorders lik eendometriosis
or possibly even life-threatening at worst.
But there's another, less talked-about
issue surrounding periods: the cost of
feminine hygiene products. And that cost
is outrageous.
According to USA Today, the average
woman spends between $150 and $300 a
year on pads and tampons alone — that's
not counting any other products or services
a woman on her period may need. While
that cost may not sound like a lot, it adds
up fast. The average woman menstruates
for about 40 years. Today, a typicafwoman
will spend upward of $6,000 in her lifetime
just on pads and tampons.
This cost is a major problem for many
women, but college students particularly
feel the extra expenditure. For most
students, the cost of tuition, books,
supplies and room and board are already
high, eating up what meager income they
might have. Adding the extra expense of
feminine hygiene products onto an already
tight budget can mean a lot of stress for a
female student.

So, what's the solution to this problem?
It's relatively simple, actually. College
campuses need to start providing feminine
hygiene products to their female students
free of charge.
The cost for a 36-count box of generic
brand tampons at Target is $4.24 after
Spokane County sales tax. That's roughly
$.12 per tampon for tampons that are still
better quality than the ones available in

"Today, a typical
woman will spend
upward of $6,000 in
her lifetime just on
pads and tampons.
Whitworth's campus bathrooms. And yet,
one cheap, cardboard applicator tampon
costs $.25 in campus bathrooms.
Not only that, but the feminine hygiene
product vending machines in the public
bathrooms on campus are woefully
understocked. In search of a vending
dispenser on campus properly stocked
with tampons or pads, I visited four
buildings and five different bathrooms. At
the time of writing, the machine one the
first floor of the Hixon Union Building was
empty, as was the one in the second floor
bathroom in Dixon Hall. The empty Dixon
Hall vending machine had a sign taped to
it reading, "Feminine hygiene products
available in the first floor women's

bathroom." The machine in the first
floor bathroom ate my quarter and then
informed me that it, too, was empty. The
machine on the first floor of the Harriet
Cheney Cowles Memorial Library didn't
work. Finally, I found a machine in the
first floor bathroom in Weyerhauser Hall
which had no pads, but did have tampons.
I put my quarter in, and was dispensed a
tampon — apparently the last one in the
machine, as it also read "empty" after my
purchase.
So, not only are female students and
staff being charged more than twice as
much as grocery store prices (for a lesser
product) in the event that they need a
tampon while on campus, they may also
have to search several building on campus
before finding one. This high cost and lack
of availability is an unfair hindrance to
female students and staff alike. With 60
percent of undergraduate student being
female, according to U.S. News and World
Report, this is unacceptable when such an
easy and affordable solution exists.
Access to feminine hygiene products
should not be considered a luxury.
It's a necessary product for the health
and safety of everyone on campus. If
Whitworth can provide toilet paper in
their public restrooms, they can provide
basic feminine hygiene products as well.

Contact Alanna Carlson at
acarlsonl7@my.whitworth.edu

EVENTS:

get out and about!

Clubs: Spokane Badminton Club
7 p.m.
West Central Community Center
1603 N. Belt St.

The Spokane Badminton Club will be
meeting to play every Wednesday and
Sunday. Admission $5.
Art: Modern Masters: Group f/64
10 a.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.

See works from some of the most influential
artists of the twentieth century.
Admission $5.

Theatre: "Mary Poppins"
7 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre -1020 N. Howard St.

One of the most popular Disney productions
of all time, showing at the Spokane Civic
Theatre. Admission $30.
Theater: "Bug"
7:30 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre -1020 N. Howard

Playwright Tracy Letts' "Bug" brings
audiences through the dread experiences of
Agnes and Peter in this startling production.
Admission $27.
FRIDAY, OCT. 12

Music: Homecoming Unplugged
7 p.m.
Pirates Cove behind Oliver

Come see your fellow Whitworthians
perform music and poetry.
Theater: "The Spitfire Grill"
7:30 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium

Whitworth's main stage production for Fall
2018.
SATURDAY, OCT. 13

Community: Feed a Family 5K
8 a.m.
U-Rec Center

The UrRec is hosting the annual 5K Family
Furl Run. There will be music and snacks at
the; start/finish line.
Dance: Throwback Dance Party
7:45 p.m.
Genesis Event Center 9315 N Nevada St.

Whitworth's first Throwback Dance Party,
featuring The Throwback Time Machine,
will transport you back to the 60s with the
decade's most popular tracks.

Artists model themselves in a live art piece involving picture frames.
This was one of two live-action pieces showcased.

Spokane hosts 11th annual Terrain art,
poetry, music and film showcase
Jeremey Randrup
Arts and Culture Editor
Terrain 11, an annual art showcase and
meet-up in the historic Jensen Byrd Warehouse,
provided a platform for local artists to display
their work and talk to other enthusiasts over
the nights of Oct. 4-5. Poets, musicians and
filmmakers exhibited their work as well.
Visitors could sit down at a constructed
"literature park" and listen to recited poetry. In
the central stage of the exhibit, musicians also
provided live music. The artists included new,
up-and-cojning contributors to Terrain as well
as returning names.
"There's something homegrown and organic
about seeing all this culture produced from
Spokane, it's like feeling a sense of pride," said
junior Makayla Long.
"All of the pieces were really in-depth. It
made me wish I had more time to look closely
at them," she said.
One artist and active community organizer,
Jacob Johns, used Terrain as an opportunity to

raise awareness about a movement to breach
the Snake River Dams and bolster the salmonbased food supply of Northwest Orcas. Johns'
piece involved black stamps of orcas that were
put together to make up a larger image of an

"it's one of the greatest
yy
cultural nights Spokane has
JACOB JOHNS

Artist

making music through buttons or walking
through elaborate constructions of lights and
gardens. Another piece included a woman
submerged in a bathtub where guests could
write down words of human suffering on black
rocks and offer them to her. The woman would
then wash the rock off completely, erasing the
writing and then thanking the guest.
"The interactive pieces were definitely my
favorite part," said Junior Michaela Scheer, "I
think those works are what really make you
think about what's happening because you're
experiencing it."
With over 250 artists from diverse forms of

orca. Guests could approach the piece and
write in the stamps to express support for the
movement as well as sign a petition.
"I think Terrain is a great thing. It's one of
the greatest cultural nights Spokane has," Johns
said, "It's done a great job branding itself and it
definitely has become a very big thing."
Terrain featured interactive pieces, such
as Johns! that invited guest participation, like

media, this year marked Terrain's biggest event
yet.

Contact Jeremey Randrup at
jrandrup20@my. whitworth.edu

Music: Whitworth Wind Symphony Service
8:30 a.m.
St. Luke Lutheran Church

The Whitworth Wind Symphony will be
performing morning services.
Festival: Beck's Harvest House Fall Festival
10 a.m.
9919 E. GreenblujfRd., Colbert

Enjoy fall activities with the family. There
will be pumpkin doughnuts, apples, live
music and more.

Festival: Whitworth Farmers' Market
3 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR

Booths of local vendors will be selling fresh
fruits and vegetables. Free hot chocolate or
apple cider if you bring your own mug.
Community: Smoke and Tobacco Free
Campus Town Hall
5 p.m.
Beeksma Family Theology Center

Learn about the Smoke and Tobacco Free
Campus initiative.
TUESDAY, OCT. 16

Celebration: Coming Out Stories
5 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR

Ihe Pride Club is celebrating LGBTQ+
/isibility and identity to commemorate
National Coming Out Day 2018.
Music: U.S. Army Field Band Woodwind
Quartet Concert
1p.m.
Music Building Myhre Recital Hall

[he U.S. Army Field Band is coming to play
it Whitworth to continue their mission of
mrichment and educational outreach.

Upper left: An illustration by Dylan Lipsker is hung up in the exhibit.
Lower left: The walls of the Jensen Byrd Warehouse are adorned with
cardboard illustrations.

"PPer right: A work is dis.
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Activist Ingrid Gonzalez screens "Dolores
Stronks discussed what viewers should take from
"Dolores," speaking on topics such as intersectionality
and "what works in terms of social activism.
Staff Writer
Ingrid Gonzales, Guatemalan immigrant and social
A showing of "Dolores," a documentary following activist, spoke on behalf of her own experiences with
the story of Caesar Chavez's unknown partner Dolores immigration and activism.
Huerta, took place at Whitworth in Weyerhaeuser Hall
"Labeling yourself activist, or anything, it
Oct. 3.
compartmentalizes you," Gonzales said.
The 2017 documentary discussed controversial
Gonzales and Dr. Stronks also spoke about why she
topics such as sexism and racism,
believed Huerta was not given as
using the story of Dolores Huerta,
much credit for her work as Caesar
the cofounder of the United Farm
Chavez.
Labeling yourself
were more focused on
Workers Association, the first
activist, or anything, ityy the"They
American labor union for farmers.
way she decided to live her
life," Gonzales said, "History has
While evaluating the union
compartmentalizes you
done her a disservice. A big one."
as a whole, "Dolores" focuses
INGRID GONZALEZ
' "We know [Chavez] and we
on the lack of recognition
don't
know her. Same story,"
Huerta received for her part in
Activist
the unionization of American
Stronk said.
documentary
While
the
farmers. The film also looked at
subjects, including systemic sexism and racism for her showing has already passed, "Dolores' can be viewed
treatment during and after the movement.
on YouTube or at pbs.org.
The organizer of the documentary showing, Dr. Julia
Stronks, professor of political science, talked about the
main themes of the film with activist Ingrid Gonzalez Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
sdetassigny22@my.whitworth.edu
following the showing.

Solenne de Tassigny

Jake Yeager | Fhotograpner

Top: Ingrid Gonzalez gives her lecture to those in attendance.

2018 class makes up Whitworth's most diverse year
Esther Brown
Staff Writer

-

Tuladhar said he appreciates how welcoming the
This fall's incoming first-years are not only Whitworth's
Whitworth campus has been.
largest, but also its most diverse class.
"People ask me about my culture
Of the 717 students of this year's
People ask me about my
and
they want to listen," he said. "All
yy
incoming class, underrepresented
my
professors are very considerate
racial and ethnic- backgrounds culture and they want to listen.
and
understanding."
make up 34 percent. This puts all
BISHESH TULADHAR
Several student life programs
of undergraduate enrollment of
such
as Acts 6, BUCS Bridge and
freshman
ethnic minorities at a high of 27.3
International
Pre-Orientation help
percent. Additionally, 33.5 percent are
students
from
underrepresented
incoming first-generation students *
groups
learn
to
navigate
higher
education
and provide
and 4 percent are incoming international students.
resources
for
success
before
school
starts.
A diverse community is central to Whitworth's mission,
"The biggest thing that helped my transition was the
said Nicholas Vasiloff, director of the International Education
international
pre-orientation
Center.
program," said Tsemelg Kherlenbayar,
"Our communities, our workplaces,
a first-year international student from
our country, and our world is diverse,"
Our communities, our
Mongolia. "It was really helpful with
Vasiloff said. "As an institution of
workplaces,
our
country
and
familiarizing and preparing myself for
higher education, we seek to prepare
the American culture and people."
students for success in myriad facets
our world is diverse.
Whitworth also provides follow-up
of their lives, and if we do not provide
support throughout the school year.
NICHOLAS VASILOFF
them with engagement with diversity
BUCS mentoring, International Club,

and relevant issues of diversity and

the International Education Center
equity, then we are failing in that
and cultural diversity advocates are available to students
mission."
The Ihternational Education Center is part of the during their continual transition and adjustment to university.
Kherlenbayar said faculty, resident assistants and
recruitment process of international and exchange students.
cultural
diversity
advocates are part of the reason his transition
Vasiloff called it "United Nations-like model" where they seek
to
Whitworth
has
been so smooth.
out students from various parts of the globe, rather than a
large group of students from a select few countries.
"When I heard that this year's incoming class was the most
diverse it's ever been, I felt really happy and joyful to be a part Contact Esther Brown at
of it," said Bishesh Tuladhar, a first-year international student ebrown21@my.whitworth.edu
from Nepal.

REVIEWS: music, movies and more
Movie: "Venom"
Austin Casey

number of directions without being able to settle into one.
Some might call that ambitious, but I could feel that the people
around me in the theater were also unsure how to react at certain
moments, which is a real problem.

Staff Writer
Now is the time for Venom, a character you may remember
from "Spider-Man 3" over a decade ago, to get his turn in the
spotlight. "The world has enough superheroes," an online ad for
the movie proclaims. Venom, an amorphous alien goo called a
Symbiote, comes to Earth (with three goo buddies) and attaches
to journalist Eddie Brock (Tom Hardy) after an ambitious
billionaire brings them here from a nearby comet.
I came into this movie having seen no trailers or promotiona
material. I am relieved to say that for the most part, the movie
works. It was relieving to see Tom Hardy avoid his recent tendency
of choosing projects where the audience has trouble hearing or
understanding his voice. He is still doing an accent in this movie,
yet remains as charismatic as ever. Impressively, by the end of
the film, Eddie Brock is a character that I feel like I know and
understand completely. Hardy's powerful acting makes Brock
completely engaging and leaves me wanting more.
While Brock is our main character, the camera isn t afraid to
be somewhat omniscient and show moments happening far
from Eddie's eyes. This helps to set up our other six characters
or so within the first 40 minutes and let them bounce off each
other for the rest of the runtime. Most of these characters feel
like real people and not generic comic book movie characters
until we spend more time with Carlton Drake, the young but

"This film isn't always an easy watch.
The choice to have Venom converse with Eddie while inside
his head also seems odd. Their back-and-forth does lead to
some effective laugh moments, but it feels overused by the end
of the film and some of these man-to-alien conversations feel
extraneous to the story. The setting up of all the characters early
was a good choice, but it did have the negative consequence of
leaving the third act without any major surprises. Not that every
movie needs to have a third-act twist, but the feeling of knowing
all the characters so well by that point and an absence of any
serious change of direction on a story level made the final 20
minutes or so feel a tad predictable.
San Francisco was a smart setting to get both the youngmoney tech genius for the story and the streets on huge Mis
for the action. The choice to go PG-13 instead of R sounded
like a mistake but turned out alright. There are still very violent

Photo by lason Leung on Unsplash

moments for comic book fans who want to see the Symbiotes at
their most dangerous, but you could also take your parents to this
movie without scarring them for life: The runtime is perfect at a
brisk 112 minutes. It doesn't try to be a sprawling epic tale, but
rather keeps a rapid-fire pace without any filler.
"Veiiom" stands on its own without Spider-Man and I am
genuinely curious about what happens with Eddie and Venom
and I hope to see more. You don't have to be a die-hard comic
book fan to enjoy this movie. It's not necessarily a must-see, but
it gets a passing grade on both story and visual levels. I would
recommend this to anyone who wants to have a bit of fun this
weekend.

** t **
11 7/10
Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my.whitworth.edu

"The effects deserve a huge shoutout...
ruthless Bay Area tycoon who brought the alien species. It s not
actor Riz Ahmed's fault that his character was written so onedimensionally, but Drake and his unending negative energy feel
far too over the top for this fairly grounded movie.
The effects deserve a huge shoutout: this movie has a budget
much lower than other films of the genre, yet has a sense of
genuineness that those movies occasionally fail to achieve. A
great choice was to shoot most of the scenes involving the hulking
Venom during the nigh), which usually makes the limitations of
CGI less noticeable. When we see the goo, it stays in constant
motion which makes it visually engaging. "Venom has some
unique tricks that show the action was not created without care.
This film isn't always an easy watch. "Venom" tries to have
i + everything from comedy and horror to action. The bouncing
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SPORTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

Men's soccer slides into three game losing
streak vs. Linfield, Willamette, Whitman
Allison Kulikowski
Staff Writer

vs. Pacific Lutheran
1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13

vs. Linfield
2:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13

The Whitworth men's soccer team began a
three-game losing streak to conference teams
Linfield, Willamette, and Whitman.
On the weekend of Sept. 29, the team
traveled to Oregon to play Willamette on
Saturday and Linfield on Sunday. Having
lost their conference title last year, it was key
weekend to build momentum going into the
second half of the season. However, they lost
both games without scoring a goal in either.
The loses dropped them to three wins and two
losses in conference play.
The Willamette game was a physically
aggressive one in which eight yellow cards
and two red cards were recorded. In fact,
two Willamette players were ejected while
two Pirates, Aaron Yanagi and Zanskar Blair,
received warnings.
At halftime, the score of the game was
still 0-0, with strong pushes on either side
and defensive plays by goalies on both sides.
In the second half, however, Bearcat player
Max Berner-Hays scored two goals to lift
Willamette to victory. Despite attempting four
shots on goal in the final 30 minutes, Bearcat

goalie Mason Kelliher kept the Pirates at a
score of zero.
The next day, the Pirates kicked off against
the Linfield Wildcats in McMinnville, Oregon.
Despite a score of 1-0 in favor of Linfield at
the end of the first half, the Pirates led the
charge in offensive play with almost double
the amount of shots taken than the Wildcats;
showing Pirate abilityto develop the plays and
set up the shots.
Linfield's first shot came at the end of the
first half when Pirate goalie blocked a shot
on goal, but Dayton Farrow was in the right
spot to get the ball into the goal. Going into
halftime down by one goal, the Pirates came
back into the second 45 minutes of play with
tenacity and fierceness. As a team, Whitworth
attempted 13 shots, seven of which were on
goal, each blocked by Wildcat goalie, Chase
Reidt. Malachi Stalberg scored Linfield's
second and final goal in minute 67.
Although the Pirates took a couple of tough
losses on the road, th6 team had an entire
week to shift focus and prepare for a match
against Whitman on Saturday, Oct. 6.

The Pirates snapped their scoreless streak
in the second half with a goal by Ethan Keim
This tied the game after a Whitman goal in
the first half. No more goals were scored in
the last twenty minutes, sending the match to
overtime.
In the 91st minute, just into overtime,
Whitman's joe Thompson kicked a deflected
shot back into the goal. This extra point won
the game for the Blues, and was their second
overtime win on the Whitworth soccer field
this season.
The loss to Whitman moved the Pirates to
an overall record of 4-7-1 and a conference
record of 3-3-1. The team is currently fourth in
Northwest Conference standings, two games
behind Whitman.
The team takes the field once more,
playing vs Linfield on Saturday, Oct. 13, at the
Whitworth soccer field.

Contact Allison Kulikowski at
akulikowski21@my.whitworth.edu

vs. Willamette
2:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 14

@Willamette
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 12
Salem, Oregon
@ Lewis and Clark
5 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13
Portland, Oregon

Opinion: Nike's disputed Kaepernick ad
advertising for Nike. In
reality, Nike
Inrealitv,
IS most likely
knew backlash would occur and still decided
to go through with the deal.
Nike hasn't used Kaepernick in advertising
In 2016 Colin Kaepernick, then quarterback
before, but has now made this statement and
of the San Francisco 49ers, began the act
ad. Some might call it is questionable timing,
of kneeling during the national anthem to
due to thefact that in August, two women filed
protest racism, police brutality and social
a class-action lawsuit against Nike in regards
injustice. President Donald Trump proceeded
to gender-based pay discrimination and
to publicly state through social media
sexual harassment.
cc
the protesting players should be
As another NFL season is underway,
When
there's
signifigant
change
and
fired, which turned the actions into a
the divide surrounding this debate still
political fight.
remains. In Florida, the Miami Dolphins'
I feel like that flag represents what it's wide
' In early September, Nike made
receiver Kenny Stills continues
the decision to use Kaepernick as the
to carry on the legacy Kaepernick left
face of a new marketing campaign
supposed to represent, I'll stand.
behind. He has never stopped kneeling
that honors its 30th anniversary of
because he feels helpless with respect to
COLIN KAEPERNICK
the famous "lust Do It" slogan, a bold
some of the issues our country is dealing
move in an era where companies try
with. While Kaepernick is no longer on the
former San Fransisco quarterback
and avoid taking stances that will
field, Stills has become a remembrance
possibly make their customers angry.
on the field of the willingness to sacrifice one's
Nike has proved to make one of their most over one million responses to Kaepernick,
career for their beliefs.
mere
hours
after
he
first
announced
the
controversial ads yet. Kaepernick has a new
partnership.
Overall,
there
was
more
positive
contract deal, in addition to apparel with his
support than negative, although #BoycottNike
name and image on it.
Nike took a huge risk in terms of surfaced on Twitter in the first 24 hours after Contact Nicole Oh at
disregarding the portion of the population the ad's release Looking at the campaign as
who believe that national anthem protests by a whole, there was a huge amount of free noh21@my.whitworth.edu
_

Nicole Oh
Staff Writer

@ Lewis and Clark Invitational
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13
Estacada, Oregon

MEN'S
GOLF

.T'iV v V' :

v.

@ NWC Fall Classic
Saturday, Oct. 13-14
McMinnville, Oregon

WOMEN'S
GOLF
4-

@ NWC Fall Classic
Saturday, Oct. 13-14
McMinriville, Oregon

/-lioroono^tfni Stock
QtnrV chirps
Kaepernick were disrespectful.
shares
were down by more than three percent,
however it is unsure if it was due to the
correlation between Kaepernick or simply
other market forces. On the positive side, the
actions and message Nike sent could be a hit
among its foundation of young customers. On
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook there were

Sports Opinion: Can the NFL protect players without
taking away the more exciting aspects of the game?
. .
officiating to be much cleaner," Matthews said.
The NFL instituted a new rule this season to protect
Mathews's hits both appeared to be clean from the view of
quarterbacks from season-ending injuries. The rule states that
onlookers, but were deemed illegal by officials.
defensive players, when hitting the quarterback/cannot press
"I think the league is getting soft," Matthews said after his
their body weight down on the quarterback. This is to prevent
second penalty for roughing the passer.
injuries similar to the one Green Bay Packers quarterback
Aaron Rodgers suffered last year during a game against the
Minnesota Vikings. Rogers was running out of the pocket
"Man, these penalties are costing
and after throwing the ball away was hit hard by a Minnesota
linebacker. Minnesota Linebacker AnthonyBarr landed on top
people games and jobs. We gotta get
of Rogers breaking his collarbone and sidelining him for most
»
of the remaining 2017 season.
.... „,„T
'em correct.
With elite quarterbacks sidelined with injunes, NFL ratings
take a dip. No one wants to watch two defenses battle out low
HEAD COACH MIKE TOMLIN
scoring games. Fans are attracted to high scoring, high offense
The problem arises with defense pressure to the
quarterback. On two separate occasions Green BayLinebacker
Clay Matthews has sacked the quarterback, a huge change in
momentum during the games. The problems arise after the
sack when NFL officials flagged Matthews for roughing the
passer. This penalty gives the offense 15 yards and an automatic
first down.
,
"There's a big difference between falling on a guy ana
driving a guy on the ground, and I think that would allow the

Pittsburgh Steelers
The rule has created a loophole for quarterbacks as
they can now pretend that they have been illegally hit and
gain major yardage advantage from penaltiesPittsburgh
Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisburger was hit in the head
bv the hand of a defensive end and doubled over in pain.
Roethlisburger was not sacked on the play, but his team
received an automatic first down and 15 yards. Defenders are

no also giving up plays so as to not
no record penalties. A Tamp
Bav Buccaneers defensive lineman would have recorded an
easy sack and pushed the offense back, but when he wrapped
up the opposing quarterbackhe did not take him to the ground.
As he eased off the quarterback escaped the defensive end and
completed a pass which resulted in a first down.
With increased chronic traumatic encephalopathy (.GibJ
concerns, the NFL wants to make the game safer, but if new
rules start to dictate the way the entire defense has to play then
it is time to consider if the rules have taken things a step to far
The NFL needs to consider that Football has always attracted
viewers because of its violence and hard hits. If you start to
limit that aspect of the game you are changing a dynamic that
has existed in this sport forever. If this changes even birth
the NFL could see its television dominance fall and anot
sport rise.With so few instances of quarterbacks being injured
in this way, it is not worth the toll to defenses and the way they
operate to protect one player on the other team.

Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller2
1
whitworth.edu
@my.

New quarterback Leif - *

Erickson's performance
leads to football victory at
George Fox University
Pirates remain undefeated in first
non-conference away game
Kincaid Norris
StaffWriter
For most programs, the loss of a star

before lean play at a consistently high level,

"SS "SSTd. consistency has not^been in
question as he holds
was left. That has
a pass efficiency
not been the case
rating of 137 through
this year. Junior
The coaches pushed me and
his first three games
Leif E r i c k s o n
and has thrown for
from Kalispell, showed me that I had shown great touchdowns in every
Montana has
game. Erickson
stepped up and
attributes this to the
led the Bucs to potential, but I had a long road of
the players around
a 4-0 record to
him. The stellar
hard work in front of me...
start the season.
defense and tools
Through his four
at his disposal have
starts this year,
LEIF ERICKSON
allowed him to take
Leif has tallied six
calculated risks
touchdowns and
which have been
junior, starting quarterback
thrown for over
paying off.
1000 yards with
"The ten guys that surround me every
only three interceptions.
^"emSsfb-oyeaeepMng
behind record-setting graduate Ian Kols e e
,
s
d
dle Bucs played away
F
with an increasing responsibility his
™s
he?r „r5t n0„ conference
""•p"SS,nd him (Kolste) is one of

awa, game. After a slow finsrquarrerthe Bucs
scored their way
the best things
to a 38-14 victory.
4<Xhe ten guys that surround me
that could have
Leif Erickson
ended with 254
happened in
passing yards along
my f i r s t t w o
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the situation
LEIF ERICKSON
Saturdays win put
was t h e s a m e .
the Bucs solidly
He always had a
atop the NWC's
calming presence
junior, starting quarterback
standings and the
about him and he
was always having
play PLU next Saturday at the Whitworth
fun. This is something I worked hard to
Pine Bowl.
implement into my game," Enekson said.
Erickson made appearances
eight
games last year as the main backup for
Kolste. He threw for four-hundred yards and
four touchdowns during that time
"The coaches pushed me and showed Contact Kincaid Norris at
me that I had shown great potential, but I
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bad a long road. ofr hard
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Freshman Addy Woolery passes ball in game against Whitman on Wednesday, Oct. 10.
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Sophomore Nicole Jacobson in game against George Fox on Saturday, Oct. 6.
Emily Pinnow| Staff Photographer
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SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

ASWU hosts
town hall to
discuss Green
Dot, sexual
misconduct
Heidi Massey
Staff Writer

h/mma rmilips |miior-in-^mer
Sweet Frostings owner, Sally Winfried and daughter Jessica Winfried pose for a photograph on the soft launch of the local bakery*s new
location on the corner of Hawthorne and Division next to Didier's on Wednesday, Oct. 24. The new Whitworth location is open Monday Saturday, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. and Sundays 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Sweet Frostings opens new location
Spokane bakery moves, opens closer to Whitworth campus
Rachel Ayres
Staff Writer
Something sweet has come to the
community near Whitworth. Just across
Division Street from the Whitworth campus,
the newest location of Sweet Frostings Blissful
Bakeshop, a local bakery well known for
specialty desserts, opened on Oct 27.
"We were literally pushing contractors
and construction guys out as customers
were coming in. It was crazy! There was still
sawdust on the floor and we were selling
cupcakes," Maegun Cantu, store manager at
the Whitworth location, said.
Cantu also added that Sweet Frostings is
excited to serve the Whitworth area and hopes
to connect with the campus, saying "we want
to be part of the Whitworth community here."
With this new location, Sweet Frostings
owner Sally Winfried is looking forward to a
more mature, college-aged crowd.
"I am really excited about an eclectic mix of
people [in here]," she said.
Sweet Frostings offers a wide variety of
products including cupcakes, specialty cakes,
cookies, brownies, macarons, no-bakes, but
has expanded from just sweet treats to a full
deli with sandwiches, soups, salads, quiches,
and many other items that are rotating and
seasonal. The Whitworth location also has a
full-service coffee bar.
"Sweet and savory and coffee - everything a
college student needs," Cantu said.
Sweet Frostings' original location opened
in 2011 in downtown Spokane. Since then,
mall kiosks in the Northtown Mall and Valley
Mall have been added. Now, the Whitworth
location is replacing Sweet Frostings' former
Wandermere location.
With the Whitworth location being just

14 miles from the old Wandermere location,
Cantu said they hope to keep many of their
regular customers.
"A lot of our Wandermere customers have

new location is different.
"This store is a huge departure from the
others. It is a lot more modern and hip, way
updated," she said.
Winfried called this new location of her
business "whimsical with a real modern spin."
The Whitworth location is characterized by
its clean, bright decor. There is bar seating in
front of the window, equipped with outlets.
Cozy couches, armchairs, a place for kids,
and lots of seating makes this location familyfriendly as well as a comfortable hangout for
all ages.
"I am so excited to have that coffee shop
kind of a vibe where people can hang out and
do homework," Cantu said.
Jessica English, the editor of the Inland
Northwest wedding planning resource blog
Apple Brides, called the company "a pinnacle
of Spokane" and said that this new location is
like a grown-up version of the others, which
will speak really well to college students.
"The work they do is amazing and this
space is amazing," English said.
Sweet Frostings hopes to host many
different types of events, Cantu said.
On Sundays from 5-6 p.m. is Cupcake
Happy Hour where all cupcakes are halfpriced, as well as breakfast pastries which
include cinnamon rolls, maple bars, and
scones.
"It gets pretty crazy with a line out the door
sometimes," C^fitu said.
The Whitworth location of Sweet Frostings
is at 10406 N. Division St. and is open Monday
to Saturday from 8 a.m.- 8 p.m. and Sundays
from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

been waiting for us to open. We have a lot of
regulars down there so people were a little
sad. They were like, T need my no-bake, I need
my cupcakes, when are you going to open?"'
Cantu said.
While Cantu says the downtown store and
Wandermere location were almost identical Contact Rachel Ayres at
in look, sporting the signature wallpaper, the rayres22@my.whitworth.edu

Faculty and staff members Jill Royston,
Rhosetta Rhodes, and Craig Chatriand
addressed various aspects of the topic of
sexual misconduct at a recent town hall
meeting. Students in attendance were
given the opportunity to ask questions
and contribute to discussion at the event,
which was held in Weyerhauser's Robinson
Teaching Theatre. The meeting took place at
7 p.m. on Oct. 24.
Tersa Almaw, Associated Students of
Whitworth University (ASWU) president,
began the meeting, introducing prevention
specialist Jill Royston. Royston;s role as
prevention specialist allows her to spread
awareness on matters of violence and how
it can be averted. Royston also coordinates
the Green Dot program at Whitworth, a
violence-prevention strategy that centers
around bystander intervention.
Royston explained how a "red dot," or a
person committing an act of violence, can be
countered by a "green dot," or intervention
by a bystander that defuses a compromising
situation.
Royston made the point that being
educated on the topic of sexual misconduct
is critical, and students have the power to
prevent violence on campus.
"I love hearingfrom students how we can
do this work better. I'm not with students on
Friday, Saturday, Sunday night, you all don't
l<We

+
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want to create a safe

climate that is conductive to
work, learn, and play, and we
want people to feel safe.
RHOSETTA RHODES

Vice-President for Student Life
want me there, and that's okay." Royston
said. "I want to continue to have these
conversations," she said.
Following Royston was Rhosetta Rhodes,
the Vice President for Student Life. Rhodes,
who also serves as the university's Title
IX coordinator, presented data regarding
sexual assault from a Higher Education
Data Sharing Consortium, or HEDS, survey.
Overall, the survey indicated a positive
sentiment toward Whitworth on matters
of sexual assault and gender equality.
However, Rhodes made it clear that even
one incident of sexual harassment is too
many, and that students have the power to
put a stop to such behavior.
Rhodes spoke on how bystanders
can help prevent sexual assault using
one of three specific strategies: directly
approaching the situation, deflecting (or
distracting from) the situation, or delegating
others to help address the problem.
"We want to create a safe climate that
is conducive to work, learn, and play, and
we want people to feel safe. Students need
to feel safe. That's what we strive to do,
make sure that we have a healthy and safe
environment for anyone who steps foot on
Whitworth's campus," Rhodes said.
Craig Chatriand, the Associate Dean of
Community Standards and Compliance,
spoke next, explaining what happens when
someone makes a report of sexual violence
or harassment. He said the act of making a
report of sexual misconduct is a personal
decision.
continued on pg. 2
Contact Heidi Massey at
hmassey 22@my.whitworth.edu
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Frozen pipe causes flooding on third floor of Arend, „Hall
, „

ABOUT US
VOLUME 109, ISSUE 01
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.
OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
monthly, except duringJanuary and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. The college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM

The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS

If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT

www.thewhitworthian.news
QUESTIONS?

ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
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At the beginning of October, the third floor
of Arend Hall flooded. Facilities services had
turned on the heat for the first time since last
semester, only to find a frozen pipe had burst.
"I heard the RA in the hall shouting 'Guys,
Third West is broken!," said sophomore Lauren
Sfeir, Arend senator.
Water seeped into the janitorial closet,
the hallway, and Sfeir's room. The residents
attempted to use garbage cans, recycling
bins, and buckets to contain it before facilities
services arrived.
"My roommate and I were in our room at
the time," Sfeir said. "We heard a bunch of
commotion in the hallway and decided to
find out what was going on. We started to help
contain the water in the hallway, but it started

Rachel Ayres
Staff Writer
To prepare the next generation of students,
the next generation of teachers must also be
prepared. Teachers of Tomorrow is a club
focused on the professional development of
teachers.
Junior Elementary Education majors and
co-presidents Jeb McGlinchy and Lilliana
Fuentes re-established the club this past May.
"[Teachers of Tomorrow] existed a couple
of years ago," McGlinchy said, "but it died out
after a leading senior graduated. Lilly and I
became interested in reviving the club last
spring, and we've just got the club running
this fall."
In their pursuit to become teachers,
McGlincy and Fuentes saw the need for the
club.
"We were so frustrated that we didn't have
anything for us," Fuentes said. "We didn't have
a club to call our own and we didn't have any
opportunities for us to grow outside of the
classroom. Having classroom time wasn't
enough for us. We were like, 'Nobody is doing
anything about this, so why don't we do
something?"'
The club focuses on providing professional
development for future teachers with resources
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McGlinchy said. "We are trying to fill in holes
that the classes just can't get to because they
don't have the time."
McGlincy and Fuentes' passion for teaching
and learning outside of the conventional
classroom carries over to their drive to help
prepare other future teachers.
"We want our peers to be mentally prepared
to teach a classroom and change lives and so
WWe want our peers to be
we are trying to help and encourage them,"
McGlinchy said.
mentally prepared to teach a
"Teaching is a very difficult job that requires ^
a lot of dedication and time and planning.
classroom and change lives.
There is so much more beyond making
JEB MCGLINCHY
posters or drawing today. It looks like thatr
but there is so much intention and purpose
Junior
behind absolutely everything we do with
our students," Fuentes said. "We take pride
While many clubs on campus focus on in this because we realize how hard it is and
community building, Teachers of Tomorrow how many miniscule steps come together to
zeros in more on providing resources for future create a human. It is amazing. It is an amazing
teachers—"building ourselves first and then opportunity to be a teacher."
Recently, three new members have been
building our community later," Fuentes said.
At least once a month, Teachers of added to the leadership team. Juniors Nolan
Tomorrow hosts an event to provide future Bentz and Jamie Lange as well as freshman
teachers with information that they may not Claire Henning are all event coordinating J
team members.
get in their education classes.
"I was so excited to hear about this club,"
"We have spent the last 14 to 15 years of
our lives being students and now we have Lange said. "I am also really excited to have
to transition to be teachers in four years," insight into the profession before I enter it."
With the addition of new team
- members, Fuentes and McGlinchy hope
the club cqiitinues...faJia^j^er.ibejL,
graduate.
"We are hoping by pouring Jeb's and
my passion into them that they get really
encouraged and continue this when we
are gone," Fuentes said.
The next upcoming event presented
by Teachers of Tomorrow is the Guided
Language Acquisition Design [GLAD]
Strategy Workshop on Nov. 19. The event
will be held in Dixon 208 from 4-6 p.m.
At this workshop, a GLAD trainer
will be talking about specific teaching
strategies for reading and writing, dealing
ft km
. I ppl
with vocab and with sentence frames.
"These strategies are designed for
students who are learning English as a
second or third language, but they are
helpful also for all students," McGlinchy
said.
Teachers of Tomorrow is advised by
Associate Professors of Education Keith
Lambert and Cyndi Caniglia.
The club meetS'the first Wednesday of
every month from 5-6 p.m. in Dixon 105.
"Please come and join us. We have
fabulous opportunities for you to grow as
an individual, a teacher, a future parent or
anything," Fuentes said.
For more information, email Liliana
Fuentes at lfuentes20@my.whitworth. !
edu or Jeb McGlinchy at jmcglinchy20@ I
my.whitworth.edu, or check out the I
Teachers of Tomorrow Facebook page,
WhitworthTOT.
prepare for ministry in the way

Students at Pittsburgh Seminary
of Jesus. Together we welcome neighbors. We share meals,
differences, and experiences. We expand our minds. And we are
challenged and enriched as we explore the broad range of beliefs
we bring to the table. Join us!

Academic programs:
•
•

M a s t e r o f Divinity
M a s t e r o f Divinity w i t h j o i n t d e g r e e s ( I n c l u d i n g l a w , s o c i a l
work, and public policy)

The Whitworthiaxk
Produce online and print
content on topics that
interest you!
Meetings 6:00 p.m. ABC

TheWhitworthian.news

Contact Ezekiel Pagaduan at
epagaduan21 @my. whitworth.edu

in the forms of ministry, academia, one-onone mentoring, professional networking as
well as volunteer and work opportunities.
Taking advantage of the resources provided
by Teachers of Tomorrow will help "build your
resume, build your character, and put your
foot in the door," Fuentes said.

Graduates of Whitworth University may receive the PTS Partner
Grant.
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items were damaged," she said.
Students are reminded not to leave
windows open in freezing weather, in order to
prevent frozen pipes.

PREPARE FOR MINISTRY
IN THE WAY OF JESUS

Multimedia Specialist

Photo Adviser

i
t h p s n a c ea n dw et r i c k l e d b a c ki n t o t h e
cleare
hallway.
Westcott viewed the event as generally
positive.
"We all bonded over this crazy experience
and laughed about it" she said. "The RD kept a
level head and assured us he would make sure
leveD
eve^
causing quite a
imJely
whi]e
commotion, Sfeir says the lasting impact is
manageable.
"Our 11gh11"p
11
ne
w^ ^ none of our personal

Teachers of Tomorrow club aims to better
train and equip the educators of the future

Lv .r-v
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Joanna Miller

,
to leak into our room. We quickly moved to
collect all the water. We were shocked at how
much water was coming into the room, but we
tried to stay calm and react fast."
"We moved a few things from our room;
like our TV and a few other electronics, to
make sure they didn't get wet," she said. "But
nothing was destroyed except our light fixture,
which they fixed/
Senior Nina Westcott was also on the scene
to lend a hand.
"As I walked into the hallway, 1 saw a rush of
water seeping undemeathand overrtte door
of the janitorial closet,"
RA quickly arrived on the scene and called
maintenance."
Facilities shut off the water system before it
was able to flood the entire hallway.
"They shut down all water to Arend,"
Westcott said. "After about half an hour, they

Colleen Bell | Copy Chief
Ezekiel Pagaduan | Staff Writer
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Town Hall," continued
from pg. 1
At the end of the meeting, Almaw
opened the town hall for questions and
discussion. Students suggested different
approaches to the problem of sexual
misconduct, such as having the topic
scussed at mandatory class meetings
an aving Green Dot representatives in
resident halls.
Sophomore Jesse Brinson-Wagner was
in attendance at the event.
I think hearing from the administration
at t ey are really committed to this and
m ln^ t0
more action was really
impactful, he said. "I also think that I got
a etter idea of the degree to which the
.i rninistration has an understanding of
e cutural issues pertaining to sexual
misconduct.
andWHini^u"131'0'1
can be foundaL

re8arding

Tide IX
PohcV

misconduct

semina!
Contact Heidi Massey at
y22@my.whitwo
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EDITORIAL:
IN THE LOOP

THE WHITWORTHIAN

OPINIONS

] Stop complaining, start taking action

There is no doubt Whitworth students like to express
their opinions, and it seems as though there is an endless
amount of content students can react to. We are fortunate
to exist in a time of great societal, cultural and political
change. Controversial topics are coming to the frontlines
to be hotly debated and opinions are forming and evolving.
The Whitworthian editorial team strives to put forward
content that is reflective of our school's place in the larger
culture we are located in. This includes opinions that are
written byindividuals who are passionate about events and
themes in society as they pertain to Whitworth students.
We hope to accurately reflect the voices of and for our
student population and to spark insightful conversations.
One way we try to make The Whitworthian more
accessible to all people is by posting articles on social
media, as well as our website, where comments can be
made at the end of articles. As editors of this content, we
enjoy reading the thoughtful and insightful responses and
reactions to the articles we post. However, we've seen a
discouraging increase in comments intentionally meant
to degrade the writers of our content, and accusing The
Whitworthian of, "publishing anything that comes our
way." 1
In fact, we do publish most anything anyone contributes

is that our culture is deeply divided over a behemoth of
issues. It is crucial that the content we publish speaks for
those who wish to be heard, and so that is what we publish.
Whitworth students and larger community,
complacency is not a virtue. At The Whitworthian, we
truly value thought-provoking and insightful conversation
that takes place in response to published content.
«
We endeavor to provide as wide a variety However, comments that attempt to spitefully criticize
The Whitworthian content don't illicit change. We want to
of stories as we can, however we cannot
encourage all those who have an opinion to share, to write
for
us. Published content comes from volunteer writers,
publish what we do not receive.
and staff writers, and that opportunity is available to all
students.
There seem to be comments on our Facebook page * Letters to the editor can be emailed to ephillipsl9@
that are particularly inclined to accuse The Whitworthian my.whitworth.edu and our staff meetings take place on
of irresponsible publishing. To those, we wish to say that Mondays at 6:00 p.m.
accusatory commenting is not going to influence what gets
published from our end.
The Whitworthian does not exist to please and satisfy
everyone. We do whatever we can to provide relevant
and important content, but we are not trying to win the
affections of all of our readers. The Whitworthian strives to
be a reflection of how the Whitworth community exists in Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
and contributes to the culture we are a part of. The reality opinion of the Editorial Board, compirsed of five editors.

as long as it does not contain factual inaccuracies or hateful
speech. We endeavor to provide as wide a variety of stories
as we can, however we cannot publish what we do not
receive.

Hopeful results come out of midterm elections
Alanna Carlson
Columnist
If you didn't know better, scrolling through social media on
election night last week might have made you think that 2018
was a Presidential election year. And while we might have to
wait another two years for a chance to keep or replace President
Donald Trump, this year's elections Were the most highprofile midterm elections in many years for good reason. For
Democrats and Republicans alike, the stakes were incredibly
high. And while there were some incredibly disheartening
things that came out of this election season — not the least of
which being rampant voter suppression in places like Georgia
and North Dakota, according to Vox — the results of this year's
elections had a lot of hope to offer as well.
The elections for the 115th Congress broke record after
record, from largest number of women ever to serve in the
Senate, according to U.S. News & World Report, to firsts of all
kinds. Michigan and Minnesota elected the first ever Muslim
women to the House of Representatives. Texas elected not one
but two Latina women to the House. In New Mexico, a Native
American woman was elected to the first district seat. Kansas

rhnTO

elected another Native American woman, who is also the state's
first openly gay representative. Massachusetts elected its first
black congresswoman. National Rifle Association enthusiasts,
sexists and homophobes lost their seats. And my personal
favorite, New York elected Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the
youngest woman to ever be elected to Congress.

"These victories and so many more give
those of us who value racial, gender and
religious diversity a shred of hope that the
Donald Trumps of our country will not
succeed.
Many of these victories were possible because of recordhigh turnouts for this year's midterm elections. According
to the United States Election Project, more than 47 percent
of eligible voters turned out on Election Day this year.That
number may not sound all that impressive, until you realize

Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlsonl7@my.whitworth.edu.

Christians need to shift
their viewpoint on
transgender people

I 1

Many Christians are choosing to reject
fellow children of God who were created
as equals and are treating them as if
their choices have made them inferior to
A few nights ago, I attended a forum heterosexuals. We're acting as if the sins of
about transgender people and the transition transgender people and non-heterosexuals
process, at which there were three speakers are somehow much larger than the ones
who have all had some sort of experience we've committed ourselves, despite all sins
with the transgender community. One was being equal in the eyes of God. Christians
a man who had gone through the transition are treating them as if God created
process himself, one the mother of a heterosexuals to be on a higher pedestal in
transgender child, and one a gay woman His eyes; as if "normal" males and females
who is a part of the clergy and advocates for are "better Christians" than those who are
transgender rights. Each spoke about their different than them. This is a practice of
personal experiences with the transgender some Christians that I have never, and will
community, and how they, as believers, never be able to understand.
The church has turned sexuality and
dealt with the repeated rejection from their
own church communities because of who gender issues into the "poster sin," as one
of the forum speakers called it. Rather
they or their loved ones, were as people.
As a Christian, I am called to love and than treating all sins as equal, we've raised
serve everyone around me> because God differences in sexuality and gender as if
created all humans as equals, and does not they are worse sins than the ones we've
committed
discriminate based on a
themselves.
person's life choices. Many
Who decided
Christians advocate for
U As a Christian, I am called
this one sin
racial equality and equality
should be the
among
the
different
to love and serve everyone
one to turn so
cultures of people around
many people
the world and do a great
around me, because God
against
each
job of preaching God's
created all humans as equals, other, and to
intended equality for each
cause so many
and every race and cultural
and does not discriminate
people to run
group.
away
from the
Why, then, are so many
based on a person's life
church?
Christians so quick to turn
The
choices.
our backs on those who
Christian
don't fit the church's norm
community
of a heterosexual male or
needs to realize that, in turning our backs on
female?
Christians are taught to act like lesus: transgender people, we've turned our backs
to accept those who are rejected by others; on people that God has called us to love.
to forgive those who sin against them; to These are people who come to the church to
treat everyone equally as children of God. be accepted; to be loved, only to be pushed
In today's society, issues with sexuality away and told that they are wrong for who
and gender continue to be a controversial they are. Many of us Christians need to shift
topic of debate, as more and more people our viewpoint on transgender people and
are becoming comfortable opening up focus on fulfilling God's desire for us to love
about their true selves; a trend which I and accept those around us, no matter who
am personally overjoyed to see growing. they are as people. God accepts and loves
However, this growing discussion has led each human being He has created no matter
to backlash from the Christian community, who they are or what they do, so what other
with members of the church saying that reason do Christians need to start doing the
transgender or non-heterosexual people same?
are going to hell for what they've done, or
for what kind of person they've chosen to Contact Danielle Johnson at
djohnson22@my.whitworth.edu.
love.

Danielle Johnson
Columnist

HAVEN'T
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that voter turnout for a midterm election hasn't been that
high since 1966, according to NPR. The voter turnout among
young people aged 18 to 29 was 31 percent, rising at least ten
percent higher than the 2014 midterm turnout, according to
estimates from the Center for Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement at Tufts University.
These victories and so many more give those of us who
value racial, gender and religious diversity a shred of hope that
the Donald Trumps of our country will not succeed. People
around the country — and especially young people — raised
their collective voices to show those who would ignore us that
we will not be silenced, that we will fight for our rights and the
rights of those who have had their voices taken and that hatred
and fear will not win in America.
In the past few years, I have found it hard to find reasons
to be proud of my country. Tuesday night, I was proud of my
fellow Americans and our resilience in the face of so many
negative forces. Tuesday night restored a smidgen of hope that
the America of bigots and racists doesn't stand a chance against
the America of acceptance, diversity and real freedom.
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get out and about!
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14

Celebration: Library 70th Anniversary Party
4:30 p.m.
Harriet Cheney Cowles Library
Ihe library building is having its 70th
birthday anniversary with song, poetry and
cake.
Film: Die Hard: 30th Anniversary
7 p.m.
Regal Cinemas Riverstone Stadium 14
2416 Old Mill Loop
A special in-theaters screening of the action
movie starring Bruce Willis in honor of the
film's 30th anniversary.
THURSDAY, NOV. 15

Event: Education and Diversity Forum
6 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall
The 11th Annual International Education
& Diversity Forum seeks to build cultural
understanding and encourage conversation
around advocacy.
Event: Poetry and Pie
6:30 p.m.
Hixson Union Building Mind & Hearth
Listen to poetry by students and celebrate
the creative minds on campus with pie.
FRIDAY, NDV.16

Festival: International Festival
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building Dining Hall
The 33rd annual International Festival with
dinner and entertainment.
Event: Off-Campus 90's Night
8:30 p.m.
116 W Pacific Ave #100
Whitworth Off-Campus is holding an event
at the McGinnity Room & Bar with dancing
and food.
SATURDAY, NOV, 17

Music: Steven Wilson Concert
8 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901 SpragueAve.
British progressive-rock artist Steven Wilson
plays at the Bing Crosby Theater.
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Joshua Redman returns to Spokane an P
at the 30th Annual Gr~* Artist Concer
Jeremey Randrup
Arts & Culture Editor
Renowned Saxophonist Joshua Redman performed
passionately, stomping his foot on the stage and shouting into
the crowd of The Fox theater during the Whitworth Jazz concert
on Nov. 9. This concert marked the second time that Redman had
come to play with Whitworth since 2011, being one of only three
guest artists in total to'be invited back.
The concert set list featured songs like John Lennon and Paul
McCartney's "Let It Be" as well as John Mayer's "Stop This Train.
Additionally, a clinic was held in the Cowles Auditorium on
Nov 8 where students asked him questions about his career and
opinions on the jazz world.
Redman was the 30th guest artist to come to Whitworth.
His career as an American jazz artist garnered accolades such
as six Grammy nominations and collaborations with other

"He's one of the most humble
guest artists I've ever gotten to
meet.
ANDREW PELTONEN
SENIOR

accomplished jazz names like guitarist Pat Methenyand drummer
Brian Blade. In 1999, Redman even appeared on the children's TV
show "Arthur" on PBS alongside famed cellist Yo-Yo Ma.
During the concert, Redman's playing was also characterized
by eclectic shuffling of his feet, alluding to his personality that
many members of the band complimented.
"He's one of the most humble guest artists I've ever gotten to
meet. He's such a good person," senior lead alto player Andrew
Peltonen said. "I learned from Joshua that it's important to be
yourself in your music and define your own personality as a
musician."
A saxophone player himself, Peltonen gave insight into
Redman's skill. "He's a wild ride and his technical abilities are out
of this world. He has a complete package that definitely stands
out."
Prior to the concert that night was a private event for families
of the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble. Speaking at the event was
director Dan Keberle.
"The guest artists we bring in are so inspiring. They do what we
would all like to do and they do it better than anybody," Keberle
said. "I'd say the inspiration is the biggest thing for me."
The conclusion of the concert was met with a standing ovation.
Redman also joked about coming back to Whitworth a third time.

Kirk Hirota I Photo Advisoi

Above: Joshua Redman moves his body with urgency as he plays with the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble.
Contact Jeremey Randrup at
jrandrup20@my.whitworth.edu

Huston Voice Recife"mrfuq 9<
8 p.m.
Music Building Myhre Recital Hall
Student voice recital featuring works by
Faure, Listz, Handel, Schubert, Strauss and
Brahms.

Art: The Inland Northwest and Great War
10 a.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
This exhibit features artifacts and
photographs thatmarkthe 100th anniversary
of Armistice Day, which ended World War I.
Music: Wind Symphony: Interstellar
3 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage
The Whitworth Wind Symphony presents
their fall concert. Students attend free.

Name: Grady O'Shea
Class: Senior
Major: Theatre
Site: MouseGear at Epcot
(Disney World, FL)

MONDAY, NOV. 19

Art: Ornaments and Small Works Show
10 a.m.
Spokane Art School
811 W. Garland Ave.
This annual showcase features holidary
ornaments and other small works from
more than 40 regional artists.
Community: Unveiled Worship Night
7:30 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
A night of praise, which incorporates new
ways to worship with different music styles.
TUESDAY, NOV. 20
•

Art: All Media Juried Exhibition 2018
8 a.m.
Chase Gallery
808 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
The fall exhibition showcases work by 36
artists in the Inland Northwest.

BRYANT // In This Broad Earth

BACH // Fantasia in G major, BWV 572

HINDEMITH // Symphony in B-flat

MACKEY // Aurora Awakes DAUGHERTY // Vulcan IVES // They Are There!

ALFORD // Army of the Nile

"The people were easily my
favorite part of the whole
experience... I learned what
diversity truly meant... it
was fantastic to see people
from literally every walk of :
lifecome together to make ;
magic... I made some of my
closest friends, who I still ;
stay in contact with nearly
every day, and I changed ;
so much for the better after
doing the program.

Music: Corey Kilgannon Concert
8 p.m.
Lied Center for the Visual Arts
Musician Corey Kilgannon is performing
music and talking about his spiritual
journey.

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?

WHITWORTH
UNIVERSITY

For more information, please contact the Whitworth Music
Office at 509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.

Visit us in the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy on

Handshake!
whitworth.ioinhandshake.com

•
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Oliver student leadership team hosts annual dance
Esther Brown
Staff Writer
>

Oliver Twist is the biggest event Oliver Hall hosts and
of Whitworth's largest dances of the year. The event
tyas planned by the Oliver Hall senator and leadership
* jjfeani and held oit Nov. 10.
"Oliver Twist is an opportunity for other people
come to the building, but also for Oliver residents
,• *to meet people that they haven't yet," said Ashton
#fctdeman, an RA in Oliver Hall. "Last year I remember
having a lot of fun with people who came and with
«presidents."
Wtp The planning process began by splitting into three
^'Committees: entertainment, food and atmosphere/
^decorating. From there the committees brought their
^ ideas and plans back to the senator, who incorporated
Ipihem into the bigger picture. Once ideas were finalized,
Jjlfood and decorations were ordered. Setup and
^{decorating was planned to begin four hours prior to the
event.
Aside from dancing, there was a photo booth, a
{-'music playlist open to requests, food catered by Sodexo
{{and a makeshift bar in the Oliver kitchen that served
ffjjnocktails. Black and gold decorations were strung

throughout the building for a minimal yet elegant
look, said Kittleman. The Oliver leadership team
rotated shifts throughout the event, so leadership could
be involved with the residents and the students that
decided to come.
The main challenge was determining how many
students would show up to the event, said Emily
Clemons, the senator. The team had to predict the
amount of people who attend and accurately prepare
enough food. Their goal this year was to attract around
200-250 students, hoping to slightly increase last year s
attendance.
"My hope is that everyone has a good time,
especially because school is full of exams and essays
before Thanksgiving," said Clemons.
The Whitworth event technicians helped keep the
energy high during the event through maintaining
speakers and lights, and students seemed to enjoy the
drinks and music, said Daniel Moore, an Oliver RA.
A little over 200 students attended, and by the end
of the night Oliver leadership members like Moore
concluded Oliver Twist "a success."

Lauren Sfeir | Natsihi Photo Editor

Above: Oliver Twist is one of Whitworth's largest dances of the year.

Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21 @my.whitworth.edu

^.Musician redefining 'Made in China'
r..

Adam Faber
^Contributing Writer
For an aspiring musician, sitting down with a rapper who
Pisigned with a Def Jam label is an opportunity. The fact he went
& on t0 start his own record label, and is focusing on passing on his
knowledge to younger musicians is icing on the cake.

Photo courtesy Adam Faber

It's likely you haven't heard of D.V. Alias Khryst he 11 say so
himself. He has, however had significant success just out of the
spotlight in the rap world.
"I'm a pretty humble dude, so I don't assume anybody knows
who I am," said Khryst. "I'm kind of like a supreme clothing line,
only the hipsters kinda really know."
In the mid-90s, Khryst came onto the scene with Trigga the
Gambler and Smoothe da Hustler. The three Brooklyn natives
were thrust into a much bigger scene together through their
label No Doubt (Def lam). He's worked with Notorious B.I.G., Dr.
Dre, and many others.
However, Khryst's label didn't move forward with his projects
with any real urgency, and now that he's calling the shots, he
finds more value breaking new ground, even if it's with an old
medium.
"I have distributors who work with my digital, and I am also
working with a company who normally only deal with DVDs.
The music thing for them is new," Khryst said.
He convinced a DVD supplier to distribute his latest album,
meaning a new distribution channel opened up.
"I challenged them to distribute a CD, and the result now is
I'm getting exposure being on sale at Best Buy, and Target, and
Barnes and Noble next to Kendrick Lamar. I'm on tny own, that
kind of leverage is big for me."
But Khryst is looking past physical albums — it s not on the
rise While compact discs were once 95 percent of the massive
music industry, it is now dwarfed by streaming income, which is
about half of total music'revenue. Again, when Khryst is trying to
amplify is own work, he focuses on a non-traditional channel. In
this case, the online Chinese rap scene.
(
"I been traveling the world for some years now. - Chinas
a place that I have never been," Khryst said. "Watching them
embrace the new music, even if it's taboo, or forbidden,
sometimes a risk for them to even enjoy."

Khryst is on traditional streaming services in North America,
but the massive Chinese market is a closed system: It has its own
streaming and social media sites. That needed a different entry
method to access those 750 million online songs.
"I hear through a friend there's a way to get in now — online,
with videos.'After I set it up I'm foldin' my arms; 'Is this a B S.
lane to put things through, or is this the real China experience.
Khryst was referring to his Chinese digital distributor, Musicin o.
io. "I had four hundred views, next morningI have ten thousand.
Next morning I have a hundred and ten thousand.
Juri Kobayashi at Musicinfo says the demand is real — and a
real opportunity for independent artists.
"China is kind of a closed culture, but the youth are very much
a part of a huge movement to bring in new flavors, new sounds,
and those are often in English." Said Kobayashi. "The good news
is that nowadays, 3 out of 5 artists are independent artists in
China. Not as much of a major label stranglehold there.'
Khryst picked a provider who allowed him to keep 100 percent
of his royalties, and one who would promote his music in China,
not just upload it and forget about it. For all of his projects, he
stresses that outreach to his fan base is critical - that goes double
for students, who may only have a handful of loyal fans.
"Not everybody can make music that speaks to the world. You
havfe to say, 'Okay I got this amount of peoplewho always like my
stuff' I don't care if it's ten people!" said Khryst. "You gotta make
those people feel special. Nicki Minaj did a great job of this I
watched her career go from where it wasn't to where it is. She
gave her fans their own name, she made them special.
Khryst looks back at his path, one that puts him in both
the department stores, and streaming in a country that often
supplies those department stores.
"Ifeelblessedtobe puttin' orthbbkSundsingles.lt sablessrtg.™
I feel blessed and humble. I am the quintessential hybrid artist) ;
a mixture of the old and the new," Khryst said. "Traci Lee hit me
up in a DM, tellin' me, 'Congratulations on being in one of the
dopest markets of the world.' That's pretty cool.
Contact Jeremey Randrup at
jrandrup20@my.whitworth.edu

Above: Khryst focuses on non-traditional
methods of distribution for his label.

REVIEWS: music, movies and more
Movie: "Bohemian Rhapsody

Less captivating are the characters around Mercury who suffer
from
a serious lack of development. Lucy Boynton's character,
Austin Casey
Mary Austin, goes through her romantic change of heart early
Staff Writer
on and re-enters the movie every few scenes at random for the
Queen may have ruled the stage decades ago and were rest of the runtime seemingly just to remind Mercury of the
crowned champions of the theater box office last weekend, but good old days. The drummer stays confrontational, the bassist
their current movie is far from perfect. "Bohemian Rhapsody,
stays away from conflict and the eventual band manager stays
ironically unlike the song, seems to go through the motions
untrustworthy. They .just can't find an interesting place to
many respects and fails to tell its story in a way that is unique or operate, so Malek almost seems to be playing off himself more
satisfying to sit through.
than his other cast members at times.
Actor Rami Malek as frontman Freddie Mercury, however
The film's structure is almost exactly what would be expected
is so much fun to watch. The casting is visually about as good from this kind of movie: music group from humble beginnings
as could be and while Malek doesn't do most of the singing becomes famous too quickly, hits a turning point where egoism
himself, he nails Mercury's speaking voice and unique physica
hedonism and distractions (often sex, drugs, sleazy managers)
. affectations perfectly. The character feels c°mPletely woven into lead to internal conflict and then the group messily shatters
him and Malek owns basically every scene through
apart. It's "The Doors," it's "Straight Outta Compton'- and its
movie as Mercury finds himself over a period of 20 years or so.

even "This Is Spinal Tap." Sure, Freddie Mercury and his life
experiences were far from ordinary, but this movie hits all the
usual beats from a rock star biopic. Other common moves like
starting the movie with shots from the climax at the end fail to
add anything and instead feel like an editor desperately trying to
spice things up.
Speaking of editing, something about the pace in Bohemian
Rhapsody" feels mishandled. Queen is all together and in a
recording studio by around the 10 minute mark of the film. They
already have charting songs on the radio and a record deal at 20
minutes. This rushed start leaves almost two hours remaining
for the peak and decline of their story and it drags. Perhaps it is
fun for some viewers to see the behind-the-scenes conversations
that the band had behind closed doors about specific songs and
various business decisions, but many of the scenes get bogged
down in the trivial details of it all.
It goes without saying that the music itself still holds up quite
nicely in 2018, but it's not always used effectively. Some of the
more famous songs are well-implemented into the story (like the
titular track and "Keep Yourself Alive"), but some of them such
as "Under Pressure" and "Another One Bites the Dust" seem to
get thrown in at the end of scenes as if there was no other place
to naturally put them. To be fair, with so many hits to Queen's
name, it could not have been an easy task to give equal emphasis
to each track. Everyone who came to see this movie also gets the
closest thing to experiencing a live concert from Queen in the
form of a re-creation of famous mega concert Live Aid at the end
of the film, and it packs a real emotional punch.
Perhaps it has something to do with the troubled development
this movie notably went through behind the camera, but this
movie just didn't turn out right. I was hoping for the colorful
personality of Freddie Mercury to be reflected in the visual style
of the movie, but almost every scene is filled with the same
orange and teal that have pervaded the industry lately, while
Malek may get some Oscar recognition for his performance and
it potentially has added to the legacy of the band by appealing to
a new generation of fans, "Bohemian Rhapsody" will probably
not be an awards contender. Its bland storytelling wont be
remembered for long. I would recommend it for die-hard tans
of Queen's music and perhaps it still deserves a (barely) passing
grade solely for the lead performance's power.

6/10
w
Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my.whitworth.edu
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Pirates finish at 9-0 as undefeated
NWC Football Champions
Henry Miller
Staff Writer

vs. St. Olaf
1 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 16
Newberg, Oregon
vs. Whittier 1 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 17
Newberg, Oregon

lMSKLiBAII

vs. Montana
Tech
7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 16
vs. Texas-Tyler
7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 17

The Whitworth Pirate football team
football team finished the 2018 regular
season with a 52-0 win over Willamette.
The Bucs finished the season undefeated.
Their season was filled with impressive wins
including their first win over Linfield in 11
years on Sept. 29.
The Pirates dominated in a talented
conference. Teams like George Fox, Linield,
and PLU have been powerhouses in the
conference. The Bucs pulled off the upset
against Linfield winning 19-14. They then
went to face a tough George Fox team, and
won 38-14. On homecoming weekend
in what looked to be a difficult matchup
against PLU, the Bucs won by an incredible
score of 55-13.
"We bring the same attitude we do
every week. It is about us and we need to
play Pirate Football for 60 minutes. We are
playing for our seniors and we are playing
for a 9-0 and perfect regular season. That is
a lot. But most importantly, we are playing
a game we love to play and we can't wait to
get out there and compete," said head coach
Rod Sandberg.
The Bucs running game powered them
to their undefeated record. Running backs
junior Tariq Ellis and senior Mason Elms
helped tally a total of 24 rushing touchdowns
on the season. The Whitworth ground attack
also finished with 1579 yards.
"Having two very good running back's
is a significant blessing, and they are
very different. Mason is at his best using

his speed and running around would be
tacklers. Tariq is much more downhill and
run through your tackle. They complement
each other well and help keep each other
fresh, which helps productivity late in a
game and even now late in the season," said
Sandberg.
The offense also was transitioning from
a record setting quarterback in Ian Kolste

We bring the same attitude
we do every week. It is about
us and we need to play pirate
football for 60 minutes. "
ROD SANDBERG

Head football coach

to last year's backup junior, Leif Erickson.
Erickson finished with 22 touchdowns and
2521 yards passing.
The Pirates game against the Lewis and
Clark Pioneers was arguably their toughest
of conference play. The Pirates were coming
off of a win over Pacific University and
started off slow against the Pioneers. The
Bucs were able to adjust and win 38-28.
"L&C has a great coaching staff and their
players will well prepared. On offense, they
ran some heavy formations that we had not

seen all year and they ran some new running
plays that broke tendencies. They also
have a very good running b&ck who made
us miss a lot of tackles. On Defense, they
made a commitment to stopping the run
and putting a lot of people in the box and
making us throw the ball to win," said Coach
Sandberg.
This season proved to the rest of the
conference how talented Whitworth football
is, not only the roster, but the elite coaching
that is able to adjust to whatever the team
has and to make it work. With new recruits
coming in and players graduating, we can be
assured that the coaching staff.
"We have played well this year because
we have players that have bought in believed
in 'The Cause' of Whitworth Football more
than themselves," said coach Sandberg.
"We have a bunch of selfless young men
that really love to play the game. Another
key was their ability to be unphased by and
handle adversity. We have faced some form
of adversity every week all the way back to
training camp, but we just keep moving
forward and do not use it as an excuse or let
it derail us from our task at hand."
The Bucs have the offseason to build on
an already dominant group of players, and
a dominant 2018. The NWC has as new
Champion.
Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu

Division III Championships

@Linfield Friday,
Nov. 16 6 p.m.
McMinville, Oregon
@ Willamette
Saturday, Nov. 17
11a.m.
Salem, Oregon

Jayden Jira claps after a defensive stop.(Left) Mason Elms drags a Lewis and Clark defender on way to a first down.(Righi

Jon Gruden: Tyrant or Genius? A
look at the former legend's return
Luke Schwartz
Staff Writer

@Linfield Friday,
Nov.16 6 P.M.
McMinville Oregon
@Willamette
Saturday, Nov.17
11 a.m.
Salem, Oregon

To be determined

Black and silver surrotind the Alameda
Coliseum as the loyal fans purchase their
hot dogs and soda for a Sunday night full of
action. Every square foot is packed; crammed
to the very last seat. Silence falls over the
crowd as the whistle blows for the beginning
of the game. Every game this year seems to
have a different score; but the result remains
the same. An Oakland Raiders loss.
After signing former head coach Jon
Gruden to a 10 year $100 million contract last
spring; the once beloved franchise has gone
down under; and not for good measures.
Gruden has always shown promise. The type
of coach to fire his players up on the sideline
and have a good time. Oakland loved him
when he coached for the Raiders back from
1998 to 2001. He would later win a Super Bowl
with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, two years
later in 2003. The stats back him up for being
a legitimate contender as an NFL coach, but
the league has changed since 2008.
For the past 10 years Jon Gruden has not
attempted to revitalize his coaching career in
anyway, but instead, he has starred in Corona
Light commercials as their football game day
spokesman for better advice, a job that suited
the old man well—until the Raiders decided
to give a call to a guy who had not been on a
field in over a decade. Sure, fans and residents
went crazy over his return, but little did they
know what he would soon do.
Money is a deal breaker that splits teams
and present players. The issue this year was

over defensive monster Khalil Mack. Mack, a
three time Pro Bowler and Defensive Player
of the Year (DPOY) in 2016 asked the Raiders
for more money, and rightly so, as one of the
top 3 defensive players in the league. Gruden
did not give in, and would eventually send
Mack to Chicago for a 1st round pick plus
some cash. Fans became outraged, and not
just the average Raiders supporter—anyone

There's a stack of analytical
data... that people don't even
know how to read. It's one
thing to have the data, it's
another thing to know how to
»

read the damn thing.
JON GRUDEN

Oakland Raiders Head Coach
who watches football understood how poor
of a decision this was. Later on, promising
wide receiver Amari Cooper did not start off
too well thisseason for Oakland, so, of course,
Gruden shipped him off to Dallas for another
first round pick.
The guy has nerves. Two players that are

considered to be the best of the best are now
gone. The Raiders record stands at 1-8, and
it's the last year in Oakland before moving to
Las Vegas.
How does Gruden expect fans to
understand his misguided ways? Raiders
nation had already been crushed two years
ago after the announcement on the move to
Las Vegas. A fan base rooting for the same
team in a new city is improbable, but with
Gruden leading the team, the support is dead
in the water. However, even though a lot of
hate is being thrown toward Gruden and his
poor start to the season, could he be onto
something?
As of today, Jon Gruden holds three
first round draft picks. The team is shifting
atmospheres and it appears that Jon Gruden
has complete control. Almost as if Gruden
is creating an entirely new team around the
pieces he sees as potential. He mayhave been
sidelined the past decade, but watching and
observing has led him to a new idea. An idea
that no other coach is crazy or gutsy enough
to call. To all the Raiders fans out there, You
may want to stick around a couple years
because things just got interesting under the
most mysterious coach in the NFL.
Contact Luke Schwartz at
lschwartz22@my.whitworth.edu
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Bucs look to continue
all-sports dominance
Nicole Oh
Staff Writer
As
fall
sports
are
beginning to wrap up,
the Whitworth men's and
women's basketball and
swim teams are just getting
started on their 2018-2019
season. Wondering what to
expect? Here's what you can
look out for this year as teams
approach season openers.
This year, junior Byron
Rossmiller of the men's swim
team has the goal of placing
in the top three in the 200
meter backstroke at the
national meet.
"As a men's team, we are
trying to win the conference
meet. They always put up stiff
competition, so nothing is
going to get handed to us, but
I think we can be confident in
our training," Rossmiller said.
In their most recent
meet against George Fox
University
and
Pacific
University, "everyone swam
out of their minds, we of
course have things to work
on as a team, but the best
part of the last couple weeks
has been watching the team
rally and start to make deep
connections," he said.
Despite coming away with
wins on both the men's and
women's side, the team is
focusing on making sure to
stay hard on themselves and
tfain like they lost.
; "I can confidently say that
tfris is the most motivated
and happy group I have ever
trained with" Rossmiller said.
On the women's side, the

team is fairly young, however, getting the opportunity to
Rossmiller believes they will play really good schools
be a power in the conference early on, giving the team
that will come as a surprise.
a challenge and an chance
"I don't think the girls to show who they are,
even quite know what they along with the depth,
are capable of yet, but I think versatility, and work ethic
we should expect to see some the team has this year.
fast swimming and a high
"We have a group of
finish at conference," he said. guys who have put in
Looking at the women's heaps of work for a really
basketball team this year, the long time, we're tough and
Pirates are welcoming in six feel primed to live into our
freshman into the program.
potential," Lees stated.
"We have so much talent
Every year the goal
coming in and it is going to be is to win the Northwest
fun to see how the team works Conference
regular
together and all the different season and tournament
ways that people are able to championship, and for the
contribute," senior Madison team this year a national
championship is not out
Moffat said.
Moffat is entering her of question.
"We will get closer
fourth year on the women's
basketball team and this year' to those goals through
she hopes to be able to fill smaller, measurable goals
whatever role the team needs which include greatly
improving our defensive
from her.
"Our team is working efficiency," he says.
Personal goals for
toward
becoming
Lees
this season include
extremely
fundamental,
communicating more on filling his role to he best
both ends of the floor, and of his ability, being a
improving our team defense, good teammates, and
all of which we think will continually improving.
The fall sports season
contribute to greater success
has
kicked Whitworth
throughout the season," she
off
to
a great start in
said.
One thing that she has defending the NWC Alltaken
away throughout Sports trophy. With some
her years is the value of of Whitworth's best sports
preparation and repetition, coming up this winter,
and the way that translates to Whitworth looks to widen
confidence on the court on its lead towards its 12th
consecutive
All-Sports
game day.
Sam Lees of the men's trophy.
basketball
team
has
two things he is looking Contact Nicole Oh at
forward to, which includes noh21@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth outdoors
to ski passes to
In preparation for the snow sports local mountains.
With the objective of getting students
season, Whitworth Outdoor Rec. hosted
the 5th annual Whitworth Outdoor Ski and "hyped" for the snow season, Pointer took
Snowboard Film Festival. Outdoor recreation time during the Film Festival to mention
lovers gathered in the Eric Johnson Science some of the winter classes and activities the
Center for two hours of watching winter Whitworth Outdoor Rec is hosting.
Along with offering an intro to
thrill-seeking on Nov. 8.
and
skiing
and
> "This is the way we announce the season mountaineering
is starting up, it's a way to get us hyped" snowboarding classes, Whitworth Outdoor
said sophomore and outdoor rec employee Rec is also carrying out a series of trips to
locations such as Whistler in British Columbia
Jeremy Baxter.
Put together by the U-Rec assistant and Red Mountain.
director Brad Pointer, The Outdoor Ski and
Whitworth's Outdoor Ski and Snowboard
Snowboard Film festival featured a short Film Festival acted as the introduction
film titled "Afterglow" which detailed vibrant to the winter season, giving skiers and
footage of winter athletes among fresh snowboarders alike the platform to "get
powder.
stoked."
The feature film "Rogue Elements',' created
For more information on the activities and
by Teton Gravity Research and funded by classes offered by the Whitworth Outdoor
Northface and 10 Barrel Brewing Company, Rec, check out their website.
reveals the true complexity and beauty of
https://www.whitworthoutdoors.com
nature through a montage of skiing videos
detailing riveting feats and fresh powder.
Contact Solenne de Tavssigny at
Alongside the films, sponsors such as Mt.
sdetassigny22@my.
whitworth.edu
Spokane and Lookout Pass helped fund a
raffle to give students the opportunity to win

HEADING OFF CAMPUS?
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Pick up your bus pass at the HUB.
Frequent Whitworth service on routes 25,28, & 124
For schedule information, visit
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Winter Carnival entrance line.

3. Inflatables in gym at Winter Carnival.
Emily Pinnow |
Staff Photographer

Emily Pinnow|
Staff Photographer

1. Crate stacking at Winter Carnival.
Emily Pinnow |
Staff Photographer

Senior Ein Huie stacking crates at Winter Carnival.

Urec door decoration at Winter Carnival.

Students at Oliver Twist dance.

Emily Pinnow |
Staff Photographer

Emily Pinnow |
Staff Photographer

Lauren Sfeir|
Natsihi Photo Editor

WHITWORTH JAZZ ENSEMBLE II
Christopher Parkin, director

WHITWORTH CONCERT BAND
Kyla Fague, conductor

Students dancing at Oliver Twist dance on Saturday night.
Lauren Sfeir |
Natsihi Photo Editor

Students build snowman in the loop after first snowfall of the semester.
lacob Yeager|
Staff Photographer

TUESDAY

NOV.

Cowles Auditorium
ADMISSION IS FREE

lore information, please contact the Whitworth Music
e at 509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.

WHITWORTH
UNIVERSITY

Snowball fight in the loop;
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Historians
rejoice history club
relaunches at
Whitworth
Chris Reichert| News Editor

All renderings courtesy of Facilities Services

An artist's rendering of the new press box for the Pine Bowl, as seen from outside the stadium. The University is preparing for extensive
construction and renovation on various athletic buildings, including the aquatics center and new Athletic Leadership center, as well as
Cowles Auditorium, and the possibility of newacademic buildings dedicated to health science and STEM (Science Technology Math Engi
neering) courses. Ihe earliest construction is slated to begin in spring of 2019.

Large scale construction to begin in spring
University announces plans for new athletic center, revamped aquatic center
and Cowles auditorium

After a year of relative inactivity, the
history club has been re-chartered and
has returned to serve history students and
promote the study of history at Whitworth
and among the community in general.
Club vice president, senior Kallie
Sherwood describes the club as a tool for
both socialization and outreach.
"[History club is] a club of mostly people
in the history department, getting together to
put on fun activities and stuff we'reinterested
in, but also trying to broaden that interest to
people throughout campus," Sherwood said.
"We're trying to show that history is really fun
and get more people involved in the history
department, and also have a place where
history majors and minors can get together."
However, the new club leadership team
also believes the club should serve to help
students prepare for their futures and
develop professionally.
"You don't get a lot of that in our field,
as compared to people in, like, the business
department," Sherwood said.

wanted to take this last

Heidi Massey| Staff Writer

opportunity...to get as much out

Whitworth is preparing for several
campus improvements, including
renovations to the aquatics center and
Cowles Auditorium, and the building of a
new Athletic Leadership Center. Still in the

of my department as possible.

»

KALLIE SHERWOOD

visioning stage are ideas such as creating a

STEAM (science, technology, engineering,
art, and math) lab, and building a restaurant
on Hawthorne Road.
In addition, Whitworth faculty recently
approved the creation of a doctor of physical
therapy program, and will be asked to
approve a postgraduate occupational
therapy program in the next three months.
The introduction of these programs will
result in the addition of a new health science
building.
According to Larry Probus, vice president An artist's rendering of the exterior of the Athletic Leadership Center as viewed from the west.
of finance and administration, Whitworth
chloramines that sit on top of the water.
courts, will begin in the spring of 2019, when
has three options for adding a health science
To solve this issue, an evacuator system will the ground thaws. This building will house
building. These options include constructing
an entirely new building on campus, leasing be installed, which will essentially vacuum air offices for athletic coaches, and will feature
a locker room for football players in its lower
space in the University District downtown, or off the surface of the water to be treated.
Later in the year, in May of 2019, level.
purchasing a former medical clinic building
Tim Demant, Whitworth's Director of
on Country Homes Boulevard. In the spring, improvements to Cowles Auditorium will
begin.
The
south
end
of
the
building
will
be
Athletics,
looks forward to having all of
Whitworth administrators and faculty will
renovated,
which
will
both
change
the
look
Whitworth's
coaches in the same building.
formally decide how to best move forward with
of the exterior of the building and expand
"I think we have a great team that works
this project.
Renovations to the aquatics center will take storage space. The theater's rigging system will really well together and can learn from each
place when swim season is over in March, with also be repaired, and a shop for constructing other. Unfortunately, I don't see them most
a goal of finishing the project in August 2019. sets will be added to the building. Currently, days, so the opportunity to spend more time
These renovations are being made possible a temporary rigging system is in place, which with them, even just a simple thing like having
in part by a donor, whose request was to does not allow for moving scenery and certain lunch with someone, will be very beneficial,"
Demant said.
create more natural lighting in the center by lighting features.
Maria Sorce, the Theatre Technical Director
Demant also said the Athletic Leadership
adding windows. The aquatics center will also
experience improvements to its HVAC (heating, and Auditorium Events Manager, said, "I am Center will give the athletics program a "front
ventilation, and air conditioning) system. most excited for the ability to use the stage as door," which will make coaches more accessible
Chris Eichorst, the Assistant Vice President of a stage again, to having lighting positions, to and aid in recruiting.
To learn more about Whitworth facilities, visit
Facilities Services, said these upgrades in air hang and focus lighting instruments over the
Avww.whitworth.edu/cms/administration/
circulation need to be made for the safety of stage."
This project will befinished byJanuary 2020, facilities-services/.
swimmers.
and
that year's spring convocation willhe held
"When [swimmers] are working out there,
sweating and breathing hard, it really stirs up in the newly renovated building.
Construction of the Athletic Leadership Contact Heidi Massey at
the chlorinated water/' he said. "That mixes
Center,
which will be located near the tennis hmassey22@my.whitworth.edu
with sweat from swimmers, and creates

Senior
While the history club is not new on
campus, it lost several active seniors to
graduation and study-abroad opportunities
and consequently lost its chartered status.
Despite only minimal involvement in the
club her first two years on campus, new club
treasurer senior Cheree Lapierre still felt the
absence of the club.
"Last year it kind of faded away and I made
a bunch of friends in the history department
and I was like, 'guys, what happened to all of
the events?"' she said.
However, the new faculty advisor for the
history club, Dr. Elise Leal, notes that while
the club was without leadership, it still
maintained a folloiving.
"Interest in the club never really died...
functionally, students were still getting
together and doing things socially," she said.
This social aspect of the history club is
responsible for much of the efforts to recharter.
"This is my senior year and I hadn't had
a lot of opportunities to be involved in the
department," Sherwood said, "and so I
wanted to take this last opportunity in my last
year to get as much out of my department as
possible, part of that being the relationships
there, and also...trying to set the department
up for success for the future, since there's so
many of us seniors leawng."
Leal echoed this sentiment. "For many of
our current seniors, coming in as freshmen
and sophomores it was history club that
really helped them feel acclimated to the
department and get to know other students
in the department," she said.
With the revitalization of the history club,
Leal sees leadership's new goal as that of
"continuation and enhancement."
"The community piece I think is so vital,"
she said, "and I think it's something, as an
outsider coming into Whitworth and now as
the new person, community is not something
that Whitworth talks about, it's something
Whitworth does. That seems to be a value
that our students really take to heart and so I
totally envision that social community aspect
continuing for the club."
continued on pg. 2

An artist's rendering of the exterior of the new Athletic Leadership Center as viewed from the north. The Athletic Leadership Center will
replace Graves Gymnasium and will house coaches' offices and locker rooms for the football team.
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Whitworth graduate recognized
at Obama Foundation Summit
training, participants were given
mentorship and funding from the
Ashton Skinner, a 2015Whitworth graduate, Obama Foundation to respond to
recently had the privilege of attending the an issue in their local community.
"That mentorship was really
second Obama Foundation Summit after
indispeftisable
for us. And really,
completing the Obama Foundation Community
it
is
such
a
cool
thing that they are
Leadership Corps program. The summit was
investing in so many individuals
held in Chicago on Nov. 18 and 19.v
According to the Obama Foundation's who will be able to then give back
website, the goal of the Leadership Corps is to to their communities," Skinner said.
Skinner's project for the
"empower and train young leaders to create the
world they want to live in by working to address Leadership Corps coincided with
an issue in their community." The program is for their work as a transgender &
people 18-25 years old who live in Columbia, millennial outreach coordinator at
the non-profit ONE Community.
SC, Phoenix, AZ and Chicago, IL.
Skinner applied to the Leadership Corps ONE Community is an Arizona
and was selected as one of 35 young leaders "statewide coalition of socially
from Phoenix. During the six months of responsible businesses and individuals who
support diversity, inclusion and
equality," according to its website.
Skinner's project was founding
QuTopia, a website that connects
trans people to resources for
addiction and recovery, crisis
intervention, mental and
behavioral health, pediatrics and
adolescent care, primary care,
sexual health and family planning,
social and peer support groups,
specialists, transition-related care
and more in Arizona. Skinner had
help from friends they recruited to
be on their project team.
"For my project I built a Yelp!
style directory website that hosts
profiles likelistings for doctors and
therapists who treat trans patients.
That way trans people can find safe,
direct access to competent medical
care, which is a huge need here and
something that is often a really big
hurdle to people transitioning in
Whitworth alum Ashton Skinner (in plaid) with other Arizona," Skinner said.

Rachel Ayres | Staff Writer

conference attendees.

"History Club," continued from pg. 1
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Former president
Barack Obama
appeared at the
Obama Foundation
Summit in Chicago
on Nov. 18-19.

Nevertheless, she shares Sherwood's hopes that students can utilize
the history club as a resource, "to add something that will equip them to
be better historians, better professionals, especially after theygraduate,"
she said.
"The enhancement piece for us will be...giving students space to
practice different skills, whether that be learning how to do a good
resume, how to apply for graduate school
applications, how to give a really good,
professional conference presentation,"

Arizona ranks 12th

in the United States
for concentration of
transgender adults,
according to the
Williams Institute.
At the Obama
Foundation, Skinner
met with the other
individuals from the
three cities who had
been also working on
their own community
related projects for
the last six months.
"It was really cool
because we all had in common the celebration
of our hard work and common values but we
didn't know much about each others' projects.
So, we got to learn from each other and talk
about the different ways we were impacting
our communities," Skinner said.
While attending Whitworth, Skinner met
professor of political science, Kathryn Lee who,
with another faculty member, hosted a book
discussion group at her house on a book that
was "trying to sort through LGBTQ issues and
Christian theology," she said. Lee and Skinner
have continued to stay in touch.
"It has been an important friendship for
me, to educate me about [Skinner's] life and
what it is like," Lee said. "It is just spectacular
that a Whitworth alum was.apart of the Obama
Foundation Summit."
To learn more about Skinner's work at ONE
Community and QuTopia, go to https://www.
onecommunity.co/ and https://qutopia.us/.
More information about the 2018 Obama
Foundation Summit can be found at, https://
www.obama.org/summit-2018/roots/.
Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my.whitworth.edu

chance, get to know the faculty and take a historyclass, come to a history
club event...there's a lot you can do with history."
Students wishing to know more about the history club can contact
Kallie Sherwood at ksherwood20@my.whitworth.edu or Dr. Elise Leal
at eleal@whitworth.edu.
Contact Chris Reichert at
creichert20@my.whitworth.edu

Leal said.

The leadership team hopes to begin
hosting events in the spring to restore
and strengthen the history community
on campus.
"We want to promote a history
community that's open to everyone, so we
have fun events like trivia where we bring
in anybody from any major," Lapierre
said, although she too has plans for skill
building events, such as a grad schoolnight
to inform students about the next phase of
education and answer their questions. The
club already sponsored a Chicago Style
citation workshop on Wednesday, Nov. 28.
In addition to professional skill
building, Sherwood would like to see the
history club go on to partner with other
organizations both on and off campus.
"Even [with] smaller clubs on campus,
or cultural events that ASWU or the
office of diversity put on, I think there's
opportunities to partner there...Spokane
is a really interesting place and has a lot
of culture and a lot of history," she said.
Opportunities could include
documentaries shown for extra credit
in core classes, history tutoring offered
through the Dornsife center, combined
meetings with Westminster Round, the
primary club of the English department,
as well as reaching out to the music
department for events such as a jazz
history night.
This communal, interdisciplinary
approach is exactly what the history club
is all about, Leal agrees.
"We have a really good track record in
this department about giving students a
lot of practical skills in the history field,
in museums, archives, that sort of thing,"
she said, "so we'd love to see the history
club be yet another place where we can
organize events that will expose students
to all of the multiple uses for history."
She suggested that trips to museums
and working with local archives would
be a great extension of the club, "helping
to preserve the stories of the community,
while also getting a sense of all of the
different opportunities you can access
professionally with the major," she said.
For now, the history club is working on
adding members of all majors.
"We just want people to know that we
exist. We're a small department and most
of the students are seniors, so a lot of them
are going to be gone next year, Lapierre
said. And if students come for the club
activities, it's hoped they might even be
convinced to sign upfor some classes they
might not normally take.
"Give history a chance," Sherwood said.
"Most people'sexposure to history is some
stuffy high school class, and our history
classes here taught by our faculty are super
engaging and very interesting. Give them a

THE WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY

RYAN MULLANEY, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

I LOOK
FROM AFAR...
MUSIC CELEBRATING THE JOY AND MYSTERY OF THE CHRISTMAS SEASON, INCLUDING
LARGER EXCERPTS FROM MENDELSSOHN'S CHRISTUSAND HONEGGER'S
DAVID.

SATURDAY, DEC. 8, AT 8 P.M.
SUNDAY, DEC. 9, AT 3 P.M.
MARTIN WOLDSON THEATER AT THE FOX
Tickets available at foxtheaterspokane.org,
509.624.1200 or the Fox Theater box office
$20 regular I $15 student/senior
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Barbie represents more than just a body type
Abby Nye
Opinions Editor
Since the 1959 launch of the first Barbie
doll, the well-known toy has been subject
to public criticism, largely due to the shape
of her body. The controversy comes from
Barbie's figure depicting a very exaggerated,
highly feminine body with wide hips, a
narrow waist and a large bust. With its
most common consumer being young girls,
parents and the public raised concern that
young girls would desire to fit this impossible
body type. However, Barbie was not created
to institutionalize a bodily ideal.
Ihe Hulu documentary, "Tiny Shoulders,"
follows the decision and execution of
Mattel's development of several new Barbie
bodies. These bodies include a plus-size,
tall, and petite doll. Ihe release of these
new Barbies received positive reviews and
admiration from the public and consumers.
As encouraging as it is that Mattel is aware of
the potential negative influences of Barbie's
body, I believe the true goals and desires for
Barbie have been completely overlooked,
and she has simply been reduced to a body.
Ruth Handler, the creator of Barbie,
realized the only kind of doll available and
marketed to young girls at the time were baby

dolls. Girls were playing with toys meant to envision themselves in a variety of career
train girls at a young age about caretaking and paths. Ihe feminine body of Barbie only
motherhood. Handler believed Barbie would contributes to the increasing success and
represent an adult woman with a successful accomplishments of women. We live in a
career and lifestyle that girls could picture culture where an androgynous, genderthemselves as. In fact, she intentionally neutral body has become idealized over
created Barbie's body type to be feminine more feminine body types. Women are
so that girls had an accurate depiction of chastised for showing too much skin,
what an adult woman's body would look dressing up their curves and wearing skirts
that are "too short." Ihe
like, especially at the
reality is that most women
time of her creation. Girls
do not fit this unrealistic
would have an easier time **
Barbie was not created model, and they should
imagining themselves in
not be expected to.
the scenarios they made
to institutionalize a
As a staunch feminist,
for Barbie.
I believe the feminist
bodily ideal."
Ihe public's outcries
movement has made great
against Barbie's body
strides in the past few
have distracted from her
original purpose, which was to allow girls decades, and it continues to do so. However,
to see themselves living out their dreams I believe that feminism has made this
in fife. Barbie is not a married mother, as androgynous body type seem like the body
was the most common depiction of adult type women should strive to have, which has
women in the late twentieth century. Barbie lead to the feminist criticism given to Barbie.
traveled into space in 1965, competed in the Barbie represents a more accurate depiction
Olympics and has been a firefighter. She was of women than others in the media, and
a surgeon in 1973, when only nine percent of she's as successful as anyone has ever been.
all surgeons were women, and she's run for She has attained many accomplishments in
her careers, goals and lifestyle, in addition to
President over five times.
Barbie has broken down a behemoth of having a very feminine style.
The conversation that remains about
gender barriers, paving the way for girls to

Barbie's body diminishes who she is as a
person and contributes to the belief that
femininity is weak and undesirable. Words
like "slutty" and "revealing" have contributed
to the idea that femininity is something dirty
and unacceptable. Subscribing and living
into this ideal by criticising Barbie's body
only supports the idea that femininity is
undesirable.
Instead of the focus being on her body,
it's time to redirect and realize that praising
Barbie for her accomplishments is a more
healthful image for girls. When I was young,
my sister and I created new worlds for Barbie
at every playtime. She would be a doctor,
lawyer, mother, teacher and a student. Ihe
endless options for our dolls allowed us the
opportunity to see ourselves in a variety of
successful careers as the women we were
going to become. The femininity of Barbie
was a reminder that women are capable as
anyone to achieve their dreams. Young girls
always have and always will hold the power
when it comes to Barbie's achievements.

Contact Abby Nye at
anyel9@my.whitworth.edu

Holiday consumerism is stealing our joyfulness
Alanna Carlson
Columnist
Like so many Americans, I woke up the Friday after
Ihanksgiving with my mind churning with an ever-changing,
ever-growing holiday shopping list. Between navigating which
friends are close enough that I "have to" buy them a gift, which
family members I can safely cross off my shopping list, and
how I can buy something meaningful for everyone on my list
without breaking the bank, I often feel like I have gone halfmad before we even reached December first. And all this
mental chaos starts with the most notorious "holiday" of the
year, Black Friday.
While it might be nice to save a bit of money, Black Friday
sales are possibly the most stressful, consumeristic way to
kick off a season that is supposed to be about joy and valuing
what we already have. For many, it is the catalyst to stress and
anxiety that will last through the entire holiday season, turning
the holidays into one of the most difficult times of the year for
many Americans.

For a season that is supposed to be a joyful time with loved
ones, the holiday season puts an immense amount of stress
on our lives, our budgets, and our psyches. Ihere are so many
great things about the holidays—spending time with family
and friends, the beautiful decorations, the cheerful music and
cute movies—and yet 45 percent of Americans say they would

'ihis holiday season, take the time
to reflect honestly on what is the most
»
important to you during the holidays.
prefer to skip Christmas altogether, according to a survey from
Ihink Finance.
Ihe number one reported stressor during the holidays is
finances, according to a survey by Healthline. Forty-seven
percent of people cited finances as the most stressful part of

the holiday season. Ihat is a huge number. And with only ten
percent of respondents claiming to be stress-free during the
holidays, perhaps it is time that we as a society examine why
we have allowed a season of joy and giving to be waylaid by
unhappiness and greed.
Ihis holiday season, take the time to reflect honestly on what
is the most important to you during the holidays. Whether is it
time with family, religious celebrations, a chance to unwind,
or anything else, it is unlikely that what is most important to
your happiness this season requires frantic shopping sprees or
a rapidly dwindling bank account balance. Ihis year, let's agree
to skip the rabid consumerism and focus on the things we are
already grateful for. Let's stop letting holiday stress steal our joy
during the "most wonderful time of the year."

w
Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlsonl7@my.whitvfegh.edu
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Male victims deserve
to have a voice in
sexual violence crimes
the idea of men displaying vulnerability
has created a world where it is wrong for
a man to speak up about his experience
With the exponentially rising issue being sexually harassed or even raped,
of sexual violence initiated by men, because "he shouldn't have allowed a
particularly focused around the recent woman do that to him," or "he should have
"#MeToo" movement and the controversial been stronger." It's the same kind of thing
Kavanaugh case, women everywhere society does to a woman when she speaks
are gaining the courage to stand up for up about being sexually harassed: they say,
themselves and speak out about their "she should have known better" or "she
experiences as victims. Ihis momentum shouldn't have put herself in that situation
in the world of women's rights played a in the first place."
The difference is, though, that this
large role in making more men aware of
the harassment women all over the world stigma is finally being altered for women.
face every day and have helped men learn Society is paying more attention to women
who open up about
to stand up for the women
their experiences being
in their lives.
sexually harassed, thus
«_
However, despite
Just because men
slowly decreasing the
the increasingly positive
response to the women don't experience sexual amount of attention that
is paid to men in the
of the world who are
speaking up and the harassment as often as same position. This is not
meant to downplay the
unending
support
women, doesn't mean seriousness or reality of
and
encouragement
what women specifically
from fellow victims,
experiencing,
the momentum has their experieneces and are
because it is true that
hushed the voices of
feelings aren't valid.
sexual harassment is
men who have been
much more common in
victims of sexual violence
men than women. Rather, this is meant
themselves.
According to the Center for Disease to raise awareness of the men who try to
Control in 2015, 2.6 percent of men in speak up but aren't validated or helped, or
the United States have been raped during the men who are reluctant to share their
their lifetime. When compared to the 21.6 stories because of the fear of being ignored.
Just because men don't experience
percent of women who have been raped,
this percentage may seem miniscule, yet I sexual harassment as often as women,
think this 2.6 percent of men would agree doesn't mean their experiences and
feelings aren't valid. Ihe amount of anxiety,
that it is still 2.6 percent too high.
Ihe Center for Disease Control depression and PTSD experienced after
notes that "...for male victims, the sex occurrences of sexual violence doesn't
of the perpetrator varied by the specific depend on the gender of the victim and
form of violence examined. Male shouldn't be downplayed solely because
rape victims ^predominantly had male the victim is male. Don't let the rise of
perpetrators, but other forms of sexual women speaking up, close your mind off
violence experienced by men were either to that fact that men go through the same
perpetrated predominantly by women or things, even though they are more reluctant
split more evenly among male and female to open up about it. Men deserve just as
much of a voice in this issue as women do,
perpetrators."
Men, in our society, are expected to and I believe if society starts to listen, men
maintain the constant appearance of will start to speak.
strength: to be tough; to be aggressive;
to repress their emotions. Men are not
supposed to be victims, let alone be
assaulted or injured by a woman: they are
not allowed to express feelings that may
give them the appearance of being weak Contact Danielle lohnson at djohnson22@
or in need of help. This stigma attached to my.whitworth.edu

Danielle Johnson
Columnist

HAVEN'T
CAUGHT YOUR

PINE CONE
YET?
whitworth.edu/gradprograms
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Kwanzaa forum spreads awareness of the
African American hnlidav at Whitwort

WEDNESDAY, DEO. 5
Event: Final Exam Survival Kits
9 a.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
Students can pick up their Exam Survival
Kits or Fruit Bags from the MPR during this
time.
Theater: Festival of Short Plays
7:30 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II
Plays directed by students in the directing
class will be showcasing their productions
at the Festival of Shorts.

Event: Forensics Exhibition
4 p.m.
Robinson Science Hall 210
Come and see Whitworth's award winning
debate team in action!
Info: Central American Study Program
5 p.m.
Weyerhaueser Hall 111
Learn more about the Central America Study
and Service program that goes to Guatemala
and Costa Rica.

Festival: Winterfest Holiday Fair
9 a.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
All your holiday shopping needs in one
place, featuring homemade goods and
sweet treats.
Event: Lake Skate
9:30 p.m.
Eagle's Ice Arena
Come skate at Eagle's Ice Arena wearing
your ugly Christmas sweaters. Tickets are $2
and can be purchased at the HUB or at the
door. Rental skates are also $2 at the skating
rink.

SATURDAY, DEC. E
Event: Senior Christmas Party
7 p.m.
Bozarth Mansion
This will be a time to celebrate the end of the
Fall semester together as a senior class with
food, dancing and a photo booth.
Music: Christmas Festival Concert
8 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at the FOX
This is an annual Christmas Festival Concert
featuring the Whitworth Choir, Women's
Choir and Men's Chorus with student
instrumentalists. Admission is $15 for
students.

Event: Jubilation Fall Showcase
6 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II
Join Whitworth's dance ministry, Jubilation,
for the fall showcase and take a break from
studying for finals.
Music: String Chamber Orchestra Concert
8 p.m.,
Music Building Choral Rehearsal Room 122
Free and open to the public, the String
Chamber Orchestra is putting on their
annual concert.

Event: Honors Cookie Decorating
5:30 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB)
Second floor outside Student Life
The honors program is sponsoring a destressing event of a come-and-go cookie
decorating open house.
Community: Christmas Candlelight Service
7 p.m.
SeeleyG. Mudd Chapel Sanctuary
Come celebrate the joy of Jesus' birth with
the Whitworth community. This event
features traditional Christmas music and a
celebration of Communion.

Esther Brown
Staff Writer
Kwanzaa is a holiday celebrated by the
African American community and the African
diaspora all over the world. UMOJA, the African
Culture Club, and Black Student Union (BSU)
partnered to put on an event about Kwanzaa
on Nov. 29. The goal of the event was to
introduce the holiday to students and explain
its importance.
"[Kwanzaa is an] African American holiday
rooted in African cultures. The idea is to
remember the routes, culture and history of
African Americans," said Abebaye Bekele, the
Co-president of UMOJA. "We wanted [UMOJA
and BSU] to partner together because that's
what the holiday symbolizes."
The evening began with a dinner for club
members with the event's speaker, Dr. Okera
Nsombi, a professor from Eastern Washington
University's Africana Studies department.
This was followed with Nsombi's presentation
on the importance of Kwanzaa for people of
African descent that was open to all of campus.
Jake Yeager | Photographer

C

Human beings are naturally
born with certain appetites that
can rule and control over us.
DR. OKERA NSOMBI
SPEAKER
Kwanzaa
celebrates
black
family,
community and culture. However, it is not
practiced in many households of African
descent, said Nsombi. In fact, many choose not
to embrace the holiday. This decision stems
from how African Americans have tried to deal
with the trauma within their history.
Nsombi sees those of African descent as
victims to the trauma of slavery. Like victims of
kidnapping, slaves are forced to exist in a state
where there is no free will, making it hard to
reintegrate with their home and origins.
The source of the trauma originates from
the dehumanization and oppression of those
from African descent. Europeans took the
Spanish adjective "negro," which means black,
to identify Africans. A new connotation was
developed from European culture, and Africans
were turned into less-than-human, derogatory
beings.
Those of African descent did not go to "the
source of the trauma," but rather other places
to try to deal with it, said Nsombi. One way they
did this was by trying to be "more American,"
ultimately through replacing their loyalty and
culture.

^The way we learn about black
history is never through an
inspirational black lens. It's hard to
be proud of who I am.
LAJHAYA LEWIS-HARREL
SENIOR
Nsombi also explained a problem within
education that affects the response to the
trauma. Nowadays, education has become
"training," which is just memorization, and
lacks "true development."
"We turned to looking at information that
was based on our historical experience, but

Above: Dr. Okera Nsombi of Eastern Washington University"s Africana Studies Department
speaks on the importance of Kwanzaa for people of African descent.
we approached it in the wrong way," said
Nsombi. "The lowest level of knowledge is
memorization, which is why most of us forget
what we learn. The highest level of knowledge is
synthesis, incorporating it into your life."
Nsombi sees Kwanzaa and African "rituals,"
which he defined as "a prescribed code of
behavior regulating social conduct," as a way to
help with the trauma of the past.
"Human beings are naturally born with
certain appetites that can rule and control over
us," said Nsombi. "If you do not intervene in
human development and set certain structures,
then you end up with people constantly
pursuing sex, greed, aggression and anger."

"i think that his presentation was
not easy to hear.

"I think that his presentation was not easy
to hear," said Eniola Fatade, a member of the
UMOJA. "It kind of makes you uncomfortable
about the things that you have become
comfortable with."
For more information about UMOJA, email
Abebaye Bekele at abekele20@my.whitworth.
edu or Theresa Chowa at tchowa20@
my.whitworth.edu.
Information on BSU can also be found at
bsuwhitworth@gmail.com.

Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21@my. whitworth.edu

ENIOLA FATADE
JUNIOR
He said that this is why Africans instituted
rituals. Rituals are not to simply be memorized,
but something that can be very powerful if
you have the right awareness and orientation
to pursue it. It is not enough to simply say
that slavery is over, because people are still
struggling through the trauma. Rather, people
can be grounded through culture, which can
"restore the broken part of our humanity."
"The significance of Kwanzaa is not you
simply knowing it exists, but knowing why is it
important for you," said Nsombi.
Both clubs expressed appreciation for the
ideas and perspectives Nsombi presented.
"The way we learn about black history is
never through an inspirational black lens... it's
hard to be proud of who I am," said Lajhaya
Lewis-Harrell, the treasurer of BSU. "For
example, it's an issue to be pro-black. Certain
people will find offense in that because it feels
like an attack on them for me to feel proud of
my culture. I definitely appreciate Kwanzaa
because it's a way to be proud of myself."
Audience members also felt impacted by the
presentation.

SPOTLIGHT
Name: Michaela Mulligan
Class: Senior
Majors: Journalism & Mass
Communications
Site: The Inlander

"At first I was apprehensive
to write for such a widely
read newspaper, but I
became more confident
in my writing skills and
learned to write stories
in a short period of time,
while juggling multiple
assignments at once. It's
fun to have tangible proof
of the work that I am doing
with my internship and see
what I have written in print.'

TUESDAY, DEC. 11
Art: Ornaments and Small Works Show
10 a.m.
Spokane Art School
811 W. Garland Ave.
This annual showcase features holiday
ornaments and other small works from
more than 40 regional artists.
Community: Christmas Caroling
7 p.m.
President's House
Join the president's office for
Christmas caroling.

some

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?
Visit us in the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy op

Handshake!
whitworth. joinhandshake .com
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Boppell Residence Hall Hosts Annual Coffeehouse in HUB
Jeremey Randrup
Arts & Culture Editor

Photographer

Kristopher Seumanutafa-Noa plays as one of the featured artists.

The Multipurpose Room smelled« of coffee
grounds and emanated melodies of an acoustic
guitar during Boppell Coffeehouse on Friday,
Nov. 30. Students socialized while drinking coffee
and listening to live music on the main stage. The
event, put on by the Boppell leadership team, gave
students a break from academic work and a chance
to support their peers that played on stage, one of
them being senior Sean McGrath.
"I had quite a few friends that came to see me
play. Whitworth students are very accepting of
local talent as far as music goes/' McGrath said.
"Coffee on a Friday night also helped bring people
in."
McGrath was the opener for the event, which
featured many different artists that were all local to
Whitworth.
"We get to employ some really talented
Whitworth musicians, which is great. I think our
selection this year is just wonderful. They're all
super amazing and talented," said Sarah Haman,
Boppell senator. "It was great being able to shape
the style of the event through the musicians that
we have."

At the event, students were given free coffee,
which they could customize with various flavors
and syrups.
"I mean, who doesn't like free coffee, right?"
freshman Rodney Ocfemia said. "I think this is a
great event, especially after a long week near the
end of the semester."

«

It's just a cool, casual place where
everyone can unwind."
RODNEY OCFEMIA
FRESHMAN

Ocfemia, a bass player for the Whitworth Jazz
Ensemble, expressed interest in possibly playing at
an event like the Boppell Coffeehouse in the future.
"It's just a cool, casual place where everyone
can unwind. That's a vibe I really dig," he said.
After a night of coffee and music, Boppell
Coffeehouse marked the nearing end of the Fall
semester.
Contact Jeremey Randrup at
jrandrup20@my.whitworth.edu

Swing and Ballroom Dance Club Commence Third Yule Ball
Solenne de Tassigny
Staff Writer
, Whitworth students were given an opportunity to
escape from the stress of upcoming finals and fulfill a
dream of attending Hogwarts with the Third Annual Yule
ball taking place on Dec. 1.
Based off of an iconic ball taking place in J.K. Rowling's
"Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire," this Whitworthian
recreation turned the MPR in the HUB into a place
featuring butterbeer and live music.
Put on by the Whitworth Swing and Ballroom Dance
Club, the Yule Ball gave students an opportunity to learn
how to ballroom dance with the aid of members of the
club.
Following the ballroom dancing crash course,
Whitworth students took their newly acquired skills to the
dance floor for the remainder of the evening.
"I was excited to be able to dress up and learn how to
ballroom dance. Also, it's Harry Potter, how cute is that?"
said freshman Taylor Pannell. "It's such a cool idea to
replicate."

Christmas songs filled the hall from 7:30 p.m. to well
past 10 p.m., as students enjoyed the music, ambiance and
each others company.
For the encore we played some of the older pieces and
we all got really into it. I think the audience did too." said
drummer, sophomore Ben Hills.
The musicians playing the Yule Ball were asked by
attendees to keep the show going with an encore that
featured some of the Jazz II students' favorite older pieces.
This semi-formal event drew in those dressed in ball
gowns and suits as well as intrigued students passing by
that were drawn in by the music and Harry Potter themed
decor.
Those parched from dancing were offered homemade
butterbeer and other sweet treats while taking a break
alongside their peers.
The Third Annual Yule Ball kicked off the month of
December with a festive and notably successful replica of
the world created by J.K Rowling. Whitworth students were
able to dress up and dance the night away in a popular
setting.

Attendees danced to music played by the musicians of

Whitworth Jazz fl, directed 6y Christopher Parkin.

Colleen Bell | Copy Chief

Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
sdetassigny22@my. whitworth.edu
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MIEWS: music, movies and more
Movie: "Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald
Austin Casey
StaffWriter
Ready your wands and prepare to return to the Wizarding
World. Newt Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) and company are
back with plenty of magical mayhem to spare. "Fantastic Beasts:
Ihe Grimes of Grindelwald" follows Scamander and the other
three main characters from the first film (who have drifted apart
since then) as they advance toward confrontation with dark
wizard Gellert Grindelwald (Johnny Depp).
It isn't simply good versus evil though, as both sides become
much more complex than they seem on the way to a visual
effects-heavy finale full of revelations and big choices for many
characters. This production is an ambitious film that continues
the legacy of one of the largest and most lore-heavy multimedia
franchises we have, but is rightfully dividing critics and fans on
just how successful that continuation is.
C<Perfect

and distinct costuming from
costume designer Colleen Atwood almost
goes without saying.
It might sound silly comparing this movie to "Avengers:
Infinity War" from earlier this year, but this film follows that
movie by feeling more like an event-level epic than regular
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The musicians at the Yule Ball were asked by attendees to keep the
show going with an encore that featured their favorite older pieces.

genre fare. The stakes are high and this movie (like "Infinity
War") has too many characters to count, but unlike the colorful
and distinct superheroes, many of these characters blend
into one another or get lost in the shuffle. Even remembering
names can be difficult after a while, and (again, like "Infinity
War") the point of view jumps around to catch up on what each
group of characters is up to, where some plotlines are far more
memorable than others.
A highlight of this impartial camera watching the actions of
all characters was getting to see Grindelwald's (played a bit over
the top by Depp) group near the beginning of the film do truly
awful things and then try to corrupt or intimidate wizards lined
up against them. The breakout character from the first film, nonwizard Jacob Kowalski, is just as funny as last time, and actually
might be more effective in his reduced role. Jude Law as a young
Albus Dumbledore commands the screen in all. of his scenes.
Less interesting in this movie were the characters of Credence,
Nagini, and Tina, mostly because they don't connect with other
characters in significant ways until the last act.
The set design is delightful, but often the camera does not
hold on wide enough shots for long enough to truly enjoy the
unique settings of the Ministry of Magic, Newt's creature zoo
of a home, or London and Paris in general. They obviously
had great locations and should have been more open to taking
advantage of them. The cinematography is fine, if bland,
although the opening action scene is almost unfollowable due
to the lighting and motion. Perfect and distinct costuming from
costume designer Colleen Atwood almost goes without saying,

if

as the first film won the Oscar for best costume design and
this film easily follows suit. The constant use of CGI works, but
sometimes, actors fail to react believably. The score, one of the
most generic parts of the first film, is slightly better, but James
Newton Howard should not be afraid to be more distinct and
bombastic with it.
It's difficult to say the story is satisfying. Some of that is by
design, as for the second time in a row, a clifihanger pushes fans
toward the next installment of the series. It is good writing for
every character to clearly want something, and writer/universe
creator J.K. Rowling does do that well here, but the way those
characters bounced around in circles getting to those goals
could be frustrating at times and slowed down the pace. Many of
the scenes, and potentially even characters, feel like they could
have been consolidated to form a tighter script.
The climax of the film, on the other hand, finally puts most
of the characters in the same room, where so much happens so
quickly that it's difficult to keep up. The scenes of Scamander
capturing and playing with monsters are fun, but the "Fantastic
Beasts" themselves feel like an afterthought to the dark plot of
this movie, whereas in the last film they felt more organically a
part of the story.
I am not one who contains a library's worth of knowledge of
this universe in my head. I've seen all the movies just once and
have hardly dipped into the books, but generally have enjoyed
my experiences with the Potter franchise. Because of this, I'll
skip the much larger discussion of how this movie deepens,
changes, or ignores the lore of the series and will keep it simple
by sticking to the film's merits and shortcomings.
I'm slightly surprised at the generally weak scores critics have
been giving this film. It benefits from the creative continuity
behind the camera (keeping the usual franchise director,
producer, and writer) and while missing the mark in a few ways,
it largely worked for me and made me want to go see the next
one. At best, "Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald" is
an engaging and well-made new installment in the Harry Potter
canon, and at worst, it's at least entertaining, if crowded and
unfocused.

Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my. whitworth.edu
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UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Vs. LaVerne
1 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 8
@Fieldhouse
Vs. Whittier@
1 p;m.
Monday, Dec. 10
@Fieldhouse

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

AW
vs. Thomas Moore,
@Walla Walla
4 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 7
Vs. Colorado College
2 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 8
@Walla Walla

Advanced metrics: cause of Dodg
ers World Series struggles
Henry Miller
Sports Editor
Since the 1997 season of the Oakland
Athletic baseball team, modern sports
scouting and player recruitment would
never be the same. Billie Beane, the
general manager of the Oakland Athletics,
introduced sabermetrics to the sports world.
Sabermetrics are a system of statistically
analyzing players to produce the most
wins at the most efficient rate. Before
sabermetrics, Major League Baseball teams
scouted players out of college and in the
farm system, based on how many home
runs they hit or how many runs they hit in
(RBIs). What Beane realized was that what
statistically won baseball games was how
many runners would end up on base over
the course of a game. Beane analyzed on
base percentage (OBP) to recruit players
who were previously under recruited.
Beane was able to turn around a struggling
franchise into a top playoff contender.
Today every team utilizes advanced
metrics in their scouting and game planning.
Line ups are set based on the handedness
of the starting pitcher, and countless relief
pitchers can be swapped in and out to
counter specific batters who are hitting
well that game. In this year's World Series
between the Boston Red Sox and the Los
Angeles Dodgers, some questionable lineup
choices were made that began to pose the
question "can you over-analyze a game and
end up hurting your team?"
Dodgers outfielder Cody Bellinger was
the 2017 Rookie of the Year, National League
Championship MVP and has hit 64 home
runs in his first two seasons. To most baseball
enthusiasts and sports analysts, Bellinger is
clearly an asset to a high-profile team like
the Dodgers. Bellinger did not start the first

two games of the Series. The Dodgers front
office recognized that Boston was starting
two lefties in games one and two, citing that
this could possibly present a problem for
Bellinger. The Dodgers ended up losing the
first two games, and eventually the World
Series. It should be noted that in game three
Bellinger started, and the Dodgers were
victorious.

We've got to use every
piece of data and piece of
information, and hopefully
that will help us be accurate
with our player evaluation.
»
For us, that's our life blood.
BILLIE BEANE

President of Baseball Operations
Oakland Athletics

Fox Sports Radio host Colin Cowherd
sums up the perfect balance of analytics
in professional sports. Cowherd speaks
about "Manalytics," which are an athlete's
intangibles such as star power and the ability
to dominate a room that they enter.
"Bryce Harper leads the MLB in B.I.S.,
Butts In Seats, R.S.Q., Rock Star Quotient,
and H.Y.G. Hide Your Girl," said Cowherd.
Professional sports general managers

should definitely factor analytics into their
decisions because they have proven to be
huge factors in making winning teams, but
it shouldn't change your base instinct on
when to play a star in a big game.
No NBA coach in their right mind would
sit Steph Curry just because the opposing
teams point guard plays more physically
than the rest. Beane's sabermetric's have
been successfully used by teams like the
Houston Astros who were world champions
in 2017, and the Boston Redsox who are the
current world champions. The difference
between these teams and the Dodgers is
their cost effectiveness. The Dodgers have
one of the highest payrolls in baseball, but
spend most of their money on big power
hitters or stars who have passed their prime.
The Astros are the perfect example of the
union of sabermetrics and rational baseball
knowledge. They filled their roster with
cheap prospects who fit the sabermetrics
formula but also had star second baseman
lose Altuve to anchor their team. A stars
ability to dominate a game on the court, on
the stat sheet, in the minds of the opposition,
and in the hearts of the fans should all be
considered when a coach sets a starting
lineup. There doesn't need to be a battle
between baseball "purists" and new age
analytics fans. There needs to be a union of
these two because the combination of both
is what breeds winning teams and exciting
baseball.
Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu

Moneyball Year (2002)
MLB Team Salaries
$140,000,000,00

$120,000,000.00

$100,000,000.00
$80,000,000.00

$60,000,000.00 -

(©Seattle U,
Jan. 4, 6 p.m.
Seattle
@ Seattle U,
Saturday, Dec. 5
11a.m.
Seattle

$40,000,000.00

$20,000,000.00

Oakland Athletics President of
baseball operation Billie Beane
(above)

The 2002"Moneyball" Oakland Athletics finished with a record of 103-59 while having the third lowest
payroll in baseball. This formula would change the course of baseball forever and influence modern
champions despite the 2002 athletics struggles in the playoffs. (Above)

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING

Dodgers Outfielder Yasiel Puig (left) Strikes out against the Chicago Whitesox. The Dodgers have been
in the top two teams in terms of payroll over the past two seasons. The Dodgers finished with a record
of 92-71 in 2018 and a record of 104-58 in 2017. The Dodgers won the National League Championship
Series both years, but failed to capitalize in the World Series both years.

(©Seattle U,
Jan. 4, 6 p.m.
Seattle
@ Seattle U,
Saturday, Dec. 5
11a.m.
Seattle

The Apple Cup showdown was
one for the books, here's why:
Luke Schwartz
Staff Writer

Connect with The
Whitworthian on
Facebook at "The
Whitworthian,"
for online con
tent and links
to our newest
stories.

Since the dawn of time, the everlasting
rivalry between a Cougar and a Husky has
been nothing short of an epic battle. A game
once a year that's treasured quite dearly in
the state of Washington. At a young age, one
must choose a side. No Washington native
has ever been both a UW and WSU fan. That
would be outrageous.
On Nov. 23rd, the 111th Apple Cup was
held in Pullman, full of snow and eager desire
for the win. Both teams were having a good
season, but Washington State had the chance
to snag a spot in the College Football Playoffs,
having only one previous loss this season.
The Huskies sat at an 8-3 record with losses
to Oregon after a missed game-winning field
goal, and to the California Bears who only
won six games this year.
With freezing temperatures and snow,
this game had weather advantage written
all over it. Starting quarterback of the WSU
Cougars, Gardner Minshew leads the NCAA
in completion percentage for pass attempts at
70.6 percent, but snow most certainlyaffected
his game after coming off a six touchdown
performance last week and a total of473 yards
against the Arizona Wildcats. The Huskies
defense only allowed 152 yards and zero
touchdowns from Minshew. Chris Peterson,
head coach of the Huskies, had been 3-0 for
Apple Cups, and looked to keep that unbeaten
record alive for another year. Luckily for
Peterson and the entire UW organization,
Myles Gaskin was in attendance to play.

In his senior season after playingbrilliantly
for the first three, star running back Myles
Gaskin used the snow to his advantage, to slip
by the Cougars defense and march down the
field for 170 yards and three touchdowns. This
yardage led to Gaskin's fourth straight 1000plus regular season rushing record, the first
ever in Pac-12 history and the tenth overall
in college football. Gaskin's dominance of the

Myles.. .it always comes down
to making a man or two miss...
our guys, they never really
flinched at all on either side of
the ball. Just kept playing/5
CHRIS PETERSEN

Washington Huskies Head Coach
Seattle Times
Cougars and over the rest of the Pac 12 will
definitely boost his draft stock after his senior
season.
Although Pullman was packed and fans
bundled up together, hoping for one more
win, the Huskies prevailed for the 4th straight
year and beat the Cougars 28-15. Myles

Gaskin had a big day on the ground and
benefited from the weather that affected
Minshew's throwing capability as well as the
receivers route running and ability to catch
the ball.
As a result of the Apple Cup win, the
Huskies won the North Division and went
on to face Utah on Friday the 30th in the Pac12 Championship. The Huskies won 10-3,
securing a spot in the Rose Bowl versus the
Ohio State Buckeyes on Ian. 1, 2019.
Both teams squared off earlier in the year
and the Huskies took the win the first go
around, but who knows this time there's a
bigger stage and more at stake for these two
teams hoping for a New Year's Bowl Game.
"I have three hours to celebrate until I start
game planning for Utah next week," said
Coach Petersen. The Huskies finished the
regular season ranked 8, their highest finish
since their trip to the College Football Playoff
in 2015. With Pac-12 schools going 1-8 in
bowl games last year, the Huskies will look to
shake things up in the Rose Bowl.
Contact Luke Schwartz at
lschwartz22@my.whitworth.edu
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A hectic day in the life
of a student athlete
working on one subject a time, find your
strengths and weaknesses," Aguinaldo
said.
Alexander Pells, a senior who just
Focusing on academics, performing to
the highest of your ability and maintaining completed his last season on the men's
relationships and activities is a challenge soccer team said, "One of the most
to any student, but perhaps especially to important lessons I have learned is that
the student athlete. One of the biggest keys there is no replacement for hard work. Both
to success in all these different aspects is on and off the field is so important because
it a way to earn others respect." Pells made
mastering the concept of time management.
As the winter sports season begins, the decision to transfer to Whitworth after
sophomore Camy Aguinaldo, a guard on his second season at a different university.
the women's basketball team, shares her One piece of advice Pells would give his
perspective and the way she approaches freshman self is to invest in relationships.
"School and athletics are important
managing her time while in season, which
and can bring you a lot
includes daily practices and
of joy, but many student
traveling for games.
athletes
limit themselves
Over Thanksgiving break
to
only
those
two things,"
, the team had per-season.
Camy Aguinaldo, 21
said Pells. Some of the
games. In between these, the
friendships I made back
team had normal practices
Aguinaldo was
at my old university, I
as well, which include
the 2017-2018
still keep up today. In
watching film, working on
conference
college, you have the
ball handling or shooting,
Freshman of
opportunity to meet so
and improving offense and
the year
many different people
defense.
and create so many great
"For me, I try and use
friendships and I don't
every free moment I am
think enough people
not playing basketball to do
realize this until after
homework and study," she
they
have
graduated','
Pells said.
said. Whether it is ten minutes of free time or a
When
soccer
was in season took
few hours, I try to do a little of something and
be productive. Usually, I head to the library or anywhere from 20-40 hours per week. In
the coffee shop because I am most productive order to help manage his time better Pells
uses a planner.
and least distracted"
"I can't stress enough the importance of
Aguinaldo has class each day from 8 am to
keeping
track of all your assignments. This
noon, everyday she says she has to make the
choice to either study for two straight hours way you are never caught by surprise when
and take a quick nap or study for three straight something is due and have to scramble to
complete the assignment',' he said. During
hours until practice.
"It honestly depends on my mood and the busiest times of the year, Pells deletes
amount of work I've got to get done," she said. his social media apps. "This way I am not
Aguinaldo is entering her second seasoiron even tempted to use them when I open my
the basketball team, but she's been a student phone. This frees up a lot of time and helps
keep me focused"
athlete for much longer.

Nicole Oh
Staff Writer

Pirates Guard

"Something I have learned over many years
is that you need to do it well, meanirig you
need to find what works best for you. Whether
if it is taking a break between assignments or

Contact Nicole Oh at
noh21@my.whitworth.edu

Pirates rout Boxers to
improve record to 5-1
percentage shots," said Whitworth head
coach Matt Logie. "We got a little sloppy late
in the first half, but really tightened things
In one of the highest scoring Pirate up in the second half and played well."
basketball games to date, the Whitworth Whitworth's high-octane offense produced
Pirates won 123-98 in Saturday's match 41 assists to Pacific's 17.
The 123-point game for the Pirates tied a
up between last year's NWC Champion
Pirates and the third place Pacific Boxers. school record first set during the 1987 season
against
Northwest
College.
Whitworth's backcourt of senior
Pacific's intense full court press
Kyle Roach and junior Ben
«
Take care of had presented other NWC teams
College combined for 46 points
with problems as the Boxers had
in the Pirates' win to improve
of the top-rated defenses in
to 5-1 on the season, and 2-0 in
the basketball one
the conference. Coach Logie's
conference match ups.
offense was able to break
The Pirates had five players
and you will
through and take advantage of
score in double figures: Roach
a defense spread over the full
and College (who also added a
length of the court.
get good
career high nine assists) along
The Pirates will look to extend
with senior Ben Bishop, junior
their offensive dominance on
Sam Lees, and junior lordan
percentage
Dec. 8 against LaVerne at the
Lester.
Whitworth Fieldhouse.
They
Much of the Pirates' success
shots.'
finish
December with the
came from their terrific shooting
D3hoops.com Classic in Las
night. The Bucs made 68.5
MATT LOGIE
Vegas.
percent of shots from the field
and 43.5 percent from three.
"Obviously when you play
Contact Henry Miller at
against a pressing team you need to take
henrymiller21@my. whitworth.edu
care of the basketball and you will get good

Henry Miller
Sports Editor

we've.
got this
BOOTS? CHECK. MITTENS? CHECK.
EAR MUFFS? CHECK. LET'S GO!
There's only so much TV you can hinge-watch, so bundle up and
get outside this winter with Spokane Transit.
Pick up your bus pass at the HUB to experience unlimited rides.
Frequent Whitworth service operates on routes 25,28, and 124
For schedule information, visit SpokaneTransit.com.
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Freshman Talia Brandner drives the ball down the court.

Junior Isaiah Hernandez drives the ball past the defense.

Lisa Van Hulzeit |Athletics
Photographer

Jake Yeager| Staff
Photographer

Senior Kyle Roach looks for the pass.
Heidi Ihom| Photo Editor

Senior Madison Moffat protects ball in game against Willamette on Saturday, Dec.1.
Jake Yeager | Staff Photographer

Senior Jordan Lester flicks his wrist for a shot.
Jake Yeager|Staff Photographer

Freshman Aimee Smith plays defense.

Sophomore Camy Aguinaldo dribbles ball.

Senior Jared Christy rebounds ball.

Jake Yeager| Staff
Photographer

Heidi Ihom| Photo Editor

Whitworth cheer team performs during halftime at mens basketball game Saturday, Dec. 1.
lake Yeager| Staff Photographer

Emily Pinnow| Staff Photographer
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Police activity
in North
Spokane results
in campus
lockdown
Chris Reichert
News Editor

Photo courtesy of ASWU web page
ASWU executives, coordinators, senators and representatives pose for a picture with Director of Student Activities, David Chapman.
Students will decide whether or not to ratify the constitution changes in a campus-wide vote on Feb. 21.

ASWU reveals constitution updates
Changes include new leadership roles, separation from campus media
Annika Bjornson | Staff Writer

Students brought up the lack of representation
fnr international students in the 2017-2018
for
2017-2018
After years of discussion from the school year, which ASWU has since been
ASWU officers, new changes to the student proactive about and plans to develop more
constitution are ready to be ratified at the end concretely.
of the month. Article-by-article and sectionAnother position addition is the club
by-section, a committee of eight ASWU coordinator. Sophomore Jose Aguilera, Warren
assembly members has raked through the senator, said, "right now the...financial vice
old constitution to bring about adjustments president is the one who oversees the clubs in
based on recent student feedback about ASWU. The Club Coordinator would need to be
the document's restrictions. There will be a
more focused on clubs to give the FVP more
camp us-wide vote for ratification on teb. 21 room to focus on the financial side of ASWU.
on three main changes.
Jason Chapman, director of student
C<The main goal is to better serve
activities and advisor of ASWU, believes that
these can "move forward into creating an
students."
ASWU that is more representative and better
serves the students...to make it work better for
ANDREWS BOATENG
us."
Junior
Upon ratification, Whit.FM and the Natsihi
yearbook will no longer be officially affiliated
with ASWU, following The Whitworthian,
With the growing amount of club
which split from ASWU in the spring of 2016. involvement on campus, including four club
They will be recognized as independent additions this school year, Chapman and
entities, although their funding will continue Boateng articulated an increasing need for
to be delegated by ASWU. Previously, student someone to be a point of contact to answer
media has been required to attend meetings, questions, focus on club,development, help
trainings, and retreats, a policy which with transition of club officers, and work on
Chapman said had met with resistance in the funding requests.
past, saying that some students felt it "created
, Just as residence halls on campus each
a conflict of interest when it came to reporting house their own senator to represent their
fairly on things that were going on in ASWU."
needs, the theme house senator position will
Despite this previous relationship, in recent fill the need for representation for theme house
years, the media has operated as a branch of students who may not be as aware of campus
ASWU with less oversight, and some called events. Junior Andrews Boateng, executive
for the constitution to reflect that current vice president of ASWU and member of the
environment. Chapman states this new change student constitution committee, felt personally
is called for in order to relieve the pressure of connected to this growing need as a themeaffiliation with ASWU, ensure journalistic house resident himself.
freedom for the media and reflect the current
"We heard the voices of students that
relationship between the entities.
theme houses are in a really weird spot in that
In light of feedback about representation in they cannot identify themselves as either onthe ASWU assembly, three leadership positions campus or off-campus," he said. "We want to
are being added to the constitution. The first is take care of every constituent and we don't
the global engagement representative (GER), want to leave out theme houses...so we can
which is an elected position that has been better reach out."
temporarily voted on for the year but is not yet
The final major change to the student
officially incorporated into the constitution. constitution is within its language; the

vocabulary has been updated since its or
original
drafting stages, the wording has been given
more clarity, and the process to draft up bylaws
and resolutions will now be simplified.
"Some of the language is difficult and
confusing," Aguilera said. "The changes are
to make it more updated and modern so that
when we read it, it makes more sense to us and
so it gives us more freedom to make changes in
the current year."
According to Chapman, it had previously
been difficult to take action on certain items.
"There were very specific times of the year
that certain things were allowed to be voted
on or changed," he said, explaining that these
did not necessarily match up well with the
university calendar.
Additionally, a distinction has been made
between ASWU as the entire student body of
Whitworth Universityand the ASWU Assembly
as the voting members of student leadership.
"We are here to serve students, so whatever
we do in any shape or form, the main goal is to
better serve students at Whitworth," Boateng
said. "Within that, we are trying to get more
feedback and will be sending out constituent
reports, senators will be talking to their
residents, [and] off-campus students will be
contacted to get feedback on any sort of issues."
Chapman looks forward to the ratification
of the new student constitution as a document
more representative of Whitworth's needs.
"The students hold a lot of power and we
want to help them use that power wisely," he
said.
More information will follow from ASWU
as the day of the vote approaches, and
students can gain access to the full text of the
constitution by contacting their senator or
Boateng. Voting will occur between 8 a.m. and
10 p.m. on Feb. 21 in Lied Square in the HUB
and online at www.whitworthaswu.com/vote.
Applications for elected positions such as
executives and senators will be accepted from
Feb. 11 at 9 a.m. to March 11 at 6 p.m.

A police pursuit prompted Whitworth
security to lock down campus briefly on the
morning of Friday, Feb. 8.
At 12:35 a.m. students received a text
message notifying them campus was
locked down due to police pursuit of an
armed suspect. Students were instructed to
remain in their residence halls. Thirty-three
minutes later, campus security issued the all
clear and students were allowed to resume
normal activities.
Tricia Coder, media relations manager for
the university, revealed some of the details
from that night.
"We had a call from the sheriff's office
that came in after 11:30 [Thursday night] to
let us know that there was a suspect that they
were looking for...they believed he had run
toward campus," she said. "Shortly after that,
we had some sheriff's deputies respond with
some of their cars...and a helicopter"
Coder went on to explain that due to the
sheriff's belief that the suspect was armed,
campus security soon made the decision to
lock down the campus for student's safety.
In a statement on their Facebook page,
the Spokane County Sheriff's Office stated
that at approximately 9:45 p.m. Feb. 7, a
Spokane Sheriff's deputy stopped a car
driven by Bjorn Manycolors for failing to
signal a turn. Manycolors attempted to flee
north on Division St.
After a vehicle pursuit in which
Manycolors managed to avoid spike
strips and deputies' attempts at a pursuit
intervention technique (PIT) maneuver,
Manycolors exited his car in the parking lot
of the North Division Fred Meyer and fled
on foot. According to the Sheriff's Office
statement, "Deputies, Spokane Police
Officers, WSP [Washington State Patrol]
Troopers, K-9 units and Air 1 searched the
area for Manycolors, but he was not located."
Two of Manycolors' passengers were
released at the scene, while a third was
found to have active misdemeanor warrants
and was booked into jail, according to the
Sheriff's Office.
Manycolors was arrested the next
morning, Feb. 8, less than two miles from
Whitworth.
"At approximately 7:45 a.m., a citizen
reported seeing a male (Manycolors)
leaving her garage near Regina and
Division," the statement says. The deputy
who responded observed Manycolors riding
in a vehicle, and performed a traffic stop. The
driver was released at the scene.
"Manycolors was transported and booked
into the Spokane County Jail for Attempting
to Elude a Police Vehicle, 3-counts of
Reckless Endangerment and Driving while
Suspended Third Degree. He was also
booked on an unrelated misdemeanor
warrant," the Sheriff's Office statement said.
A full statement can be found on the
Spokane County Sheriff's Office's Facebook
page.
Contact Chris Reichert at
creichert20@my.whitworth.edu

Contact Annika Bjornson at
ahjornson22@my.whitworth.edu

Arguing Bucs bring home the gold for seventh year straight
Whitworth forensics team named top school in division two of Northwest Forensics Conference
Mikayla Davis | Staff Writer
Whitworth's forensics team, The Arguing
Bucs, competed at Western Washington
University in Bellingham, Washington over
the weekend of Jan. 26-27. Whitworth was one
of 12 schools competing in speech, and one of
25 schools competing in the combined speech
and debate.
"This was the fourth tournament that we've
been to," said Ingram, referring to the 20182019 schoolyear. Of those four, this tournament
was the third in a series of competitions
designated as part of the Northwest Forensics
Conference.

The Arguing Bucs, competing within
division two of the conference, took home
a gold medal as this year's top school within
their division. Ingram confirmed that this
year marks the seventh year in a row in which
Whitworth has earned such a distinction.
"Each student does about 3 speeches, so
each of those speeches, if they do well, has
the capacity to earn points," Ingram said. The
summation of the students' points decide what
tournaments and awards the team qualifies for.
"It's always really cool," said team member
and senior Sara Muscente. "We get the year
long awards and we get to see how well we've
done throughout the year."

. "I had never done so many speeches in one
Several students, including many of the
team's freshman members, walked away from tournament," Koulibali said. "I was definitely
nervous, but it felt really good in the end
the recent tournament with various awards.{
"Our freshmen did very well," Muscente getting all the medals."
Muscente found success at the tournament
said. "One of our freshmen beat me in one of
my speech events, which was super cool just as well, as she and her partner, junior Tucker
Wilson won first place within their duo team
to watch her!"
One of these competing first-year students speech event. This tournament marked the
third year in a row in which the two have
was Chauncey Koulibali.
"Koulibali led the way by winning awards competed as a pair.
in all four of her individual speaking events, a
debate speaking award and a debating award,"
Ingram wrote in an email announcing the continued on pg. 2
team's recent successes.
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Whitworth responds to merles threat

ABOUT IIS
VOLUME 109, ISSUE 01
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thevyhitworthian.news.
OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. The college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

University takes preventative measures to ste
Rachel Ayres
Staff Writer
With the winter season comes short
days and snow flurries and, in the case of
Washington, sickness.
Washington State Governor Jay Inslee
declared a state of emergency on Jan. 25
because of a measles outbreak that is mainly
located in the southwest part of the state.
NPR reports that 55 cases have been
confirmed, with the vast majority being in
Clark County.
According to the campus health center's
web page, "measles is a serious, highly
contagious, viral illness that in rare cases can
cause life-threatening complications."
Whitworth has taken preventative
measures to help protect students from
becoming infected with the disease, including

a Mobile Nursing Services clin
Feb. 7. The clinic was held in the
to provide the MMR (Measles, Mumps &
Rubella) vaccine for
Students and staff
went to the clinic to make sure th y
protected from the virus.
free.

"NO »harm in having it again
yy

if not certain.
ALAN JACOB
Assistant Director of Housing
"I have a record of the first shot, but
not the second, so I figured it was better to
be safe than sorry," said Meredith Devey,

OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM

The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS

If you have a Comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT

www.thewhitworthian.news
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^Better*safe than sorry. With my role,
if there were an outbreak on campus, it is
important for me to be functional, he said
Such measures taken by Whitworth s health
center aim to prevent a measles outbreak
on campus. While the epicenter of the virus
is over a hundred miles away, students and
visitors come from all over, and could still
potentially carry the virus.
Junior Alejandra Gomez made sure to get
her MMR vaccine returning back to campus

after Jan term.
"I was home in Guatemala for Jan term
when I read an article about the outbreak
in Washington," she said. "I am concerned
because I am a student. I don't have time or
money to be sick. I am making sure to prevent
it so I am good to go."
Symptoms of measles include a mild to
moderate fever, cough, runny nose, red eyes,
and sore throat in the initial stages, according
to the Spokane Regional Health District.
To prevent infection, the campus health
center strongly recommends two doses of the
MMR vaccine. Even so, those uncertain of
their vaccination status can still benefit from
the MMR vaccine.
"No harm in having it again if not certain,"
Jacob said.
Whitworth administration is taking the
risk of measles seriously, and has said that
unvaccinated persons may face consequences.
"In the case of an outbreak at Whitworth,
anyone who is not immunized with two
valid MMR doses, or cannot prove immunity
otherwise, may be excluded from campus
and other public places, in accordance
with state and local guidelines...If anyone
in the Whitworth community is exposed to
measles or develops measles, they may also
be excluded from campus and public places,"
stated an email to the Whitworth community
sent Feb. 6.
Contact the campus health center by
calling 509-777-3259 to inquire about a
limited supply of free MMR vaccines, or if you
have been exposed to measles or think you
have symptoms of the virus.

QUESTIONS?

ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
tfm^tto 250 words.
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Students wait to receive their MMR vaccine on Feb. 7. The universitywarns that those who are
not immunized may be excluded from campus should an outbreak occur.
ol
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"Forensics," cont. from pg. 1
When discussing what goals Wilson
and Muscente have for the upcoming
tournaments, Wilson talked about the
pair's proximity to winning in past years
and their hope to finally take first place at
nationals.
"I think it would be neat to win duo
at nationals," Wilson said, in reference to
the National Christian College Forensics
Association's national tournament held
later in the spring.
Muscente, who is in her fourth year
on the team, shared her own goal, saying,
"I want to win a tournament before I
graduate."
a\

had never done so many

speeches in one tournament.
I was definitely nervous, but
it felt really good in the end
getting all the medals. *
CHAUNCEY KOULIBALI
Freshman
Koulibali said her goal was to advance
to either the quarterfinals (final eight) or
octofinals (final 16) by the end of the year.
The Arguing Bucs were also joined over
the weekend by alumni of Whitworth's
forensics team.
"It's really wonderful to have this
network of [alumni] who, as their schedule
permits, can come to tournaments,"
Ingram said. "They serve as guest judges,
so it's a great way for current students to
meet those who've come before."
"We have meals together, giant family
dinners," Muscente said in regards to the
team's interaction with alumni. "We go
out to restaurants and overwhelm their
servers!"
"I really love the intergenerational
connection to people who are sons and
daughters of Whitworth," Ingram said.
The Arguing Bucs have four more
tournaments to compete at this year,
including one, Feb. 16-17, at Oregon State
University in Corvallis, Oregon.
Ingram invites those students who are
interested in joining the forensics team to
seek him out and asks that students stay
tuned for the team's annual debate against
the Irish National Champions, which will
take place on Whitworth's campus on
Tuesday, April 2.
Contact Mikayla Davis at
mikayladavis@my.whitworth.edu
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No, vaccinations do not actually cause autism
outbreak in Washington state has brought
the conversation to the forefront of many discussions, especially
for those of us who live in Washington. According to the
Washington State Department of Health, at time of writing, the
outbreak in Washington state alone has reached 52 confirmed
cases since the start of the year—and it's only February.
Roughly 20 years ago, measles was declared eliminated
as a major health problem. And yet for the past several years,
the number of measles outbreaks in the United States has
skyrocketed, with 667 confirmed cases in 2014 alone—the
most in over a decade—according to numbers reported by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. According to
those same numbers, there were 79 confirmed cases of measles
nationwide in January of this year alone. If that rate stays
constant for the rest of the year, 2019 have the most confirmed
cases of measles in two decades at 948 cases by the end of the
year.
The large majority of this is, of course, completely
preventable. There is a relatively affordable and accessible
solution to the increased measles outbreaks of the past several
years. That solution is the MMR vaccine. But this option only
works in preventing outbreaks if the overwhelming majority of
a given population has the vaccine. According to the New York

Times, "epidemiologists generally consider the threshold for
preventing public measles outbreaks to be a vaccination rate of
93 percent or higher." Despite this, every state in the U.S. allows
parents to refuse vaccinations for their children for medical or
religious reasons, and Washington state is one of 17 states that
also allow parents to refuse vaccination of their children for
"unspecified personal or philosophical reasons," according to
the New York Times.

"Since that farce of a medical study, there
have been innumberable larger and more
reliable studies that have found no link
between vaccinations and autism.
One of the major "personal reasons" that many parents
choose not to vaccinate their children is due to the widely
debunked theory that vaccines cause autism. This theory
is utter nonsense, made popular by a study by Andrew
Wakefield and associates which included a small handful of
autistic children and gave no substantial statistics to back up
its claims. The study, originally published in Lancet, was later
disavowed by almost every author and withdrawn from the

journal, according to the New York Times. Since that farce of a
medical study, there have been innumerable larger and more
reliable studies that have found no link between vaccinations
and autism. And yet there is a substantial cohort of people who
persist in believing that vaccines will somehow magically make
their children autistic, despite overwhelming evidence to the
contrary.
.
. ,
Not only is the idea that vaccines cause autism completely
untrue, the reasoning behind refusing to vaccinate ones
children on the off chance that it might cause autism is
also fundamentally flawed. Let's assume for a moment that
vaccines do, in fact, cause autism in a small portion of children
who receive them. Even if that were true—which, again, there
is ample evidence that it is not—is having a child with autism
really better than having a severely crippled or even dead
child? Many of the diseases have been eradicated by vaccines
are deadly. Smallpox, polio, and measles are all examples of
diseases that are potentially deadly or permanently debilitating
for young children. All three of these diseases have seem
troubling resurgence in the past several years, according to
the WHO and the CDC. Are we really so afraid of psychological
disorders as a society that we would rather risk the actual lives
of our children than have autistic children?
Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu

The art of respectful Godly guys: an epidemic
of false Christianity
disagreement
H
I

because it often reveals a particularly vicious
strain of Christianity expressed in ways that are
not true to the character of Christ. In my time at
As a small, private Christian university, Whitworth, I've found that these "godly guys" are
Whitworth has developed its own sort of some of the most close-minded, disrespectful
subculture. Of course, there are obvious aspects, and ignorant people. These are the males afraid
like the popularity of Chacos, ring by spring, and to stand up for justice, afraid of speaking out for
"I'll pray for you"s that reveal the fabricated and the least of us and afraid to confess their sins lest
superficial subculture. Although these major it compromise their public image.
Stepping into the world of "godly guys"
aspects of Whitworth's culture can be identified
reveals
a culture of misogyny, racism, and overall
and laughed at, the underlying reasons for
disrespect
carefully disguised by their pathetic
their existence trickles down into the "vibrant"
community of students here. One of the most attempts to compensate for their insecurity and
pervasive factors of this subculture is the idea of ignorance.
I resent the fact that there is this idolized
being a self-proclaimed "godly guy."
The idea of a "godly guy" runs rampant among standard of "godliness." This fabricated concept
both male and female students at Whitworth. Men covers up the larger population of truly Godly
guys who are willing to
want to be one, and women
confess their wrongdoings,
«
want to end up with one. I've
As
it
happens,
being
in
a
their
misunderstandings
observed that there some
and their mistakes. These are
male students at Whitworth
guys' small group doesn't the men who are wUling A^
who ^describe themselves
humble themselves so they
necessarily make you
as a "godly." Ironically, the
can actually empathize with
insecurity and conceit shines
others, who struggle with
'godly.'"
brightly through this selftheir faith and ask the hard
proclamation and Christian
advertisement, revealing a desperation that questions and who express unconditional love
and support for those who need it. As it happens,
would surely contradict the idea of "godly."
To be clear, I understand that not all males being in a guys' small group doesn't necessarily
who identify as Christian identify themselves make you "godly."
Although I remain skeptical of self-proclaimed
as a Whitworth "godly guy." In fact, this term
"godliness,"
I strongly believe most Christian
isn't specifically defined, but seems to be one of
those quirky traits that developed throughout men strive to reach the standard that Christ
Whitworth's history. Although most males at has laid out for us. This doesn't express itself
Whitworth do not self-identify as a "godly guy," in being a youth leader or being part of a small
there is a certain danger in not holding those who group, or even going to church weekly. This is
expressed through basic Christian practices that
do identify as such accountable.
Interestingly, but not surprisingly, these are are asked of us. Confessing your sins and being
typically the males who involve themselves aware of the consequences of your actions,
in high-profile activities that will somehow claiming responsibility for your wrongdoings,
reinforce his "godly" identity. Such activities and advocating for those who do not share your
include becoming proficient only in the New privilege is the true representation of a "godly
Testament, quoting Old Testament law to support guy"
their political views, posting about their daily
devotionals and forming male small groups. This
public profile of a "godly guy" is often simply a
costume used to cover up their shameful reality
that lacks true Christian values.
It is necessary to be able to identify these males Contact Abby Nye at anyel 9@my.whitworth.edu

personally tired of seeing many pro-life
people, post about how they believe
I Danielle Johnson
that anybody who is pro-choice is a
| Columnist
bad person; is completely wrong; and
some
cases, is said to not be a Christian
Respectfully disagreeing: when,
despite not sharing the,same opinion because of what they believe. If I didn t
as someone, instead of immediately agree with something that you said,
criticizing and looking down upon them, would you want me to call you out on
you respect their beliefs and use it as an your religious beliefs and call myself a
"superior Christian?"
opportunity to grow in your own.
I am pro-choice not because I support
The state of New York recently passed
abortion.
Not because I would like to see
a new abortion law, as you are most
fetuses
killed.
I am pro-choice because
likely aware, which allows mothers to
"abort their children after 24 weeks if I believe that women should have
a health care professional determines the right to make their own decisions
the health or life of the mother is at risk, about their bodies. I don't believe that
or the fetus is not viable," according to the government should be able to limit
FactCheck.org. Immediately upon the access to birth control, nor should they
be able to tell
passing of this law,
a woman what
the internet blew
«
she is or isn't
I am pro-choice because I
up with the strong
allowed to do
opinions of people
believe th^t women should
with her body.
across the nation,
Being pro-choice
have the right to make their
expressing their
doesn't mean I'm
thoughts on this
"pro-murdering
own
decisions
about
their
significant news.
babies." No, it
My news feeds
bodies.
means that I
on every social
choose to stay
media platform—
acebook, Instagram, Twitter—have been out of the decisions that other women
filled with people arguing over whether make becauseT don't know what they've
they are "pro-life" or "pro-choice," as if gone through. I don't know what their
they are in a competition and both need lives have been like or what has led them
to this stage, but I do know that it is not
to win.
One of the things I value most as a my place to judge; to criticize; to hurt; to
person and as a believer, is the idea that shame.
Next time you go to shame a woman
we need to love others. This concept I
hold myself to, to love others, does not for her decision, or to shame people
include "but only when I agree with who you don't agree with, take a step
them." If we only support people when back and realize that, in reality, there's
we agree with them, how would the probably not a need for your' opinion
in that moment. And if there is, keep it
world get anything done?
This article is not meant to showcase respectful and mature. Because I don't
my personal stance as a believer who think you would want to be shamed for
also happens to be pro-choice. It is your beliefs or called out on your faith,
meant to showcase my exhaustion and neither does anyone else.
in seeing people all over the internet
believe they are superior because they Contact Danielle Johnson at
hold one opinion or the other. I am djohnson22@my.whitworth.edu

Abby Nye
Opinions Editor
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Longest government shutdown disrupts Jan
Term study abroad trips to Washington D.C

Event: Camp Fair
10 a.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
Representatives from camps across the
region will talk about opportunities
available during the summer months and
how to apply.
Music: Music for Valentine's Day
8 p.m.
Cowles Music Building 122
The program will feature the Whitworth
Choir, Women's Choir and student soloists.

THURSDAY, FEB. 14
Info: Slice of Advice
11:45 a.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall 111
Learn the best interview techniques to get a
job or internship. Free pizza.
Outdoors: Ice Skating Lessons
6 p.m.
507N. Howard Street, Downtown
Join experienced instructor Valerie
Anderson for free beginning ice skating
lessons on the ribbon.

FRIDAY, FEB. 15
Music: Langston Hughes Project
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
A multimedia concert of Langston Hughes'
kaleidoscopic jazz poem suite.
Event: Black light Volleyball Tournament
10 p.m.
U-Rec
Whitworth Intramurals will be hosting a
black light double elimination tournament.
There will be fun activities and chances to
win some awesome prizes. $10 per team.
Only the team captain must purchase the
membership.

SATURDAY, FEB. 16
Event: Spokane Youth Sports Bingo
3 p.m.
1221 N. Howard Street, Downtown
Play Bingo with the Spokane Youth Sports
Association. All proceeds directly benefit
youth sports in Spokane.
mkkc*
. yrhw
Music: Faculty Flute Recital
4 p.m.
Cowles Music Building 101
This event is free and open to the public.
Come watch music faculty play flutes.

SUNDAY, FEB. 17
Event: FASA Movie Night: Crazy Rich Asians
7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall 107
Join FASA as they host a movie night
featuring "Crazy Rich Asians."
Music: Kaleb Armstrong and Ryan Dresen
8 p.m.
Cowles Music Building Recital Hall
Come watch Kaleb Armstrong and Ryan
Dresen perform their instrumental grad
recital on trombone and French horn,
respectively.

Jeremey Randrup I Arts and Culture Editor

A pro-life man with a megaphone clashes with another protester in the street during the 2019 Women's March. While many places were
closed due to the shutdown, both Jan Term groups in D.C. still got to experience activist events such as the Women's March and the MLK
march.

Esther Brown
Staff Writer
The Smithsonian Internship Jan Term
program, lead by Professor Aaron Putzke,
had to perform last minute rearranging with
three days notice qf the government shutdown
before the group's arrival on Jan. 3. The syllabus
planned for three and a half weeks of touring
several Smithsonian museums, institutes, and
archives to give students different perspectives
of what goes on in different parts of the
Smithsonian.
Months were spent scheduling tours and
times with curators and researchers at specific
exhibits. However, everything had to be
changed because the Smithsonian, a federal
institution, closed dueToTheshutdovJl
"Washington D.C. is a fantastic city even
without the Smithsonian... there is so much
culture and diversity in that city that I think
most people don't have time or don't take time
to experience," said Putzke. "I think that was a
great pro for all of us, we came away seeing it
from a different view."
The class visited a range of locations,
including private museums, The Kennedy
Center, Artechouse, and the National Mall.
They also invited different people to come and
speak to them.
Students had the opportunity to meet and
talk with Representative Cathy McMorris
Rodgers and Senator Patty Murray about
a range of subjects, but particularly about
how they were dealing with the government
shutdown. They later went and watched both
the Senate and the House of Representatives
from the gallery.

was to visit media outlets as a way to explore
the realm of media as well as help students
network. While the government shutdown
did not affect the original itinerary greatly,
senior Meghan Foulk said it had an impact on
students' personal plans for their free time.
"Because things were shut down, we
definitely had to get creative with the tourist
destinations," said Foulk. "Having the
government shutdown and the government
being the primary thing of D.C. really does
force you to try to find interesting things to do
U Washington D.C. is a
that aren't the mainstream tourism."
ace the group visited was the
fantastic
Sign Language Starbucks which*
the Smithsonian
they saw trending on social media.
"It was a very cool experience to be able
AARON PUTZKE
to go and be in an environment that was not
crafted for me, a hearing person, and being
Professor
able to successfully, and unsuccessfully, try to
operate within that environment. It makes you
Senior Morgan McKeague said'Tt was pretty realize how often the environments we are in
upsetting. I'm a history major, so I fhink it's are not crafted towards people with disabilities
interesting to be witnessing history because or those that don't fit into expectations of
it was the longest shutdown in U.S. history... society," said Foulk.
Although the Smithsonian internship and
but I was also upset that [we missed] the
opportunity I had set aside time and money media class itineraries were affected by the
[for], to really learn from the Smithsonian, and government shutdown, both were able to
I was really excited to learn from that. It was a make last-minute plans.
letdown."
The class "Media Impact in Contemporary
U.S.," composed of seven students and
Professor Kevin Grieves, started in New York
and traveled to Washington, D.C. for the Contact Esther Brown at
second half of the trip. The purpose of the class ebrown21@my.whitworth.edu
"It was a really interesting perspective
because one, I think it really humanized our
politicians. They're not just people in the news,
and we got see what it actually looks like and
the struggle that they deal with as politicians
on a daily basis," said Putzke.
Although the class had a unique set of
experiences, several still felt disappointed. The
government shutdown ended just a couple of
days after class ended.

MONDAY, FEB. 18
Outdoors: Cheap Skate Monday
5 p.m.
507N. Howard Street, Downtown
A weekly discount night at the Ice Ribbon.
Pay full price skate admission and receive
one free skate rental.
Event: Unveiled Worship Night
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
A night of praise and worship which
incorporates different music styles,
languages and experiences.

Art: Nathan Sandberg Opening Reception
5 p.m.
Bryan Oliver Gallery
Nathan is an artist and educator based in
Portland, Oregon, whose primary material is
glass, although his installations commonly
make use of other materials. The reception
will be followed by a lecture by the artist in
Lied 102 from 6-7pm.
Lecture: Thomas Jay Oord
7p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
Thomas Jay Oord will be speaking on "10
Reasons Why the Science and Theology
Dialogue Matters." It is free and open to the
public.

Students from the media impact trip pose on an empty Capitol Hill.
Photo courtesy Michacla Mulli**1
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Austin Channing Brown
speaks about race for
Black History Month
Solenne de Tassigny
Staff Writer

ISABELLE BROUSSARD

1. Head to the Garland movie theater to watch "Pretty in Pink"
2. Spice things up with some salsa dancing at Satori Dame Studio.
3. Keep it local and head to the Back 40 for stargazing
4. Visit the Gaiser Conservatory at Manito Park to see some beautiful flowers.
5. Make your heart sing with a Bartlett concert!
6. Throw it hack to freshman year for a Gooey at Dockside in Doeur tfAlene, Idaho.
?. Chocolate Apothecary and Coffee House has your sweet tooth covered.
8. The Riverfront Park ice Ribbon is the perfect excuse to hold hands.
9. Have a romantic movie marathon with homemade pizza.
10. if you are over 21, go to Big Barn Brewing Company for delicious cider!
Whether you are single or dating someone this Valentine's Day, remember to take
some time to celebrate all the love in your life!

On the same night as President
Trump's State of the Union address,
Whitworth students, faculty members,
and members of the community
crowded into the Robinson Teaching
Theater to hear Austin Channing
Brown speak about the problematic
nature of modern race relations.
Brown spoke out on the "intersections
of racial justice, faith and black
womanhood."
Author of the book "I'm Still Here:
Black Dignity in a World Made for
Whiteness," Brown is a leading voice
in racial justice who is dedicating
2019 to traveling around the United
States to talk about what she thinks it
means to pursue racial justice at this
moment in history.
She began her lecture explaining
why her parents gave her the name
"Austin."
When she asked her parents at age
seven why she had a boy's name, she
recalls her mother said, "We knew that
people who saw your name would
assume you were a white boy... we
just had to get you to the interview."
Brown's story struck a chord with
several students of color on campus.
Freshman Chauncella Koulibali
resonated with her story.
"I had conversations with my mom
where she had expressed a slight
regret that my parents have given me
such an 'ethnic' name for the reasons
Austin brought up."
Brown continued her lecture
using humor, personal stories and
interactions with the audience * to
inspire students at Whitworth to
engage in a conversation about race.
"The only reason we haven't had
that conversation is because we aren't
worth it," Brown said.
Focusing on the Whitworth
community,
specifically
the
administration, Brown encouraged
i jxyj. students-to "make them explain" why

more strides aren't being taken toward
increasing diversity on campus.
"All over Whitworth's webpage
there's a lot of talk about diversity,
but I haven't seen how Whitworth as
the institution is trying to promote
that," said Koulibali after the lecture.
"They're essentially talking the talk
but not walking the walk. Almost all of
the diversity and inclusion efforts I've
witnessed at my time here has been by
the students, not by the institution."
Brown also addressed issues
surrounding religion and race,
looking specifically toward white
Christianity. Focusing on addressing
racial perceptions, Brown said "I'm
focusing on rejecting the assumption
that 'white is right' in church."
"How would it affect your
spirituality when you closed your eyes
and prayed to God and you pictured a
black woman?" she s^tid.
Brown finished her lecture and
opened the floor up to members of
the community.
"You're going to spill the tea and
then I'm going to spill the tea," she
said.
Brown left her audience with food
for thought.
"Y'all don't need me. There are
plenty of folks who know what the
problem is and how it can be fixed,"
she said.
Brown said she hopes that her
lecture shed light on the racial
injustices not being talked about by
the Whitworth community by starting
the conversation most students have
been too intimidated by to have. It
was Brown's hope that her lecture
sparked a conversation on race.

Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
uuo (
sdetassigny22@my.whitworth.edu

REVIEWS: music, movies and more
Movie: The Lego Movie 2: The Second Part"
Austin Casey
Staff Writer
The cute little building bricks are back, and they're
ready for another round of adventure. The Lego
Movie 2: The Second Part" is actually the fourth
installment of this Lego franchise but just the second
featuring Emmet (Chris Pratt), Lucy (Elizabeth
Banks) and their band of eccentric friends in their
part-real part-imaginary world. While "The Second
Part" has some of the charm of the first movie, it
falls a peg short of the standards it set of creativity,
comedy and social commentary.
The first third is the weakest portion of the movie.
Just like "Incredibles 2" last year, this film picks up
right where the end of the first one left off (a battle
with Duplo building bricks), which is fine by itself
because it puts the viewer back into the world of the
first movie. Mere minutes later, we take a five-year
time jump and need to get visually readjusted to a
post-apocalyptic landscape and become aware that
all our characters have changed for the tougher in tha
span, with the exception of gentle Emmet. And then
90 percent of the movie doesn't even actually take
place in that "Mad Max"-style world anyway, or the
creative worlds established in the first movie either
for that matter. Instead, the movie opts for scenes in
outer space and a hardly-utilized young g^ sroo^
Something that got on my nerves was the use
of beats that have been present in other animated
movies. Emmet gets knocked underneatha washer/

unique to animation and to the franchise (a character
of continuously morphing Lego pieces was fun), but
it would have been stronger if it did things we ve
never seen before.
There are plenty of positives to defend this movie
with as well. The first film's main message was about
the tension between conformity and being special,
and this one does not retread that path, instead it
explores the power of collaboration and bringing
ideas together versus closing one's imagination off to
the world. One cool note is that the movie is framed
where there is no real "bad guy," instead everyone
(both human and Lego) have differing motivations
and ways of going about them. It also importantly
rebuts the song from the first film by singing
"sometimes, everything's NOT awesome." Just like a
Pixar movie, people in different age groups will take
different lessons from the movie, and that's a great
quality.
More of the comedy was dependent on references
than original jokes or commentary on life like the
first film, which was a bit disappointing. But on the
flip side, the music and some fun elements of the
plot keep it easy to watch. Some of the characters hit
interesting new arcs while some stay static, but to be
honest all were welcome back in my life, and the new
characters and voice actors worked. It isn't as strong
as the first one, but "The Second Part" is a well-made,
positive-messaged, fast-paced continuation of this
series, and I personally welcome more of these to
come.

dryer and forgotten »be" "™VPSne scene Is
like Jessie s backstory in
y
>
almost a carbon copy of Inside Out, wne
g v
Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my.whitworth.edu

Spokane Public Radio

RECORD SALE
Event Donors: Hie Cleaning Authority, Red Rock Catering, The Spokesman-Review & Strong Solutions

Photo courtesy Nicolas Jarraud of Flickr
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Pirates Baseball sends two to MLB
Looks to have bounce back 2019
SPORTS

Henry Miller
Sports Editor

Vs. Piedmont @ Demorest, Ga
4:00 p.m.

Sun. 10
Vs. Redlands, Calif.
@11 a.m. & 1 p.m.

On Friday Bucs baseball kicked off their
2019 campaign; defeating the College of
Idaho with a final score of 11-O.Senior pitcher
Matthew Young had seven shutout innings,
with six strikeouts and not a single walk. From
the plate, senior Nicholas Nerud went 4-5 with
three RBI's. College of Idaho made six errors
which helped the Bucs stretch their lead even
more. Senior Tyler Bailey drove in two runs
which brought the lead to 10-0 in the seventh.
The second game of the three-game road
trip handed the Bucs their only loss of the
weekend. The Bucs rallied for two runs in
the second after a Bailey single drove a run
in, and junior Taylor Poffenroth scored on
senior Spencer Locati's ground out RBI. The
pirates had a 5-0 lead going into the bottom
of the fifth. Heading into the sixth the with
the score at 5-1 the Bucs began to struggle.
Three of the Coyotes runs would come from
Whitworth errors, ending in a 7-6 Whitworth
defeat. Sophomore pitcher Austin Rice started
for the Bucs and allowed two runs on six hits
over five and one third innings. Senior Darren
Crosby came in in relief and allowed three runs
in one inning.
On Saturday the Bucs senior Ryan Kingma
threw pitched? an impressive six innings only
giving up run in the sixth. Senior Mathew
Pulliam came in for relief and allowed only
one hit and secured the save. lunior Cody
Simmons got the scoring started for the
Bucs with an RBI single that drove in Nerud.
Whitworth cut loose in the ninth to extend

the lead to 7-1. Whitworth's first three runs
came at the hands of some Coyote defensive
errors. Nerudfinished off the inning with a two
run RBI single. Nerud was the most effective
Pirates batter, going 3-6 with two RBI's and
scoring one run.
Defensively, the Bucs infield is led by
Nerud, with Simmons behind the dish. Both
players are great at the plate and add a lot to

"The most important key is
having a strong season is the
bond the team shares. The
closer the players are to one
another, the more we pick
each other up."
GRAYSON O'NEIL

"This is huge in pressure situations and can
heatedly determine the outcome of a game."
The Bucs sent two pitchers to the Major
league farm system this year in pitchers Hugh
Smith and loel Condreay. Smith was drafted
by the Detroit Tigers, and Condreay by the
Colorado Rockies.
"Smith took this last summer to build arm
strength and recover from a slight injury but he
is a very high prospect for the Detroit Tigers.
Condreay is doing good for the Colorado
minor league system and has become a much
stronger pitcher," said O'Neil.
The two former playersstill attend practices
to help players develop and to advise their
former teammates.
This Friday, the Bucs travel to Georgia for a
three game road trip at Oglethorpe University.
Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu

Senior Profile

Sophomore
Nicholas Nerud, (19')

the team on the offensive and defensive end.
Poffenroth and Bailey also add big bats to the
lineup.
"The most important key to havinga strong
season is the bond the team shares. The closer
the players are to one another the more we
have each other's back and pick each other up,"
said sophomore outfielder Grayson O'Neil.

Fri. 15
Vs. PLU @ Parkland, WA
8 p.m.

Fri. 15
Vs. PLU @ Parkland, WA
6 p.m.

Nicholas drove in 12 runs
with five doubles as a junior.
He was a crucial part of the
Whi
seven stolen bases to his 2019
season
Shortstop Nicholas Nerud will bats leadoff for the Pirates and has lead in RBIs over
Whitworth's first series.

Intersquad meet Crimson Vs. Black
@ Whitworth Pinebowl
Fri. 22, 2 p.m.
Catcher Cody Simmons locked in behind the plate. Simmons
went 1 for 4 with an RBI in Saturday's 7-1 win over College of
Idaho.

Mathew Young dominated in his first outing of the year. Look
for Young to be the ace in Whitworth's pitching rotation.

Photos Courtesy of whitworthpirates.com

A not-so-"Super" Bowl Sunday
Sat. 16
Vs. PLU @ Parkland
4 p.m.

Vs. Puget Sound @ Tacoma
11 a.m.

Thurs. 28
Vs. JWU @ Whitworth Pine Bowl
3 p.m.

Luke Schwartz
Staff Writer
As the tortilla chips dove into their rightful
salsa bowls and families around America
gathered for the big game to start, players on
both sides of the ball anxiously paced on the
biggest scene football has to offer, the Super
Bowl. It's an event that requires no grand
introduction and has glued the eyes of every
American to their television since 1967. The
Los Angeles Rams versus the New England
Patriots; both teams wanted the same trophy,
but only one could walk away a winner. Each
year it feels as if the Super Bowl has exciting
and dramatic plays before one team is crowned
after a hard fought battle, but this year was not
the case.
After coming into the game averaging 32.9
points per game in the regular season and 28
points per game in the postseason, the Rams
scored a whopping three points the entire
game, but Patriots fans can't laugh quite
yet either. The audience saw the game's first
touchdown after Sony Michel barreled into the
end zone for a one yard score, with only seven
minutes left in the game. This is where things
got somewhat interesting. Down 10-3 with five
minutes left in the ball game, the Rams drove
inside the Patriots territory, looking to tie up
the game at 10. fared Goff, Rams Quarterback,
stepped into the pocket, was pressured by
the Patriots Defensive linemen, threw up a
lofty ball and then Stephon Gilmore, Patriots
Cornerback, snatched the ball out of the air for
an interception at the one yard line. Stephen
Gostkowski, Patriots kicker, would go on to
kick another field goal for New England and
put the game out of reach for LA, winning 13-3.
This year's Super Bowl lost the word 'Super!

Bowl 53was the lowest combined Super Bowl
score in history. The closest to their 16 total
points was during Super Bowl 7 between the
Miami Dolphins and the Washington Redskins
where the Dolphins won 14-7 for a total of 21
combined points, over 48 years ago. This was
back before offenses scored 30 points a game

"They have a lot of
misdirection play so
you can't over-pursue
because they have
plays that force you to
defend the backside of
the plays. I'd say that's
really the strength of
^
„»
their offense.

and had no flashy plays throughout the entire
three hours. The only thing then to look forward
to were the commercials, but even thosedidn't
turn out to be all that 'Super! Maybe next year,
during Super Bowl 54, fans will get to see the
action they were so desperately seeking.

Contact Luke Schwartz at
lschwartz22@my.whitworth.edu

BILL BELICHICK
HEAD COACH
NEW ENGLAND

on average. Tom Bradywins his sixth ring, most
ever by a single player, and luliari Edelman,
a seventh round pick in 2009 for the Patriots
wins MVP with 10 catches for 141 yards.
This Super Bowl did not live up to standards,

New England Quarterback Tom Brady
holds the Lombardi Trophy. Tom
Brady holds the record for the most
championships held by one player and the
most championships held by a quarterback
with six.
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Bucs Basketball looks to swallow struggles heading
into NWC Championship
Henry Miller
Sports Editor

blow has been the loss of senior point
guard Garret Hull, who tore every
ligament in his knee, ending his
Whitworth's men's
2018-2019 season early.
basketball looks to
Hull will keep a year of
rebound from slow
eligibility and rejoin the
second half and head
team next season.
into itslikely conference
The Pirates' low
championship matchup Kyle Roach, (19')
point of the season
against Whitman. The
came from a two-game
Pirates, who are 9-3 in
skid which included
conference play, lost
a double-digit loss to
two gamesto top-ranked
Whitman and a lateWhitman and a close
game loss to Willamette.
matchup with up start
The bright spot in
Willamette. Whitman,
Whitworth's offense
who is currently
has been junior guard
ranked number two
Ben College who is
in the country, and
averaging 20.7 points
who is undefeated in
per game. College
conference play, is the
set the school record
clear favorite for the
for three-pointers
NWC championship,
made in a game with
with
Whitworth
11 and has a chance
in second place.
to finish the regular
Whitworth, which is
season
as a part of the
Kyle won conference player of
ranked 15th in the
distinguished
50-40-90
the year during the 2017-2018
nation with a combined
club. This meaning 50
season and hit a game winning
record of 19-4, has
percent shooting from
buzzer beater to secure the 2018
not dominated teams
the field, 40 percent
NWC Championship.
the way it did last year
shooting from the
three point line, and 90
when they defeated ' #
percent shooting from
Whitman for the NWC
the free-throw line. This testament to a
championship.
Last year's conference player of the shooter's ability has only been done by
year, senior Kyle Roach, has not put up seven different NBA players, the most
the scoring numbers that he did last year, recent being Golden State's Steph Curry
which is one reason the Bucs haven't put who won league MVP honors. With his
up their impressive offensive numbers impressive shooting numbers and being
like theydid last year. The most significant the second leading scorer in the country,

Senior Profile

look for College to win Conference player
of the year for the 2018-2019 season.
As seniors finished their last home
game Saturday night with a 107-98
overtime over George Fox, Head Coach
Matt Logie reflected on his time with
some of Whitworth's seniors.
"The word we talked about in shootaround today was 'joy,"' head coach Matt
Logie said. "These seniors have invested
so much into the program and the
relationships with their teammates. They
played with that joy tonight and the rest of
the team rallied around that."
Seniors Jared Christy, Kyle Roach, Ben
Bishop and Kevin Crosno hope to cap off
their Whitworth career with another NWC
Championship, which for some would
be their third. Kyle Roach took home the
conference Player of the Year honors last
year, after dazzling the conference with
his scoring proficiency.
With a two-game road trip on Friday
the 15th starting at PLU and finishing up
at Puget Sound, the Bucs look to cap of
the season with two more wins to solidify
their spot in the NWC championship
game Feb. 23rd.
The developing freshman and
sophomore class of players as well as
senior vets like Jordan Lester and Ben
College will continue to keep the tradition
of winning in the Pirate Basketball
program.

Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu
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Men capture First, Women take third at NWC Swimming Championships
take third place in the 200 medley relay with
a final time of 1:46.79. The women also took
third in the 800 medley relay with a time of
7:45.51. At the end of the night the men were
On February 7-10 the men's and women's in first place with 80 points with Puget Sound
swim teams traveled to Federal Way to compete in second with 66 points. On the women's side
in the Northwest Conference Championships. Whitman and Linfield took first and second
This highly anticipated event took place with 74 points and the Pirates were third with
February 7-10. Heading into this meet, the 64 points.
Whitworth men were the favorites to take
On Friday, highlights included Lempert in
home the win, as last year they won by 180 the 50-yard freestyle breaking his own NWC
points. On the women's side the Pirates were record. Grady also had a victory in the 500looking to take home their first conference yard freestyle with a time of 4:36.06. The men
championship since 2013.
closed the night with a win in the 400 medley
For senior Taylor Lee, this marks his last relay with a time of 3:21.24. After a successful
NWC championship. Hisoverall goals included
day the men remain in first place with
dropping time in his swims in addition to
^
238.5 points. On the
scoring as many points as
women's side in the
possible. On a more personal
500 Cameron Lyon
I'm trying to be a
level, "I'm trying to be a
swam to second
leader to the younger guys on
place with a time of
leader to the younger 5:10.92.
the team and prepare them
In the 200
to continue the tradition of
I.M, Vetter finished
guys on the team
excellence that we have held
in fourth place in
and prepare them to 2:09.98, a season
onto from the swimmers
At the end of
that have come before us"
continue the tradition best.
the night Galbraith,
said Lee, leading up to this
Lyon, and
weekend. "Our team is very
of excellence that we Siegler,
Hackney finished in
well rested and ready to see
second place in the
the work of our grueling
have held onto from
400 Medley relay to
five-month season come to
the swimmers that have Linfield. The women
fruition"
took the lead with 199
As they approached the
come before us
points for first place,
conference championships
12 points in front of
head coach Steve Schadt
TYLER LEE
Linfield.
stressed the importance of
SENIOR
On Saturday the
winning the little things.
events continued
On the women's side,
with the 400-yard individual medley,
Junior Emma Boles has
the goal of making it to finals every day at 100-yard butterfly, 200-yard freestyle, 100
conference this year. Looking back at how breaststroke, and the 200 freestyle relay.
far the team has grown since the beginning At the end of day three the Whitworth
of the season she said, "We have really tried men were still in first, and the Whitworth
to cultivate a winning mindset this season. women had dropped to third.
On Sunday, Junior Hannah Galbraith
The women's team especially grew in their
confidence throughout the season which has took second in the 200 yard backstroke.
Rossmiller and Schumann took first
been really fun to watch"
After opening night, the men took the lead and second respectively in the 200
and won the 200-yard medley relay which yard backstroke. JuAior Lempert took
consisted of Bryon Rossmiller, Ryan Grady, seCond in the 100 yard freestyle with
Eben Schumann, and Owen Lempert. The a time 0f 47.07. Sophomore Jamie
men also took home the win in the 800-yard siegler took second in the women's 200
freestyle relay with a time of 6:49.92. On the yard breaststroke. On the men's side
women's side, Hannah Galbraith, Jaime Siegler, Sophomore Ryan Grady took first with a
Isabella Hackney, and Eve Vetter teamed up to time 0f 31.50. The most impressive feat of

Nicole Oh
Staff Writer

the weekends events was Siegler's NWC record
in the 100 breaststroke. Siegler came in with a
time of 1:03.5.
After the final scores were tallied the men
had secured a first place victory by a margin of
184.5. The women finished in third, 27 points
behind second place Linfield.
Contact Nicole oh at
noh21 @my.whitworth.edu
Below: Byron Rossmiller gets a quick start
out of the blocks to give him an early edge
in the backstroke.

SPOTLIGHT
Name: Bryn Gavin
Class: Junior
Majors: English Literature
& Writing
Site: The Smithsonian
"My proudest moment at
the SLC was being a part
of the press event for the
announcement of hie Molina
Family Latino Gallery, hie
first permanent space at h*p
Smithsonian dedicated to Latino
representation. My internship
showed me fust how many
opportunities are available
to writers and editors within
the museum realm, and really
broadened my perspective of the
many ways that I can help new
stories be told."
twn£"

cs*

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?
Visit us in the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy on
Handshake!
whitworth.joinhandshakexom

ihrwp- lamie Siegler swims in the 200yard breaststroke which Above: Byron Rossmiller swims the 200
he swam in 2:22T>9. Siegler is also an athlete on the Whitworth
backstroke which he took first in with
romen s lacrosse team.
a time of 1:50.67.
+

+
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Austin Channing Brown talks to the crowd for African American
Heritage Month.

08

Students line up to get tostadas at the H.O.L.A. CLub's annual Come Dine With Us event.
JakeYeager | Photo Editor

Marie Curtis | Staff Photographer

*"4

Weyerhaeuser Hail
Robinson Teaching Theatre

School of Business
V
v
History
TWftsifeCenter for Community Engagement

Weyerhauser Hall in thick snow.

Jake Yeager | Photo Editor

H.O.L.A Club president Emmanuel Sanchez Angel-Guzman after serving
students tostadas.
Jake Yeager | Photo Editor

Back 40 during a period of snow.

Berries hanging from a tree.
Jake Yeager | Photo Editor

Jake Yeager | Photo Editor
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Confessions"
page tests
Whitworth
community
U

Rachel Ayres|Staff Writer
Drawing the line between whistleblowing and libel is a difficult task and
has been a recent struggle at Whitworth
as community members reacted to
the anonymous Instagram page, "WU
Confessions."
The unknown creator states that this
account is, "shining a light" on the goings
on at Whitworth, but many at the school
disagree and find the page, "concerning,"
and even "disgusting."
"WU Confessions" is a private Instagram
page that currently has just over 700
followers. The account's bio invites students
to submit confessions by either direct
messaging the page or using an anonymous
Sarahah.com link. The unnamed account
owner then publishes these confessions
anonymously on the Instagram account.
A couple of weeks ago, an anonymous
confession was posted detailing apparent
illegal activities as well as Title IX offenses.
President Beck Taylor was notified about
the post soon after it was published.
"I was made aware of [the account]
by a couple of emails that I received from
students who were concerned about some
of the content," Taylor said. "After that, I
subscribed to the account and that caused
me some concern, in part because we lived
through a season of Yik Yak a few years ago."
According to an NBC News article from
2015, Yik Yak is an, "app that lets people post
anonymous messages that can be seen by
anybody within a set radius." Whitworth
was one of the many college campuses

Photo courtesy of Whitworth University

Whitworth's Ethics Bowl team won this year's National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl in Baltimore, edging out prominent universities such as
Yale University, the United States Military Academy and last year's champions, Santa Clara University. Pictured from left to right are Jacob
Farrell '19, Maia Ketteridge '21, Eric Anderson '21, coaches Mike Ingram and Keith Wyma, Rylee Walter '19 and Jacob Dunning '19. (The
Philosoraptors are also coached by Rebecca Korf '15, not pictured.)

Ethics Bowl victory in Baltimore
Annika Bjornson| Staff Writer
The Philosoraptors once again proved
their tenacity in the National Intercollegiate
Ethics Bowl in Baltimore. Whitworth's
Ethics Bowl team brought home their
third national title in the past eight years
on March 2 and 3 at the Association for
Practical and Professional Ethics. This time

nationwide that experienced chaos from the

they remained undefeated in every round

use of the app amongst students^

against the 36 other teams, which included
Yale University, the United States Military
Academy, and last year's national winners,
Santa Clara University. Whitworth is the first
Christian college, as well as the first liberal
arts university of its size, to have won the
national Ethics Bowl.
Team members include sophomore Eric
Anderson, senior Jacob Dunning, senior
Jacob Farrell, sophomore Maia Ketteridge,
and senior Rylee Walter. The coaching
team is made up of Mike Ingram in the
Communication Studies department, Keith
Wyma in the Philosophy department, and
alumna Rebecca Korf.
In the Ethics Bowl, the participants of one
team receive an ethical question and are
given two minutes to prepare a 10 minute
presentation to answer that question. The
second team then takes five minutes to
respond to the first presentation, and the
first team in turn responds to what they
offer. Finally, the three judges, typically
either professors, practitioners, or graduate
students, ask questions for ten minutes
about their presentations. The two sides
then switch roles for the second half of the
round.
"The team prepared to analyze 15
different caseswritten by the Association for
Practical and Professional Ethics," Ingram
said. "The cases covered a wide range of

Too often with these
anonymous accounts, people
abuse that opportunity
and often say things to be
provocative or to elicit a
reaction/*
BECK TAYLOR

University President

Now, "WU Confessions" is once again
bringing the element of anonymity to
Whitworth's social media sphere.
Director of University Communications,
Nancy Hines, believes that in today's day
and age, social media is an established
communication source.
"I think there are lots of great things
about social media, and I think that there
are obviously lots of negative things too,"
Hines said.
Taylor himself has an Instagram account,
as well as other social media accounts.
"I really love the proliferation of
Whitworth [Instagram] accounts. Most of
them are fun, unique and creative and I love
that and really encourage that," Taylor said.
Many Whitworth clubs, residence halls,
Like many students, Kramer responded to
departments and other groups have their
own Instagram accounts. Also, there are the post.
"I reposted a screenshot of the post on
multiple accounts, such as "Whitworth
Men in Scarves," Beck Taylor Memes," and my Instagram story," she said. "I know that
"Whitworth Pinecones," that are more for reposting this was giving the attacker attention,
but I strongly believe that these kinds of
entertainment purposes.
"I think those accounts bring out the things need to be brought to the forefront of
best in the community," Taylor said. "They conversations so that action can be taken."
Taylor also responded to the "WU
highlight the best in the community and
they encourage people to be their best Confessions" post with an Instagram post of
in the community. What I saw on ['WU his own, a graphic of Philippians 4:8: "Finally,
brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever
Confessions'] was just the opposite."
The flare-up was caused by students is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
concerned about a "WU Confessions" post whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if
anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think
detailing an alleged sexual assault.
Freshman Lydia Kramer was one of those about such things."
While Taylor does not believe the account
students.
"Honestly, I was incredibly disgusted. should be deactivated, he has used his own
Statistically, I know that sexual assaults position and social media presence to censure
happen on every college campus, this one it, saying:
"I am not pursuing any route to take the
included [...]. It was shocking to not only
have that reality thrown in Whitworth's face, site down. I think students have the freedom
but to see that the attacker mentioned it so to [post] those things. But, I did feel the
need to post a somewhat ambiguous post on
casually," Kramer said.

PLEASE
RECYCLE

u

NEWS
OPINIONS
ARTS
& CULTURE
SPORTS
WHITPICS

topics including using robots for sex, the use
of [CRISPR-Cas9] gene editing, whether to
provide humanitarian aid to the North Korean
government, which might divert the aid away
from those in need, using social media to post
pictures and 'out' those attending political
rallies, and the [lack] of prominent movie roles
for older actresses."
Ingram and his coaching team are pleased

Ethics Bowl is much more
about advancing the conversation
and not necessarily disproving
somebody, but providing the best
way to think about an issue.

3y y

RYLEE WALTER

Senior
*

with the team's performance and believe the
students' education at Whitworth helped
prepare them for success in the tournaments.
"Whitworth is very intentional about using
ethics theory to frame our answers," he said.
"We benefit from the great ethics knowledge
of Dr. Keith Wyma and we benefit from
Core 250, that all of our students have this
background from the Core program. We also
do a lot of research and practice, so we have
lots of information and we have practiced lots
of different ways to approach the topics."
Rylee Walter is a senior who has been
involved with both the Ethics Bowl and
forensics during her Whitworth career. Though
the time commitment is heavy, and she has had
to miss a lot of classes for tournaments, she
believes they give her valuable skills in different

ways.
"I think it makes me a better public speaker
and competitor in both realms," she said,
"because I have that experience to draw on from
both debate, which is a little more direct, and
Ethics Bowl is much more about advancing the
conversation and not necessarily disproving
somebody, but providing the best way to think
about an issue."
She jokingly added that, as a result of her
commitment to both teams, "I feel like I've sold
my soul to Mike Ingram."
Ingram explained the difference between
the Ethics Bowl and forensics this way: "The
Ethics Bowl team is a team of five, so it's a little
like basketball; all five players on the court at
the same time. One person may be speaking
but all five are engaged. Speech and debate is
more like track and field."
Rebecca Korf, who graduated from
Whitworth in 2015 with a degree in
biochemistry, was also involved in both the
Ethics Bowl and forensics and, after receiving
her Master's in Environmental Philosophy,
now teaches a section of Core 350 and serves
as the assistant coach of forensics. However,
she also helps on the Ethics Bowl team and
provides insight into ethics cases that involve
environmental issues.
"My favorite moment in competition was
when Eric was showing off his research," she
said. "We had a case about when it is ethically
acceptable to put drug addicts in involuntary
commitment in order to help them into
recovery, and Eric had actually talked to a
mother whose son died in overdose. She
passed a law that would allow involuntary
commitment...and we were responding to
another argument [when] Eric pulled it out
to make a seamless transition into why they
needed to consider care ethics. It was beautiful."
continued on pg. 2

my Instagram account. I made that decision
because if I am going to be in the social media
s^ace and I am a leader on the campus, then
I need to take on my role and responsibility of
calling oilr community to its best. And when I
see something that I think is detrimental to our
community and is harmful, then if I don't name
it, who is going to?"

a

Honestly, I was incredibly
disgusted/
LYDIA KRAMER

Freshman
The anonymous account owner of "WU
Confessions" in turn responded to Taylor
by posting, "I made this page because of so
many things that have happened at Whitworth
University that have been pushed under the
rug."

At this time, that specific post is now deleted
from "WU Confessions',' but the 12 other posts on
the page have content that range from stealing
bananas from Sodexo to: "found an open vodka
on dj's booth. Chugged it all. Made out with
chicks. Don't remember anything. No regrets."
While Kramer believes that WU Confessions
doesn't show Whitworth in the best light, she
thinks that bringing up these issues may be
beneficial.
"I think that 'WU Confessions,' because of its
anonymous nature, has a tendency to show the
dirt of the Whitworth community. However, I do
believe that having these conversations about
the not-so-pretty sides of our community is
necessary if anything is to change," Kramer said.
Since its first post on Feb. 15, 2019, "WU
Confessions" has raised many questions for
the Whitworth community, like whether such
postings have any place at Whitworth.
continued on pg. 2
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.
OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. Thetollege administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM

The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS

If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT

www.thewhitworthian.news
QUESTIONS?

ephillips19@my.whitworth.edu
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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Japanese students share culture, win dodgeball
Mikayla Davis | Staff Writer
Students from the Sei Wa campus of Kwansel
Gakuin University, Japan, played a loud and
rousing game of dodgeball against Whitworth
residents on Wednesday night, March 6. The
group kicked off the night with a win and came
together as a team with shouting and chanting
after every round of success. The evening then
ended as it began, with each team posing for
pictures both separately and together.
The team of 14 international students that
came to the URec on Wednesday are here at
Whitworth as part of a Japanese student tour. The
tour, through a partnership of Whitworth and
Kwansel Gakuin, is a two-week long program
that focuses on giving its participants a cultural
experience within the American education
system.
The program is led by Taizo Fujiki, who
teaches physical education on the Sei War
campus in Japan. According to Todd Sandberg,
director of the URec, who is highly familiar with
the program, Fujiki's first trip was in 1993 and
they have returned every year since.
"All of [Fujiki's] students are either early
childhood education or elementary education
students," Sandberg said.

While here, the program participants go to year since coming to Spokane, Sandberg said.
So far, the students are enjoying their time in
different Spokane schools every day, and are
America.
Hagari summed up what she liked best
offered a variety of experiences within private,
public, chartered, religious, elementary and about her experiences since arriving in America,
in one word: "Everything!"
secondary settings.
Freshman Riku Fukumitsu joined in the
"In Japan they don't have home-schooling
dodgeball
game on Wednesday and also shared
[or] these chartered schools, so it is a great
Hagari's
sentiments.
education opportunity," Sandberg said.
"I love it here," Fukumitsu said.
At the same time that the visiting students
Although not in the program, Fukumitsu is
are learning about the American education
system, they are also sharing pieces of their own an international student hailing from the same
culture. Ayaka Hagari, a student in the program school in Japan as Hagari.
Whitworth students also have the chance to
and participant in the dodgeball game on
Wednesday night, visited Spokane's Evergreen visit Japan and participate in a similar tour of
Elementary School earlier that day. There, she the Japanese education system, as Whitworth
had the opportunity to teach a class a traditional offers a May Term trip to Japan every two to
three years. Whitworth began sending students
Japanese card game.
"They bring a little bit about Japan and in 1994 through the athletic training program
and this year marks Whitworth's tenth trip, with
Japanese culture to the class," Sandberg said.
The students also like to leave gifts for the 12 students set to head to Japan this May.
Students interested in learning more about |
children they interact with.
"They've made hundreds of origami cranes," Whitworth's May Term to Japan can contact
Sandberg said, "because they give them to every Sandberg at tsandberg@whitworth.edu, or visit
him in his office in URec 205.
student. They write their name on it, too."
The students stay off campus while visiting
Whitworth, and Fujiki and the students have Contact Mikayla Davis at
consistently stayed at the Apple Tree Inn every mikayladavisl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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Walter said the most rewarding part
of winning the championship was seeing
the immense time and effort pay off.
"My general feelings...are that even
if you don't win, it is still really valuable
because of the skills that you build and
the types of thinking that it encourages
you to do, the way that it asks you to view
complex issues in the world with charity
towards both your views and others'
views," she said. "To be able to see all
that result in something like a national
championship was really nice."
Korf encouraged people to consider
joining the Ethics Bowl team for a
good way to challenge themselves. The
requirements are to take an ethics course,
as well as to have comfort with speaking
in front of a crowd.
"If you find that you are enjoying your
classes but are really looking for more of
an intellectual challenge, Ethics Bowl will
give that to you," Korf said.
The next speech and debate event will
see the Whitworth forensics team, the
Arguing Bucs, face off against the Irish
National Champions, on Tuesday, April
2 here on campus.

Interested?
TEXT BOB NILES ( 5 0 3 ) 821-002B
EMAIL b D b n i l e s 7 @ g m a i l . c D m

"I do think that there might be some
benefit in anonymous postings," Taylor
said. "If someone wants to raise an
issue within our community that calls
us back to ourselves, somebody might
use an anonymous post to call attention
to discrimination they may have felt
in a particular setting or less ideal
circumstance on campus when theydon't
feel comfortable identifying themselves.
So, I do see some benefit, but too often
with tjiese anonymous accounts, people
abuse that opportunity and often say
things to be provocative or to elicit a
reaction. And often, those things that are
said are not our best and are not of our
aspirations as a community that supports
one another."
Following the trend of Yik Yak, some
feel that this Instagram page will be short
lived.
"These sites come and go because
people realize that, at some point...while
they may dabble in them...they don't stick
with it, and there is a reason for that,"
Hines said.
With "WU Confessions" still active, the
Whitworth community has only to wait
and see if it will stand the test of time.
Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my.whitworth.edu
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Impeachment of the president is not the answer
I
I Alanna Carlson
The 2020 presidential race is almost
1 Columnist
upon us, and with it has come an
uptick in political discussion. In every
political camp, people are discussing the major issues they
find important, and many issues are getting traction on social
media and other online platforms.
As someone who aligns relatively far left, Isee a lot of liberal,
issues given space on social media and in the news outlets
that I read most frequently. One of those issues has been a
constant since the election of President Donald Trump back
in the 2016 election: Trump's possible impeachment. With
the testimony of Michael Cohen at the end of February, the
discussion around impeachment has again reached a fever
pitch.
The problem is, the pipe dream of impeachment is not
only unrealistic—it's completely illogical. Given the speed
at which special counsel Robert Mueller and his team have
worked thus far, it is unlikely that they will be able to produce

evidence convincing enough to get Congress to move on
impeachment before the 2020 elections. Even if Mueller's
team produced said evidence, what would that leave us with?

The problem is, the pipe
dream of impeachment is not
only unrealistic—it's completely
illogical."
We would haveVice President Mike Pence as acting President
for several months—an unsettling enough proposal in itself—
and a revitalized Republican base, angry enough at losing the
president to which they are currently so desperately clinging,

showing up to the polls with new determination in November
2020.

It is time to leave the discussion of impeachment as a viable
course behind. Instead, we should be focusing on keeping our
elected officials accountable, especially at the federal level.
Elected officials are supposed to represent those who elect
them, and yet we have seen very little true representation
from our elected officials since long before Donald trump's
presidency. It is time that we the people begin electing
politicians who are beholden to their constituents, not
lobbyists, billionaires and big business. It is within our power
as citizens to upset the status quo of our national politics for
the better, but we have to keep our focus on things that will
actually effect change, not pipe dreams that won't solve the
underlying problems of our political system.
Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlsonl7@my.whitworth.edu

Social media: showing us the "ideal" Christian
Last issue's opinion article about
"Godly Guys," written by Opinions
Editor Abby Nye, brought to my
mind how, lately, the image of a
"perfect Christian" seems to bombard my social media feeds;
specifically Instagram and Snapchat. This image is created by
people who claim to be Christians and they show it by trying
to put together a "perfect" appearance that makes it look like
they're doing all the right things.
These people post photos on their stories of them reading
their Bibles, often accompanied by some sort of journal that
shows they are doing a Bible study or writing down verses,
trying to show that they really care. They post photos of them
and their friends at church services, youth group activities, or
holding Bible studies at coffee shops with their latest favorite
drink. They post photos on their feeds that don't have anything
to do with religion or their faith, yet they accompany the photo
with a Bible verse in the caption to show that they are "good
Christians."
Now, don't get me wrong. Some of these people may have
genuine and pure intentions. They may just want to share
more about their faith in order to spread their beliefs, and
Danielle Johnson
Columnist

that's absolutely fine. But it becomes an issue when they do
this to try and put together a perfect image of themselves;
a perfect image that is now the only thing their followers
see online. When all they post on their social media is them
doing all the "right" things to be considered a Christian, they

"But it becomes an issue when
they do this to try and put together
a perfect image of themselves; a
perfect image that is now the only
thing their followers see online.
begin to show off a fake persona: somebody who has it all put
together; somebody who looks like a "better" Christian than
others who don't do everything they do.
When I repeatedly see somebody's Instagram feed curated
to look like they are a "perfect" Christian, it makes me feel

Spend daily time
A response to "Godly guys"
You may have read an article recently that spoke
0f "godly guys" not living out what they
would seem to try and project or promote. To begin,
it's necessary to note that I am not saying the author
was wrong, in reality she's right, "worldly Christianity" is very prevalent not
just on this campus but all around the world, for both genders. We struggle to
live out how Jesus calls us to live, to live renewed and transformed in the Spirit
of God. This response, rather, is meant for us to begin a conversation on what
it looks like to live out what it means to be a man or woman of God. How do
we practically do it?
This whole conversation must start with the idea of having a passion for
God. Having a passion, a love and a desire to spend time with Him and draw
nearer to Him. I personally believe the most available way to do this, is to
read your bible daily. God's word is living and active, it's something thatT
know has drastically changed my life and ultimately changed my heart. Jesus
calls us into a relationship with Him, in order to help us live more like Him,
and spending time in His word is how we can best relate to Him. Imagine a
friendship where you only have a conversation to that friend once a week,
or where you only listen to someone else talk about what that person said
(essentially what a sermon is), that friendship wouldn't even be a friendship!
You wouldn't know anything about them or let alone feel close to them in
anyway. So, how do we expect to have a good relationship with Christ if we
don't spend time with Him? His Word speaks, it informs our lives, it tells us
truths about who we are, and through it, we get to know Jesus in a deeper way.
We get to revel in a friendship with Jesus Christ! How cool is that?
We don't read our bibles as a way to check off a box on our religious check
list. Rather, we ought to do it to engage truly with the living and active God. I
believe the reason we don't is because getting into scripture is tough, it can
seem like a daunting task, it's confusing, we aren't all theologians that can
fully comprehend every nuance of what it says. What I encourage you to do
is just read it. Don't focus on the nuance, just focus on Jesus. When you read
the "Old Testament" read through the lens of Jesus, look for the truths that the
scriptures say about who God is. When you have questions, write them down!
I can't tell you the amount of times that I have journaled a question about
scripture and that later in the week or month or year, Scripture has answered
it. Now, once you see these truths, ask yourself how these truths inform your
life, what does it say about you? What does it say about how you should live?
But above all, just read the Word. Many of you know who I used to be, how
I used to live, and I attribute my rapid and drastic transformation directly to
the way that God's word has entered my life. In the same way if we want to
transform, if we want to be m$n and women of God, it has to start here. A love
for Him and a passion that develops to spend time with Hint.
I plan to write once a week, a pracficpl way for us all to grow closer to
Christ, to allow Him to transform our hqarts and our Jives.
I echo Paul's prayer to the Ephesiaris as we begin this journey together:
"That Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith - that you, being rooted
and grounded in love, may have strength to comprehend with all the saints
what is the breadth and length and height and depth, and to know the love of
Christ that surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled with all the fullness of
God." - Ephesians 3:17-19
Tyler Whitman
Guest Columnist

insignificant, or like I'm not doing enough as a Christian
because I'm not doing everything that they're doing. If they're
doing more to call themselves a Christian than just posting
these things to create an appearance, then good for them.
But do the people who only post things actually live out a
Christian life outside of social media? It's just too fake, just
because you post a picture of you reading a Bible, trying to
make it look like you're a better Christian than others, does
not mean you live out a Christian life. Posting about going to
youth group or doing Bible studies with your friends means
nothing if you don't back it up; it doesn't mean you're a strong
Christian if you don't live out true Christian values, like loving
others, focusing on gratitude and putting God first.
Next time you post something about your faith on
Instagram, just be sure to think about what your intentions
are. If you want to post it to share your beliefs with and spread
love to your followers, then go for it. But if you're doing it to
try and curate a perfect image of yourself and your faith, then
think twice.
Contact Danielle Johnson at djohnson22@my.whitworth.edu

There is an unjust
double—standard in
Fear drives the backlash against equality

t0 the

Contact Tyler Whitman at twhitmanl9@my.whitworth.edu

As the war for in the numbers of women filling places in
Abby Nye
gender equality rages leadership, men still dominate the majority of
Opinions Editor on, it is important these positions.
The majority of politicians, CEOs and even
to reflect on the
progress we have made and how much all of America's presidents have been men. In
farther we have to go. As proud as I am of fact, according to The New York Times, more
our accomplishments, I cannot help but feel Fortune 500 Executives are names James than
a deep sense of anger at the ways in which Fortune 500 female executives. There is no
the feminist movement has had to bend and argument that can accurately claim men are
losing their place in society and becoming
contort itself in order to make these gains.
The definition of feminism clearly refers oppressed.
The radical feminist movement works to
to the raising—up of women to the place
where men have been socially throughout overthrow this disgusting power dynamic
history. Despite this obvious definition, there that forces women to remain in their subdued
remains an intense backlash to the movement position. Why is this group labeled "radical"
fueled by the fear that women are working to simply because they only advocate for women
when there are well-established social
overtake men's societal place.
The irony of this argument shines bright, structures that benefit only men?
In order for thefeminist movement to make
considering the fact that women have always
been viciously oppressed by men. The fear itself powerful and influential, there must be
a radical group. Those
people have toward
who do not support
the feminist movement
a
gender equality will
is merely a reflection
As long as there are
refer to this miniscule
of the anger that has
group as a way to
indviduals who believe that
fueled the feminist
"prove" women are
movement from
the
very beginning. While men are greater than women in trying to overtake
the movement is largely any way, there will no doubt be men. Ironically, this
comes largely from
made up of individuals
those who already
who strive for gender
an opposing movement.
hold a higher place in
equality, there certainly
the social structure.
are a few individuals
The feminist movement has become what
who fight for the radical feminist movement.
Radical feminists are often dismissed as it is today because powerful, passionate
"misandrists," advocating for the creation of and courageous women choose to fight for
social spaces and services that are available others. God forbid a social movement exists
only to women. This group believes that that empowers women and doesn't center
male presence alone contributes. to the itself around men. We have constantly bent
negative influences that oppress women. ourselves to reassure scared men that we
While I personally do not consider myself a aren't trying to take away their power from the
radical feminist, I do appreciate this group's lowered place in society that those same men
contributions to the feminist movement as a have kept us.
It is a radical social climate we live in today
whole.
I find it infuriating that the entire history with such an overwhelming defense for men
of the social climate has aimed to oppress to have the leading role. The women and
women and to defend the idea that men men who fight for equality fight for a world in
must be the only leaders. In fact, this is which all people have the chance to grow into
largely the climate we still live in. Especially whatever they choose to be. This movement is
within a Christian context, there is a backlash not about men. It is time to refocus our vision
to the feminist movement that goes so far on the goal of equality and justice for all.
as to manipulate scripture to support this
oppression. And yet, only the minute group of
radical feminists is still considered "radical."
As long as there are individuals who
believe that men are greater than women in
any way, there will no doubt be an opposing
movement. The radical feminist movement
isn't really so "radical" considering it is
simply the exact opposite of the social climate Contact Abby Nye at
right now. While there is an exciting increase anyel9@my.whitworth.edu
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Austin Channing Brown prompts talks of race
around campus through international stu ents

get out and about!

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13

Esther Brown

Art: Luminous: Dale Chihuly Glass Exhibit
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
Luminous explores the studio glass
movement that has found international
prominence in the Pacific Northwest.

Staff Writer
International students have formed
reactionary groups to Austin Channing
Brown's lecture. On Feb. 5 Brown spoke on the
topics of race, faith and reconciliation in the
context of private Christian universities, which
are predominately white institutions.
Brown was invited by the Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion office as one of the events for
African American Heritage Month.
"One of the reasons why I invited her is
because I think she represents a voice that is
important for all of us to hear, even though it's
hard to hear. It's strong and difficult for many
of us to acknowledge the experiences of people
of color in our country, and especially in faith
spaces, whether it's in churches or in higher
education," said Lorna Hernandez Jarvis, chief
diversity officer and associate vice president
for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.
Jarvis provided a way for students to
continue engaging in dialogue after Brown left,
through "talk back sessions." These sessions
were facilitated by faculty to help guide the
groups through tension and potential conflict.

Art: Into the Arctic
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
This exhibit presents a body of artwork
from the Canadian Arctic, a remote and
untouched wilderness.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14
Event: Cultural Jeopardy
6 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
Answer questions in a competition hosted
by the Cultural Diversity Advocate team.
Lecture: Biblical Women in Pop Culture
7 p.m.
Eric Johnston Science Center 233
Dr. Linda Schearing, Professor of Religious
Studies at Gonzaga University, presents a
lecture about messages concerning gender.

a

...we actually have initiated many
changes over the last few years

FRIDAY, MARCH 15

to make it more inclusive and a
Event: 49th Annual Hawaiian Club Luau
6 p.m.
Fieldhouse
Join the Hawaiian Club as they put on
their annual Luau with authentic Hawaiian
cuisine and traditional Polynesian dances.

space that represents and connects
with various cultures, races and
yy

ethnicities.

Theater: "Almost Maine" Spring Production
7:30 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium
Built as a collection of vignettes all occurring
around the same small town, the play
welcomes audiences to witness the residents
of Almost, Maine and the magic of love.

FORREST BUCKNER
PASTOR

Around 10 people attended thefirst session,
and five at the second session. The group
discussed topics touched on by Brown, as well
as reactions within the community.
"It's time for that change," Mama Beans,
a facilitator, said during the second talk back
session. "I'd like to see something that is
going to be fruitful and productive for the next

SATURDAY, MARCH 16
Event: The White City Devil: HH Holmes
3 p.m.
9922 E. Montgomery Rd.
Unit 55 Horror Games
Your group has 55 minutes to escape Dr. HH
Holmes, but beware of the traps he's set for
you along the way.

generation of students. Because you all have

that passion, I think we do have a powerful
voice."
During her talk, Brown mentioned how
many Christian universities' chapels do not

Theater: The Flick
7:30 p.m.
1020 N. Howard St.
Spokane Civic Theatre
In a run-down movie theater in central
Massachusetts, three underpaid employees
go through battles and heartbreaks.

have inclusive styles of worship, which can
confuse and even push away students o
color. Her comments brought attention to
Whitworth's chapel and caused many students
to take a harder look at what occurs on campus.
"The thing that probably made me most sad
was when she told students not to go to chapel
until something changed, because we actually
have initiated many changes over the last few
years to make it more inclusive and a space
that represents and connects with various
cultures, races and ethnicities at Whitworth,
said Forrest Buckner, the dean of spiritual life
and campus pastor.
"My greatest hope is that people would
come and see, instead of hearing about it or
assuming that it's a certain way, or assuming
it's just old White Presbyterian worship." he
said.
Buckner encourages students to come see
and experience chapel before deciding what
can be made better.
Last year the chapel solidified a diversity
action plan. Unveiled, an event with several
different styles of worship, started fall
semester of 2018. Started by Talya Jackson,
the ASWU spiritual life coordinator, the goal
was to open the doors of worship and spiritual
growth for those from underrepresented
populations.
While it's important to create a space
for alternate worship, Jackson said this
event shouldn't be permanent. Instead, this
multicultural approach should ultimately
become integrated within chapel worship,
instead of dividing the styles into different
events.
While Brown's talk prompted an increase
in conversations surrounding race at
Whitworth, it also has turned into action
within the community. According to Alyssa
Gorman, the resident director of Oliver, the
residence hall has started planning prime
times about race and faith every Wednesday.
A group of international students, named
"Yoddha," have started meetingwith an actionoriented purpose: to try and fix problems
and issues for international students within
a timely manner. From the ancient language
of Sanskrit, "Yoddha" is a gender-neutral
term that means warrior. The group chose the
term because it represents their advocacy for

"I realized that in the two and a half years
I've been here, nothing's really changed much
even though we keep bragging about it. said
Yeraly.

"...in the two and a half years
I've been here, nothing's really
changed much even though we
yy

keep bragging about it.
ALMAT YERALY
SENIOR
"And then Austin said, 'Listen, I m here just
to talk about this, this is on all of you. I m not
going to show up and change the whole system
for you, you've got to do it on your own."
Yeraly said he realized that ASWU
doesn't have enough power to help change
international students' situation and instead
the international students should take it into
their own hands. Together with Utsal Shrestha,
the ASWU cultural events coordinator
and Abdul Haq, the ASWU special events
coordinator, the group of seven have started
meeting weekly.
The first issue Yoddha has started tackling
is transportation for international students.
Because international students lack cars and
American drivers licenses, the only way of
getting to grocery stores is by walking, using the
bus system or asking someone to drive them.
Many international students feel awkward and
burdensome to continually ask for a ride, yet
the alternative solution of bussing often takes
more than two hours. Yoddha has already
found funding for a shuttle system that runs
every two weeks through a collaboration of
different departments and plans to test run the
system before the academic year ends.
Yeraly plans to help lead the group until
May 2020, when he graduates. Afterward,
the current sophomores of the group plan on
continuing Yoddha and its mission.

justice, access and equity.

Yoddha started with Almat Yeraly, an
international student and the senator of
Stewart Hall, who said Brown's talk sparked
the whole idea.

Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21@my.whitworth.edu

ASWU Sustainability hosts open mic night
Solenne de Tassigny
Staff Writer

SUNDAY, MARCH 17

Whitworth students gathered in the Mind
and Hearth, occupying all of the available
chairs and floor space to listen to their peers
as they shared poems of the unrealized beauty
within the natural world.
ASWU's sustainability coordinator and
senior, Morgan Bucher, organized the naturebased open mic night on March 7 after a
month and a half of planning and preparation.
Bucher participated as well, reading
passages .written by author Henry David
Thoreau and a variety of other works of
literature that tell of the subtle beauty of moss,
bugs and death.
"Appreciating nature is a good way to bring
people together," said Bucher.
To encourage full participation and
expression," Bucher brought people up to
the mic with the potential of winning a raffle
containing an elaborate and nature-based
picture book, decomposition notebooks and
succulents to whoever took the stage.
Experienced poets and nature lovers alike
freely participated in the open mic, with
several students presenting their own original
work.

Event: The Inuit Art of Povungnituk
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
These art pieces encapsulate the history of
the Inuit people.
Music: Spring Unplugged
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) Dining Hall
Whitworth students will be performing
songs and showcasing their talents.

MDNDAY, MARCH 18
Outdoors: Cheap Skate Monday
5 p.m.
507N. Howard Street, Downtown
Riverfront Park Ice Ribbon
A weekly discount night at the Ice Ribbon.
Pay full price skate admission and receive
one free skate rental.
Event: Unveiled Worship Night
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) MPR
A night of praise and worship which
incorporates different
music styles,
languages and experiences.

Senior Kalani Padilla joined in on the
poetry reading by reciting several pieces of
work, including two poems she had written in
about two close friends who also attended the
event.
Padilla commented on the way she
portrayed hqr friends in the poem, stating that
she was "writing from personas and individual
experiences."
Others spending time in the Mind and
Hearth also joined in on the open mic,
a

Appreciating nature is a good
»
way to bring people together.
MORGAN BUCHER
SENIOR

including a performance of an impromptu
slam poem by Senior and ASWU President
Tersa Almaw and Director of Student Activities
Jason Chapman.
Together, Almaw and Chapman recited
a poem detailing the complex relationship

between Whitworth Students and the local
squirrels.
"It's about life," said Chapman, who took on
the role of the average Whitworth student.
"We tried to capture the Whitworth
experience" said Almaw, who played a
squirrel.
"We had to ask: Why does the squirrel run
away?"
Almaw continued, saying "We were
watching and thought that we should write
something. It took about 10 minutes."
Almaw and Chapman were not the only
ones drawn in by the voices of Whitworth
students as more and more people joined in
on the recital of poetry and short stories.
"This is a good way to find new Authors and
new writers in the community," said Padilla.
For more community events like this one,
keep a lookout for activities hosted by ASWU
sustainability for more events that embody the
beauty of nature.

Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
sdetassigny22@my,whitworth.edu

TUESDAY, MARCH 19
Art: Final Week: Nathan Sandberg

10 a.m.
Bryan Oliver Gallery
Nathan is an artist and educator based in
Portland, Oregon, whose primary material is
glass, although his installations commonly
make use of other materials. This is the last
week to look at his work.
Art: Daniel Lopez: My Delicate Flower

10 a.m.
811 W. Garland Ave.
Spokane Art School Gallery
Get a glimpse of how Spokane artist and
prominent muralist Daniel Lopez works
through his creative ideas in this intimate
exhibit of his personal sketchbooks.

Marie Curtis | SI
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Before we talk about flirting tactics, let's talk attraction start showing up. Interpersonal communication research says
theory! Last year, I took Advanced Interpersonal and we went the more you see someone, the more comfortable you will ,
into depth on topics such as romance. There are four common become wilfi them and then the higher chance for attraction
types of attraction.
arises. Practically, if you have a class with someone
First, personal appearance. Like brightly
you are interested in, ask them to do homework
colored birds, humans use their looks to
with you. Make sure you eat meals with them
attract a mate. This doesn't mean that
in the cafeteria, walk with them to class or
you need to have some ridiculous
anything that adds some more quality
makeover like in a romantic
time into your day.
movie, but you can do little
Third, an attraction of similarities
things to turn on the charm.
occurs when you realize you have
Dress up a bit more. Smell nice.
many similarities with another
Make yourself stand out more
person. What do you have in
than usual. The goal is to get
common? Capitalize on that!
noticed because you cannot
Are you both from Oregon?
flirt with someone if they
Wonderful!
Reminisce
on
don't see you as romantic
Tillamook Cheese, doughnuts
potential. In my opinion, this
and Portland's quirks. Do you
is why many people never
both go to church? Hike? Are
escape the friend zone because
you both lactose intolerant? Who
they never change their actions
knows what you will both have in
with their friend/secret crush.
common, but if you dig enough you
You have to present yourself as
are sure to find something! This will
desirable, but the great thing is, you
help conversations flow and give you
get to decide what that looks like for you.
something to bond over.
Second, attraction of proximity refers to
Fourth, an attraction of differences is like
how close you are to someone on a day to day
that old saying, "opposites attract." Once you see what
basis. After you have made an introduction, it is time to
your similarities are, it is time to show-off your differences.

THE IVHITWORTHIAN

Teach each other what you love. Invite them to a recital, art
show or something you are a part of. For example, I am not
sporty, but now I get to learn all about soccer because that is
what my boyfriend loves.
After attraction has been established, the flirting may come
naturally. If it doesn't, here are a couple of things you can do.
Subtle touches show that you are comfortah(e touching them.
Teasing them a bit can show that they make you laugh and
you enjoy getting a reaction from them. Make them smile by
grabbing them coffee" unexpectedly or with a spontaneous
invitation to go on a walk.
The best way to flirt though is to just ask them out! It is always
a complement to be asked out and you don't have to make it
dramatic. lust say, "Hey, we have fun together! Want to go get
dinner one of these days?" Then they can let you know they
aren't interested and you can be let off the hook, or they can say
yes and a wonderful adventure may begin. No guarantees, but
I do know being relaxed, interested and friendly is a wonderful
way to flirt.
Hope this helps. Happy flirting!
Love,
Izzy

Send your queries to Izzy Broussard at
whitartsandculture@gmail.com.

REVIEWS: music, movies and more

Movie: "Captain Marvel"
Austin Casey
aomiolr

Staff Writer
After not one, not two but twenty previous movies in this
massively popular franchise, "Captain Marvel" has finally
given the Marvel Cinematic Universe both its first female-led
superhero film and its first female (co-) director and it was
about time. While the movie will assuredly be remembered for
breaking new ground, for being the first on-screen adaptation
of the character, for being compared to "Wonder Woman"
probably more than is necessary and for simply being included
in any part of this juggernaut series that has no signs of slowing
down, the question must,be asked: Will it be remembered by
the actual quality (or lack thereof) of the film itself?
The answer to that question has to start by examining
what the movie set out to accomplish. The number one goal
of course is to establish on a basic level who the heck this
character is for people who have never picked up a comic book
or heard of her before and that much is indeed a success. Carol
Danvers/Captain Marvel (Brie Larson) is a superhero with truly
immense power, who got her abilities as an adult and seems
to try to do the right thing through some confusion about her
past, her identity and the many forces (both human and alien)
of the universe.
It is an origin story of sorts because we do see how Captain
Marvel becomes a hero. However, the story is revealed
somewhat nontraditionally, as she starts the movie as a

member of an alien race with her powers (and with visions of
a past life on Earth) and the audience discovers exactly what
happened along with the character, which generally works.
The film is trying to do a lot more than a straightforward origin
story like "Batman Begins" however; an obvious consequence
of being the 21st movie in a series filled with lore.

V However, the story is revealed somewhat
nontraditionally...
These other tasks surrounding that central challenge of
establishment are what made the movie feel a bit too busy.
This is also a movie that presents two alien races, the Kree and
the Skrull, and the intergalactic war the two sides are engaged
in. It functioned as a 1990's period piece on Earth, a task in
itself, but also depicted the foundation of secret organization
S.H.I.E.L.D. and the Avengers Initiative and did some setup
for the climactic next installment in the MCU, "Avengers:
Endgame." The movie being a flat two hours was a good idea
and to be honest the pacing and organization of events was just
fine, but these other side goals make the movie feel like it was
about too many things without being about something, in the

way that something like "Spider-Man: Homecoming" is about
resilience and the danger of biting off more than one can chew
or "Black Panther" is about tradition and identity.
While the movie felt like it was missing a deeper message,
it also left me thinking it was short a gimmick of some kind to
make it more memorable and unique. The comedy and colors
of "Thor Ragnarok" made it stand out amongst the genre, as
did the inventive action sequences of "Ant-Man." I suppose
the 90's setting and seeing younger versions of characters like
Nick Fury were meant to serve that purpose, but it only truly
affects the soundtrack of the film. That soundtrack, while filled
with some catchy throwbacks, was not meshed well with the
typical superhero score in any kind of natural blend. It's as if
any given scene had two options: generic orchestral themes or
radio hit, without any thought put into how to integrate the two
or implement them to their maximum potential.
There were more minor flaws to pick out as well. The
comedy, while not as forced as in some other MCU titles
(I'm looking at you, "Doctor Strange"), still falls flat a large
portion of the time. Some scenes had an almost awkward level
of low energy, particularly a stretch where Captain Marvel is
at a former friend's house — the emotions should have been
be much more intense. In the third act when she is at her
strongest, Captain Marvel is also essentially unbeatable, which
is true to what her character is supposed to be, but also deflates
any dramatic tension. And some twists were predictable
even by superhero movie standards. I'm sorry, but it just isn't
shocking that a group is set up in the first half of the film to be
flawless heroes and aren't actually as perfect as they seem, or
that an often—present cute harmless kitty turns out to not be
so innocent.

"...it also left me thinking it was short of
a gimmick of some kind to make it more
memorable and unique.
All in all, the movie was successful but not stunning, and
competent but not "call your parents and tell them to see it"level quality. The choice of directors (Anna Boden and Ryan
Fleck) was somewhat strange just based on their indie-based
filmography and the finished product felt a bit more generic
than I would have hoped, but it's difficult to see this movie as a
failure in any serious way. It goes without saying that we need
more female superhero films to make sure all voices are heard
in this genre and Marvel did a good job making this character
one to look forward to seeing more of, even if giving this
"Captain Marvel" movie a second watch seems unlikely to me.
Contact Austin Casey at
acasey20@my.whitworth.edu
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Upcoming Events
& Results

Pirates Baseball Sweeps top ranked
Pacific despite crippling weather
Henry Miller
Sports Editor

Sat. March 16
Vs. Willamette @ Salem, OR
Noon & 3 p.m.
Sun. March 17
Vs. Willamette @ Salem, OR

Sun. March 16
Vs. Puget Sound, Marks Field
Noon & 2:30 p.m.
Sun. March 17
Vs. Puget Sound, Marks Field
Noon & 2:30 p.m.

06

pitching out of sophomore Austin Rice who
struck out four. Junior Conor Grydtal picked up
his first win of the season with his extra inning
relief effort after he allowed no runs to score in
two innings pitched.
Game two of the day brought a stellar

The Whitworth Pirates moved a scheduled
home stand with Pacific this weekend to
Newberg, Ore. The Bucs have been plagued
by bad weather and thick layers of snow
covering Merkel Field.
"The weather definitely slows
"The weather definitely slows our
preparation but we are fortunate to have
our preparation but we are
a field house to get work in while there is
snow on the field. But it is hard to create a
fortunate to have a field house
game like atmosphere while indoors,"said
sophomore Grayson O'Neil . "The next
to get work in while there is
home series should be in two weeks on the
23. Weather pending of course."
snow on the field. Against
Whitworth 6-9, 3-2 in conference play
went to face Pacific 12-5,6-2 in conference
strong teams like Pacific, the
play is the number two team in the NWC.
*
Pacific's pitching rotation is nothing short
most important thing is to
of dangerous, and with power, in their
lineup, they present a difficult match up
for Whitworth.
keep our energy high all game
Whitworth was able to steal the first two
games of the series from Pacific winning 5-4
and stick with our approach at
in 12 innings and 9-1 in the second game.
"Against strong teams like Pacific, the
the plate."
most important thing is to keep our energy
high all game and stick with our approach
GRAYSON O'NEIL
at the plate. They are a good fastball hitting
team so the pitchers are working off speed
Sophomore Outfielder
in fastball counts to keep them off balance,
said O'Neil.
The Bucs left the 8th inning of game
one tied up with Pacific 4-4 and would finally performance from junior Mathew Young
score the game winning run in the bottom of who pitched a no hitter into the ninth inning
the 12th. Whitworth got seven innings of great striking out eight along the way. This was
Young's first complete game of the season.

"Matt hits his spots with all his pitches and
can throw any pitch at any time in different
counts effectively keeping hitters guessing
and off balance," said sophomore Pitcher Jake
Briones.
Senior Tyler Bailey added two doubles to
Whitworth's offensive dominance of Pacific.
Pacific's starter Trevor Quinn allowed four
runs on six hits after two innings of pitching.
Whitworth Finished the sweep of Pacific
with a 12 to 2 rout of the Boxers on Sunday.
Starting Pitcher Ryan Kingma gave the Bucs
a great start shutting down the high powered
Boxer offense. Pacific came into the series a
strong favorite and after a getting swept by
the Bucs the rest of the NWC has been put on
notice.
Whitworth travels to Salem, Ore. for a three
game home stand against Willamette.
Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21 @my.whitworth.edu

Pirate Profile
Mathew Young, 20'

Bucs Scoring Invitational
@Whitworth Pinebowl
Sat. March 16,10 a.m.

Freshman Outfielder Jaxsen Sweum got the start on Sunday and went one for four.
Sweum has become a consistent defensive asset for the bucs, as well as being a
guaranteed offensive catalyst, batting second in the lineup.

Young made nine starts in his
sophomore season, ending
the year with a 3.06 ERA. He
was selected to the all NWC
team as a freshman.

Sat. March 16
Vs. L&C @ Scottford Tennis Center
11 a.m.
Sun. March 17
Vs. George Fox @ Scottford Tennis
Center
11a.m.

Junior Outfielder Taylor Poffenroth has been a consistent bat in
the Pirates lineup. Pofenroth is batting .340 with nine RBIs this
season.
Photos Courtesy of whitworthpirates.com

Sat. March 16
Vs. L&C @ Portland, OR
11 a.m.
Sun. March 17
Vs. George Fox @ Newberg, OR
10 a.m.
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Fri. March 15
s. Pacific @ Whitworth Pine Bowl
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@ LCSC Invitational
9 a.m.
March 18,19
Clarkston

•Htaa4
Mathew Young fields a short
ground ball (right).
Ryan Kingma makes a start as his
senior season kicks off.

Mathew Young has been a force of disruption in the NWC.
Young has posted 27 strikeouts in his first five starts. The
Pirates have won three of the five games young has started.
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Men's Golf Looks to carry momentum from fall
into spring half of NWC Championship bid
Henry Miller
Sports Editor

to be creative with how you handle
preparing for the upcoming season. We
as a team use different areas of campus to
get better. We use the golf simulator, the

Men's Golf traveled to Lakewood the
for the first time since October. Whitworth
Golf sometimes feels the pressure of a
split season in their preparation for the
conference championship.
"A split season makes it so we have to
Ryan Brown, 19'
think long-term all season. We can really
help ourselves out if we play well in the
fall so we need to be focused throughout.
It also allows assessing what went right
and what went wrong in the fall season,"
said junior Reily Hegarty.
After day one, Whitworth was sitting
in third place, second place out of NWC
schools. Senior Derricks Phelps finished
day one in a six way tie for second place
with a three over par 74.
"In the offseason as a team, we had
worked on our physical fitness. We had
workouts at least two times a week.
We also have worked on our own with
our swings. Some have done big swing
changes and others have just focused on
keeping their swing good and not taking
Brown played two seasons
too big of a break," said junior Tristan
at
the Community College of
Hartfiel.
Spokane before transferring
Whitworth was on a tear goinginto the
to Whitworth and
end of October, dominating the NWC fall
classic with a first place finish. Ihe Bucs
immediately posted a scoring
made a good first showing with six of their
average of 79.8,
eight finishing in the top 25.
Whitworth spent the offseason working fieldhouse, and when weather permits,
with what they have available, utilizing 18 the football field," said Senior Preston
hole simulators to get practice when the Roth. "Ihe team has done a very good job
weather effects their ability to practice.
of embracing the elements and getting the
"Being in the PNW means you have most out of what we have."

Pirate Profile

If history repeats itself, Whitworth will
have a terrific spring and make a solid
run at the Conference Championship.
This would be Whitworth's first NWC
championship since 2016.
Pacific Lutheran University will
continue to give the Bucs the most
problem of anyone in the conference. Ihe
Lutes shot a collective 298 to Whitworth's
303. Puget Sound and Lewis and Clark
both took a back seat to Whitworth,
shooting 310 and 312 respectively.
Willamette, who has been a constant
rival of Whitworth, was not present at the
tournament. Ihe Bearcats last played in
the Boxer Invitational dominating every
NWC team that appeared.Ihe Pirates did
not appear and will meet the Bearcats
later this season.
The Pirates finished in third at the
Puget Sound Invitational with a collective
score of 611. Ihey finished second out of
all NWC school that attended. Senior
Derrick Phelps and Roth finished in a
tie for second, shooting sic over par for
the tournament. Only one golfer finished
even, Grays Harbor's Dylan Christoffer.
Junior Sam Stiles finished in a tie for
seventh with an eight over par score of
150.
Whitworth's next tournament is on
March 23 in LaVerne California.

Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my.whitworth.edu

Ihe Bucs Men's golf squad after winning the NWC Fall Classic.
Lead bycoach Scott Kramer (Left), the Bucs look to make the
second half push to become the 2018-2019 NWC Champs.

Senior Ryan Brown hits a tee shot this fall during the Bucs'
first half of the season. Brown, along with seniors Derrick
Phelps, Elijiah Pittser, and Preston Roth have taken the reins
with the goal of bringing the conference championship for
the first time since 2016.

Photos courtesy of whitworthpirates.com

Whitworth Track and Field team overcomes travel troubles, Mcgill wins big
Nicole Oh
Staff Writer
Iiidoor Track and Field National
Championships kicked off Friday, March 9.
This years championship meet took place in
Boston, MA. Representing Whitworth was senior
decathlete NickMcGill. This event took place over
two days. After the first day, McGill sat in seventh
place after successful performances in the shot
put and high jump. In addition, he competed in
60 meter dash and the long jump.
On Saturday morning, the first event up
for McGill was the 60 meter hurdles, where he
sprinted to 11th place. Following that he jumped
to a personal best in the pole vault with a height
of 12'11.5." Ihefinal event of the day was the1,000
meter run with the winning time being 2:26.81. At
the end of the meet McGill finished in 9th place
overall out of 19 competitors in the heptathlon,
with a total of 4,900 points, which is also a new
school record.
"Our coaches do a great job of having us
ready for competition. Following their protocols,
mentally recognizing that travel can be an issue,
and intentionally counteracting that is important
to me. Ihe opportunity to practice at the facilities
prior to meet days helps immensely with mental
prep," McGill said.
This weekend marked McGill's fourth and
final indoor national meet. He has attended the
national championship every year of his career.

Reflecting on that experience, "Ihis weekend was
a big opportunity to represent our track and field
team, as well as Whitworth. It meant a lot for me
to be blessed with the opportunity to represent on

Pirate Profile
Nick Mcgill, 20'

a national stage," McGill said.
Next up for McGill will be making the transition
from indoor to outdoor track. "I look forward to
getting back home to Spokane to resume training
with my teammates and preparing for the
conference championships," he said.
Looking ahead, the men and women track and
field teams will host the Buc's Scoring invitational
on Saturday, March 16. Ihe first event will begin at
10 am at Ihe Pine Bowl.

Contact Nicole oh at
noh21@my. whitworth.edu

SPOTLIGHT
Name: Ethan RSendoza-Rena
Class: Junior
Majors: Sociology
^ Site: Spokane Police Dept.

Mcgill competed at Eastmont
High school in Wenatchee. He
is currently pursuing a degree
in Applied Physics while
competing.

Senior Kameha Medallada competes in
the 4x100 relay. Kameha competed at
King Kekaulike High School in Makawao,
Hawaii. Kameha draws motivation from
Olympic gold medalist Allyson Felix.
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"The most valuable thing I
gained from this internship
was the ability to see deviance
in the community and real
time applications of the steps
used to fight & deter crime, in
additionto seeing the mindsets
of contain individuals and the
implications of their actions.
This internship definitely got
me excited to attend the police
academy and become fully
integrated into die police life
following graduation!"

,.nj throws the shot put at the Puget Sound invitational. Jamie has
and
added . b,g nan,. ,h. P,e„e women's
I

f

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?
Visit us In the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy m
Handshake!
whftworth.ptrtondshake.com

—7 tnoetes in the high jump portion of the Heptathlon (above) and the long
Nick Mcgill corny
jump (right)
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of
KirkHirota | Photographer

A Japanese student and a Whitworth student converse during the Annual Japan
Study Tour Dodgeball Tournament.
JakeYeager | Photo Editor

Hll
One team of students in the middle of a match at the Annual Japan Study Tour Dodgeball
Tournament.
Jake Yeager | Photo Editor

Japenese student ready to throw a ball at the Annual Japan Study Tour
Dodgeball Tournament.
Jake Yeager | Photo Editor

Marguerite Ainsworth and Connor Hughes acting out their scene in Whitworth's theatre
production of "Almost, Maine."
KirkHirota | Photographer

Bridget Fouquette and Journey Donovan play out a scene from the Whitworth theatre production of "Almost,
Maine.
Lauren Sfeir | Staff Photographer
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Special Edition What Does it Mean to live a Realty life?
Generation
Action seeks
increased sex-ed
for students

In this issue, the
Whitworthian
aims to tackle the
question, "What
is a healthy life?"
and delves into
the many diverse
interpretations of
"health," as well
as how Whitworth
and its community
seek to embodying
healthy living.

Mikayla Davis

Staff Writer
The president of the Generation
Action club, senior Jordan
Coleman, is seeking to introduce
a new component to freshmen's
experience at Whitworth: sexual
education. Coleman and the club
originally set out to bring a health
and sex-centered segment to the
freshmen orientation weekend.
In recent months, however, they
have sought a different avenue for
integration.
"In August of 2018," Coleman
said, "I proposed to Rhosetta
[Rhodes] that we have a sexual
education course at orientation
for all new students and freshmen
that would be like 30 minutes, and
it would pair with the consent
program that we have when we
come to Whitworth."

Freshman Mikaela Massie said she
supported the proposal.
"I think that could be really good,"
she said, "especially if it was an in depth
course and not just abstinence only."
Massie and her peer, freshman
Noah Thompson, said they both have
had sexual education courses in their
elementary, middle and high schools.
"It wasn't comprehensive," Thompson
said.
According to freshman Alexander
Hoffman, though, his public school
classes were sufficient.
"For me, that was good enough,"
Hoffman said, "but I guess for some
people [the course] could be helpful.
Everyone's experience is different."
Given that the club is proposing the
course as a part of GE 125, Hoffman said,
"I could see it in GE 125, because the
class is setting you up for college."
Coleman expressed how having a
sex-ed opportunity could reflect what it
means to live healthily.
"Having a healthy lifestyle through
the club," Coleman said, "is just having
the space and opportunity to share this
information."
Senior Kolbie Langill said that
the course's information
would influence her
stance on the club's ^
proposal.

If we are saying that
we're giving the highest
education, we should
be providing this kind
of information to our
students.'
JORDAN COLEMAN

Senior

According to Coleman, the
proposal was denied by Vice
President of Student Life Rhosetta
Rhodes due to time restrictions
and the many activities already
scheduled during orientation.
After another meeting between
Coleman and Rhodes, it was
decided that freshman orientation
might not be the right placement
for a sexual education opportunity.
From here, Coleman and the club
turned to another facet of freshman
life: GE 125.
"Now I'm working with
Rhosetta [Rhodes] and the GE
coordinators to have one session
for each GE class to have a sex-ed
basic knowledge course," Coleman
said.
The club is currently working
with Robin Pickering, an associate
professor of health science and
a certified sexual education
<c
instructor. Pickering would be
Everyone already knows
the one attending and providing a
sexual education course to all GE
what sex is..
classes, including GE 330.
With more meetings to come,
KOLBE LANGILL
nothing has been set in stone
Senior
regarding the club's proposal.
Other ideas for a sexual
education course for freshman
have been explored by the club
as well. Few, though, would
accomplish what Generation
Action seeks to achieve.
"It's hard when events are
voluntary because the students
that we want to address won't
come," Coleman explained. "The
reason that we're going through GE
is so something can be set in place
where all students will receive it at
some point."
According
to
Coleman,
Generation Action's focus is on
For further information, contact
inclusive and comprehensive
healthcare. As such, the mandatory Generation Action or Jordan Coleman
aspect to sexual education is at jcoleman20@my.whitworth.edu.
important in order to provide that
kind of informative experience.
"If we are saying that we're
giving the highest education,"
Coleman said, "we should be
providing this kind of information
Contact Mikayla Davis at
to our students."
mikayladavisl 9@my. whitworth.edu
PLEASE
RECYCLE
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"It depends on what material they
are going to cover," she said, "because,
if we are talking sexual education that is
taught in the public school setting, those
that come from it already have it. I think
at this age," she continued, "there should
be more education on sexual assault and
harassment, because everyone already
knows what sex is."
Langill suggested that students learn
more about the precautions of having
sex and thesexual harassment side of the
conversation.
As conversations continue, Coleman
believes that the provision of a sex-ed
opportunity is an important method of
addressing what it means to take care of
one's body, both in a purely health-based
way and sexually as well.

News covers a
push for campuswide
sex-ed,
a new athletic
trainers
club,
and Whitworth's
new partnership
with Rockwood
Retirement.

National
athletic
training honor
society forms on
Annika Bjornson
campus
Staff Writer
A new club other will have a lot more mentorship
has recently joined for people who are wanting to
the ranks after ASWU become athletic trainers or who
approved it to be chartered are trying to figure out their path...
in March: the Iota Tau Alpha We want...our pre-athletic training
Athletic Training Honor Society students to feel like they have a place
Club. Though there is already an on our university and to be able to
Athletic Training Club on campus, help promote a healthy lifestyle on
this new group will have a national campus and in the community."
affiliation with the National Athletic
For those who are less familiar
Trainers' Association (NATA), once with the work of athletic trainers,
their application for a national Fermin said, "AT is a health care
charter is approved. As
profession where we
Whitworth's athletic
primarily deal with
I thought that individuals who are
training (AT) program
moves from being a
people after me active and we are there
bachelor's degree to
for injury prevention,
a master's degree, the
if
would love that rehabilitation
top highest-achieving
someone does get
experience too, injured, as well as
individuals will be
invited into the club
educational purposes."
and you just
Athletic trainers mostly
for further educational
work with athletes,
opportunities. Assistant
have to start
but are also present in
Professor
Smokey
other sectors within
Fermin will serve as
somewhere.
the general population.
advisor of both Iota Tau
This includes industrial
Alpha and AT Club, and
TIMARY MILLER
settings, like Boeing
senior Timary Miller
Senior
will serve as president
athletic trainers onsite,
this year.
or in the performing arts
According to the Iota Tau Alpha for the actors.
Though she will graduate this
constitution, their purpose is "the
promotion and encouragement spring, Timary Miller was interested
of scholarly activity in athletic in getting the club started with
training and the recognition of Fermin so that she could help future
outstanding achievement among members of the AT program get
students enrolled in athletic training access to NATA resources.
"Hearing about it from Smokey
programs." Students who have been
in the AT program for at least three and hearing more of the purpose,"
semesters, and who have maintained she said, "I thought that would
a position in the top 36% of their be such a great experience if we
cohort, will be invited into Iota Tau had had that for my four years for
educational development and
Alpha for no fee.
There will remain a distinction scholarly attainment...So, I thought
between AT Club and Iota Tau Alpha that people after me would love that
in how they operate and function on experience too, and you just have to
campus. Fermin, who will remain start somewhere."
Next year, Miller will take her
advisor of both clubs, explained the
skills to a high school position in the
main differences.
"One is going to promote more of Tri-Cities area.
the educational side of the athletic
training, which would be the Iota Tau
Alpha portion," Fermin said, "and the continued on pg. 2

In the Opinions
section you will
find writers sharing
their own personal
experiences with
mental health and
the different ways
it can be handled.
You'll also find
one writer's take
on the "ring by
spring" culture at
Whitworth
and
how that affects the
health of the larger
community.

In Arts & Culture,
students
share
recipes from their
culture, while Izzy
talks about self
motivation
and
eating healthy and
Daniel
reviews
"The Great British
Bake Off."

In Sports: students
in unique situations
as collegiate athletes
with no scholarships
for their efforts, and
a look at how hard
work and a rigorous
training regimen
lead to successful
seasons.
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ABOUT OS
VOLUME 109, ISSUE 07
Ihe Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. Ihe Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.

OUR MISSION
Ihe Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of Ihe Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. Ihe college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in Ihe Whitworthian are those of
! the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the ,
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU]
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. Ihe Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of Ihe Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.

PUBLIC FORUM
Ihe Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
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CORRECTIONS

An architectural rendering of the new Rockwood at Whitworth Retirement Community, as viewed from Hawthorne Road. The first of three phases in this multi mil
lion dollar project will being in fall 2019.

If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.

Changes coming for Rockwood

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

Partnership with Whitworth, name change, renovation aim
to promote healthy opportunities for students and seniors.

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.news

Rachel Ayres |Staff Writer
QUESTIONS?
ephillips 19@my.whitworth.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephillipsl9@my.whitwofei.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
ff Y ff /
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Whitworth;s campus will soon include a
greater diversity of age than ever before. While
Division Street will continue to physically
separate Whitworth from Rockwood
Retirement Community on Hawthorne, a
recent {•partnership
the two
entities
m
. between
" l
rJ'>rrs>
»rrr»r*i
rx
|
Mfjll he%ompensating for that.
In recentyears, Whitworth andRockwood
have discussed the collaboration in order
to promote intergenerational learning and
overall health.
President Beck Taylor is pleased to be
following a trend he says is increasingly
common, one where universities are
partnering with retirement homes.
"The reason why universities are excited
about retirement facilities is because there
is great value in intergenerational learning.
One of the wonderful things about a college
campus is that there is a lot of young people,
and you have that energy and that excitement.
But, there is great wisdom when people who
have a little more life experience can come
alongside and mentor and pour their lives
into students," Taylor said.
Whitworth is the first university to in the
Spokane area toforge such an alliance, having
signed a "memorandum of understanding"
with Rockwood.

Photo Editor
Jake Yeager

Advertising Managers

(We

have no legal connection

Cara Lagge
Mikah Loomis

or any kind of financial

Multimedia Specialist

agreement...it is just a

Abbie Hopkins

Adviser
Joanna Miller

Photo Adviser
Kirk Hirota

collaboration and a very high
level set of objectives that we
will try to work together for.
LARRY PROBUS

Vice President of Finance &
Administration
Printed by
The Wenatchee World

The Whitworthian

Larry Probus, Vice President of Finance
and Administration, said that this legal
document allows Rockwood to use the name
"Whitworth."
"We have no legal connection or any kind
of financial agreement between them, it is
just a collaboration and a very high level set
of objectives that we will try to work together
for," Probus said.
/
Along with Rockwood on Hawthorne
changing its name to Rockwood at Whitworth,
Whitworth alumni will receive advertising
and deals from the retirement community.

Taylor believes that this will be attractive to
alumni.
"One of the great benefits of the Rockwood at
Whitworth facility is that Whitworthians who are
of retirement age can relocate back to campus.
And in my travels, as I talk to older Whitworth
alu]^|p}? many of them dream about getting back
n tp ^feane, getting, pJp^p jtiCbpawapws and being
connected in those ways," Taylor said.
Also, many new opportunities and ideas
have been presented with this intergenerational
collaboration.
"Certainly, the lives are enriched for the
older residents who are engaged with activities
at the university," Probus said. "And, the student
population is enriched byeither serving or being
in contact with other generations."
cc

more fruitful life, a more creative life and I know
that our students will benefit from their presence
as well," Taylor said.
cc

I hope that because of

Whitworth University,
Rockwood resident's can Kave a
healthier life, a more fruitful life,
a more creative life and I know
that our students will benefit
from their presence as well.
BECK TAYLOR

University President

We are trying to adapt to

the changing times and offer
a product that today s senior

Rockwood Retirement Communities is in
the planning stages of completely renovating
their Hawthorne location. Starting this coming
would really find attractive.
fall, the first of three phases of the multi-million
EOWYN SALLIS
dollar project will commence.
"We are trying to adapt to the changing times
Director of Marketing for Rockwood
and offer a product that today's senior would
Retirement Communities
really find attractive," Sallis said.
Not only are preferences changing, but
Whitworth students will likely have there are more people in the market to live in
opportunities to serve residents with music, retirement communities.
According to the Pew Research Center, from
art and ministry. Also, Taylor suggested that
Whitworth's growing Health Science department 2011 to 2030,10,000 people in the U.S. will turn
65 every day.
will be able to utilize this partnership.
"People are aging in greater and greater
"The Rockwood at Whitworth location can
serve as a clinical site for many of our students numbers," Sallis said. "There is a great need and
who are studying occupational therapy, physical with great need comes great opportunity."
Sallis encourages students to consider the
therapy or gerontology. And it just creates a very
booming retirement industry as they look for
close and convenient place to serve," he said.
Rockwood residents will benefit from this careers.
"It is a fun population to work with because
partnership with opportunities to engage in the
community, such as access to plays, speakers you are working with people that are interesting
and have done interesting things in their lives
and events.
Eowyn Sallis, Director of Marketing for and you are helping them to create the best years
Rockwood Retirement Communities, spoke of their life really," Sallis said.
of residents becoming regular attendees of
Rockwood's new facility will not only be able
sporting events.
to cater better to the retired population, it will
"We also talked about having an athletic fan also change the whole neighborhood.
club where residents would have special hats or
"I think this is going to be a very nice addition
special sweatshirts and they could come and be to the neighborhood that will improve the 'front
in a special area and root on the different sports door,' where most people come into Whitworth,"
Probus said.
teams," she said.
Students are encouraged check out
Overall, both Rockwood and Whitworth
believe that the multiple possibilities to expand the progress on the new facility and get
intergenerational programing will lead to health involved with the Whitworth and Rockwood
benefits for retired residents as well as students. partnership by visiting Rockwood.
"I hope that because of Whitworth University,
Rockwood residents can have a healthier life, a Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my. whitworth.edu
yy
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"Athletic Training" cont. from pg. 1

Produce online and print
content on topics that
interest you!
Meetings 6:00 p.m. ABC

Iota Tau Alpha hopes to promote healthy
lifestyles on campus for athletes as well as
other active people.
"Whitworth has such an athletic
community," Miller said, noting the
abundance of athletes, from rock climbers
to runners.

TheWhitworthian. news

Fermin also explained how the club might
provide external resources to the wider
campus community.

I

"Event-wise, what we have proposed in terms
of budgeting is to try to get some guest speakers
in on campus to talk," Fermin said.
They are hoping to host sessions regarding
health care, as well as to work with people in the
health field to help them find their career path,
"host some sessions regarding health care, [and]
either helping individuals figure out what they
Fermin and Miler both discussed the
possibility of going off-campus to schools and
educating them on the work of athletic trainers
and how they help the broader community.

I

t

4

Iota Tau Alpha is still awaiting the official
response from the national association, but once
they do, Whitworth can expect tosee some future
educational opportunities to learn more about
athletic trainingand how it contributes to overall
healthy lifestyles.

Contact Annicka Bjornson at
abjornson22@my.whitworth.edu
4
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Problems with "pill shaming
Danielle Johnson
Columnist
"Pill shaming:" what occurs
when "someone expresses negative
opinions or disdain when you tell
them you're using medication to treat
a mental health issue," according to
Healthline.com.
We all know that there's already
a huge stigma around mental health
disorders such as anxiety, depression
and bipolar disorder. But recently,
society has been working hard to
break that stigma. The stigma that
being diagnosed with a mental
disorder makes a person "crazy,"
"abnormal," "weird." That stigma
is now being criticized by people
everywhere who are affected by
mental disorders, but now there's
a new problem: the problem with
people shaming others who take
medicine to help their problems and
to help them live better lives.
When I first moved to Whitworth
this past September, the transition
hit me so hard that I struggled more
than I ever have with being mentally
and emotionally stable. I got so
much helpful advice from the people
closest to me, suggesting I first try
counseling, which I did. Many people
are advised to go to counseling when
they first have symptoms of some
sort of mental disorder, especially
any kind of anxiety or depression,
and it definitely helps. After
attending counseling for a few weeks,

my counselor suggested that I think
about going on some sort of anxiety
medicine, and immediately my mind
told me "no way, you don't need
that." Because that's what society
often' leads people to believe: if you
have a mental disorder that affects
your life every single day and doesn't
go away, you don't need medicine.
Just keep going to counseling.
Don't get me wrong: counseling

"Many people don't
understand the level
of emotional work
that truly does go
into making a mental
disorder better."

is a great help. It helped me figure
out the path I wanted to take for my
newfound anxiety, and it gave me
somebody to give me reassurance
when I needed it. But I hate that my
mind immediately went to thinking
that I didn't need to take anxiety
medicine because I can handle it
myself - even though I was told by
multiple doctors and people that
anxiety is often something that
is at least partially caused by the
hormones in your body. It's literally

67% of students say they feel at
least a little bit of pressure to
get married.

There is a correlation between
students who go to church
frequently and the amount of
pressure they feel to marry.

Women feel more pressure to get
married than men.

Contact Danielle Johnson at
djohnson22@my.whitworth.edu

The key to addressing Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
is found within what 'disorder' implies in this specific
context.
In the traditional sense of the word, 'disorder' denotes
Many adults, when they find out about my Obsessive something being out of its traditional order, often in
Compulsive Disorder (OCD), recommend I watch Rain a state of confusion. When it comes to OCD, 'disorder'
Man, A Beautiful Mind, the Accountant, or a specific holds a much more severe connotation. It is usually
TED Talk they watched. Even more adults are too assumed to dramatically inhibit the lives of the afflicted
uncomfortable to say anything beyond "Oh. Well that always in a seemingly never-ending cycle of misfortune.
sucks."
The general public has made a bad habit out of
A majority of the time, they're right. It does suck. assuming what it is like to live with OCD. Definitions, such
The assumption that it's my rituals and ticks that suck; as "conditions that affect your thinking, feeling, mood,
however, is wrong. My ticks and rituals are the bread and and behavior" as defined by the United States Library of
butter of my very existence and without them life would Medicine, don't imply sorrow and suffering. Instead, they
suck 100 percent of the time.
suggest that the way those with this particular 'disorder'
What people don't realize sucks about OCD is the think and act is simply different.
"obsession" the endless panic, the constant thoughts that
The mind of a person with OCD is different than
penetrate my brain fast are like bullets ricocheting off my the average brain, there's no getting around that. The
brain.
difference, however, isn't always bad. It is just different.
The compulsions are the only things that make it
The reason that people like myself struggle in our day
go away. I do not regret the hair pulling or the skin to day lives is because the society that we exist in every
picking. Repetitive acts that for
day isn't quite sure what to do
cc
years have been considered
with us. It is because American
The general public has made a culture isn't equipped to adapt
the only part of OCD that is
worth analyzing when it's the
to the nature of compulsions
emotions that drive those bad habit out of assuming what it that the term 'disorder' takes on
actions that we should be
is like to live with OCD."
a connotation associated with
focusing on.
struggle.
The average person' does
It has never been easy to have
not know how to respond to a person with OCD and a brain that is so clearly different that the brain of those
their needs, which means that our culture is not able to around me. My whole life has been a struggle to hide my
respond to this either.
compulsions and go about life pretending to have an
Making things easier for people with OCD doesn't 'ordered' brain.
mean helping us get rid of our OCD and all the little
I lost a lot of time to trying to hide the physical signs
things that tag along for the ride. It means creating a safe of my OCD that it made my day to day life way more
environment for people to have OCD.
complicated than it had to be.
The National Mental Health Institute (NMHI) clarifies
Changing the way we talk about OCD will lead to a
that, while very little is known about its effects on the society more equipped to handle individuals with OCD,
brain, what we do know offers some explanation to why which is a positive step away from trying to "fix" what
OCD is so life-orienting.
can't be changed.
The NMHI states in a report on mental illness and the
Only by taking steps toward starting these
brain that "Imaging studies have shown differences in conversations can more be known about the disorder,
the frontal cortex and subcortical structures of the brain allowing for experts to take more comprehensive action
in patients with OCD...There appears to be a connection to be taken to help OCD individuals live a liberating life.
between the OCD symptoms and abnormalities in
Before any of that can happen, the general public has
certain areas of the brain."
to realize that there is nothing wrong with thinking out
The abnormal brain patterns of people with OCD of order.
shows that the symptoms of OCD are something that
can't simply be fixed. Research shows that ticks and
rituals are more than just synapses firing incorrectly, it's
a much bigger disorder that reshapes an entire part of the Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
brain.
sdetassigny22@my.whitworth.edu
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Solenne de Tassigny
StaffWriter

HEALTH SERVICES OFFERED
AT WHITWORTH
- Women's & men's exams
- STI testing & contraception
Whitworth University City Cab/Health Ride Program
- Mental health counseling

Schumacher
in
Hall on
Whitworth's
campus
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something that sometimes, you
can't only fix through counseling or
a change in mindset: it's a hormonal
imbalance that only medicine may
truly be able to fix.
But people are shamed for doing
that. Shamed for taking medicine to
help them get back to living a better
life. Looked down upon because they
decide to rely on medication to help
their body "instead of working hard
at it themselves." This is something
that needs to be changed. Many
people don't understand the level
of emotional work that truly does
go into making a mental disorder
better: it's not like I decided to rely
on medication immediately for my
anxiety. No, I went to counseling (and
still did even when I had started my
medication), I worked on personal
strategies to help myself get better
and I pushed through as much as I
could on my own. I am so blessed to
have parents and loved ones who are
supportive of the use of medication
to help mental disorders, but I know
that not everybody has that.
Which is why "pill-shaming"
needs to disappear. Shaming people
only makes their mental disorder
worse than it already is, because
you're then making them feel
inferior or weak for having to rely on
medication; when, in reality, it might
be the step they need to take in order
to get better.

We need to change the way
we talk about OCD today

Located
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More information can
through Whitworth's website
by calling (509) 777-3259
Graphic by Abby Nye | Opinions Editor

Women may make as much as
$18,000 more per year if they
wait to marry until their 30s.

Source: https://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/277020.pdf
Graphic byAbby Nye| Opinions Editor

"Ring by spring
culture adds a
pressure to marry
prematurely
11
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Alanna Carlson
Columnist
If you sit in the Mind and Hearth cafe on campus at any given
hour and listen to the conversations going on around you, it's very
likely that you will hear at least one conversation about relationships,
marriage, and proposals. A culture of marriage and serious, longterm relationships in undergrad is prevalent at Whitworth. This
culture, often referred to "ring by spring" culture, manifests itself most
obviously in a ubiquitous feeling of outside pressure to be seriously
dating, searching for your mate and getting engaged and married
before graduating. This pressure is so ingrained in the culture of private
Christian colleges that many private Christian institutions actually use
the idea of finding one's mate as a recruiting tactic to get students to
attend their university.
This pressure is, in a word, asinine. The pervasive pressure to find
a life-partner during undergrad is creating a culture of unhealthy,
immature relationships. Many students stay in relationships that
should not last—and often get married prematurely—because of a
fear of being single in a community that so highly prizes long-term,
monogamous relationships. When we as a community push students
into a frantic race for marriage, we are setting them up for failure in
their romantic relationships, as well as in other areas of their lives.

"The pervasive pressure to find a life-partner
during undergrad is creating a culture of
unhealthy, immature relationships."
According to the United States Department of Labor, over 58 percent
of marriages that begin when individuals are between the ages of 15
and 22 end in divorce. That percentage drops to roughly 43 percent
after age 22, and continues to drop with age. The variation in divorce
statistics between religious and non-religious marriages is negligible.
What this means is that nearly three in every five marriages that start
during undergrad will likely end in divorce. These numbers should be a
clear indication that "ring by spring" culture can and does have lasting
negative effects on students.
Beyond the obvious negative effects of "ring by spring" culture on
students' romantic futures, it can also negatively affect students' ability
to focus on their classes and make the most of their time at Whitworth.
W/hen students become preoccupied with the pressure to be in and
stay in a romantic relationship, they can begin to devote less energy to
their studies. And while there is nothing wrong with being in a healthy
long-term relationship during undergrad, it becomes a problem when
the true reason for attending college—education and, presumably,
the furthering of one's career and life goals—is usurped in importance
by the need to find a mate before graduation. College is for learning,
not for finding a partner, and universities should be encouraging a
culture that values education for education's sake, not for the potential
romantic outcomes.

Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlson!7(a)my.whitworth.edu
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get out and about!

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
Event: Young Life Capernaum Talent Show

7 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage
Join us for Young Life Capernaum annual
show featuring singing; dancing and
art work.

1talent

Lecture: Out of Many; One

7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall RTT
Ali Noorani, executive director of the
National Immigration Forum, will be
speaking on why this is a critical time to
think thohgtfully about immigration.

THURSDAY, APRIL 18
Event: Pride Week Symposium

4 p.m.
Weyerhaueser Hall 111
The Pride Club is hosting an event of
fellowship, story sharing and celebration of
LGBTQ+ identities.
Dance: Pride Week Rainbow Prom

8 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (HUB) Crow's Nest
Rainbow Prom is a night of dance and
celebration for Whitworth's LGBTQ+ and
ally comunity.

Curd Rice

A recipefrom Chaitra Pendakur

FRIDAY, APRIL 19
Art: Luminous: Dale Chihuly Glass Exhibit

10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture

1 cup plain yogurt

Luminous explores the studio glass
movement that has found international
prominence in the Pacific Northwest.
Art: Into the Arctic

10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
This exhibit presents a body of artwork
from the Canadian Arctic, a remote and
untouched wilderness.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20
Art: The Inuit Art of Povungnituk

10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
est Museum of Arts and Culture
ait pieces encapsulate the history of
ffielniiit people.
Art: Unwanted Journeys Exhibit

10 a.m.
44 E. Hawthorne Rd.
North Spokane Library
An exhibit of poetry and personal narratives
by refugees who have been forced to flee
their countries because of persecution, war
or violence.

SUNDAY, APRIL 21
Art: April Guest Artists

Curd rice is a South Indian
dish that is served year round. It
is a unique dish because it can
be served casually or at special
occasions. Curd rice contains
yogurt and is often topped with
fresh pomegranate and chili.
"You can have it right in the
middle of thevillage for breakfast,
or at the fanciest of weddings as
one of the courses," said Chaitra
Pendakur, a sophomore. "It's the
classic that you always have."

Sometimes curd rice is used
to clear the palate, or served
after finishing a meal. It is up to
the individual to spice the dish
up, or just keep it plain. Curd rice
is often served cold, making it
the perfect dish for a hot day.
"When I was little and we
would introduce other people to
our culture, we would serve curd
rice as a baseline. If you can eat
this, you'll be good," Pendakur
said.

7-8 curry leaves
Start to finish: about 15 minutes
Servings: 2
Prepare rice at least 2 hours beforehand. Heat oil in small frying
pan. Add mustard seeds and cumin. When oil is sizzling, add black
gram and saute until it is golden brown. Add ginger, curry leaves and
halved red chili. Saute for one minute, then remove from heat and let
cool. Salt rice to taste, mashing a little as you stir, then add yogurt and
milk and mix well. Add sauteed mixture, carrot and coriander leaves
and mix. Serve.

10 a.m.
203 N. Washington St.
Pottery Place Plus
T. Kurtz and Sharon Ronning are this
month's guest artists, specializing in pastels
and textiles.

REVI

Games: Sunday FunDay at Riverfront

Sei

1 p.m.
507N. Howard St.
Riverfront Park

Daniel

Play a sidewalk game, board games or get
creative with crafts from Tomato Street
Downtown.

Staff W

MONDAY, APRIL 22
Art: Integration

10 a.m.
81 l'W. Garland Ave.
Spokane Art School
Jamie Nadherny is a multi-disciplinary artist
working primarily in sculpture, installation
and performance art.

ADVICE

RE L A T I O N S H I P S ,

SCHOOL, '^D EVERYTHING IN
SETWEEN

Art: Gonzaga University Art Exhibition

10 a.m.
200 E. DesmetAve.
Jundt Art Museum
The lundt will feature the work of full-time
Gonzaga art department faculty.

TUESDAY, APRIL 23
Art: Whitworth Senior Art Exhibit

10 a.m.
Lied Center for the Visual Arts
Bryan Oliver Gallery
The Whitworth University Art Department is
presenting a selection of works from art and
graphic design majors.
jcture: Brexit and the Crisis of Britishness
i.m.

eyerhaeuser Hall 111
>p Up Lectures feature faculty and staff
eaking on topics that emerge from
Eferent events. Dr. Sean Swan will speak on
e continually evolving process of Brexit.

It is so easy for me to get in a rut when it comes to
making food. I have lived off-campus the past two years
and there have been weeks on end where the only
thing I make is spaghetti. The inspiration that
some chef's recieve has never been gifted to
me. I sometimes find myself staring into
my fridge wondering what on earth I can
make with the ingredients in front of me.
I say all of this to let you know that I also
struggle to make creative and healthy
meals.
My housemate is the complete
opposite. She whips up homemade
garlic pita bread, vegan chili and
]
potato and chive pancakes (to nanle a
couple things she has made in the last
week). Cooking is one of her strengths.
Since living with her the past year, I have
observed a couple of her practices, like a
little fly on the wall.
My housemate uses ancient books of
cooking wisdom (recipe books) and Pinterest to
get inspired. Anytime she doesn't know what to make
for dinner, she cracks open her resources and looks to find

something new that stands out. It also
helps to have an adventurous
spirit when trying out
different recipes. Her
expectations are that
if the recipe doesn't
go well, at least she
experimented.
She is a modernday
cooking
scientist.
It
is so
easy to google
healthy recipes
and get some
inspiration. Try
it, write five down
and commit to
making two of them.
You will definitely
discover something new
and hopefully healthy!
Another practice that my
housemate does is always keeping

ow do

motivate myself
to healthy

i

abi+s?

•

I

<

ingredients stocked up. F^b sugar, olive oil, garlic, yeast,
etc. This allows her to adm her inspirations when she has
them. So many of us get ^"ed about making something
new and then lose our &e °nce we realize we don't have
eggs. We let laziness stop0111 ooking escapades.
Incorporating healthyifl'ods into meals can feel difficult
at first. The most practicing to do is invest in some
fresh fruits and vegetable ,y may be more costly than a
bag of chips, but they wili,I,ake you feel better in the shortterm and long-term. , n • r .
I find it best to spC.h1^ and vegetables into
everything you love. S<§** IJ^yebeen domg
of spinach to my morning
recently is
chonceitgets^d^
smoothie. I can
*dWGrffl up ^
tQ S£mdwiches
up. Add tomatoes ano^ your
^ ^PePPers and mushroo^ ^ ^ ^
^^
into some whole-whea|^nce ^^
begin to make a huge' . a m o f i d e a s ^ m o t i v a t e
tQ
Hopefully these s ,^|!
try new and healthy reClP
Happy cooking!

Send your queries to
whitartsandculture@8
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Start to finish: 1 hour and 35 minutes
Servings: 12
Dough Ingredients:
120 grams refined flour
VA teaspoon baking powder
y2 teaspoon salt water
Chili Sauce Ingredients:
25 grams garlic, peeled
6 grams whole dried red chiles
3 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon oil
Salt and sugar to taste
Chicken Filling Ingredients:
1 cup chicken, minced
V2 cup chopped onions
VA teaspoon ground black pepper
1 tablespoon oil
V2 teaspoon garlic paste
V2 teaspoon soy sauce
VA teaspoon vinegar
Salt to taste
Vegetable Filling ingredients:
1 cup cabbage/carrots, shredded
2 tablespoons onions, chopped
V2 teaspoon garlic, finely chopped
1 tablespoon oil
VA teaspoon vinegar
V2 teaspoon soy sauce
1 tablespoon corn flour
Salt and pepper to taste

lurt

Momos
A recipe from Novel Poudel
Momos are a Nepalese meat
dumpling that is made by the Newar
caste. The Nepalese people are
divided by the caste system, which
developed out of occupational
differences.
"Even though we are within
the same country, we have really
different ways of living," said Novel
Poudel, a Nepalese student who is
part of theifrahmin caste.4 The dish
represents how we have come to be
accepting of different cultures."
Although the steamed dish is
original to the Newar community, it
has become a common traditional
food in Nepal among all castes.
For Poudel, momos bring back
memories of high school boarding
school. Students were allowed
outside of the school every two
weeks, and there used to be a small,
popular momos stand outside.
"We used to stay there, waitingin
line and would always have momos

frying
black
JS and
nd let
rt and
eaves

every time we went out... we would
count: how many momos we could
eat. I never could eat a lot but some
people used to get from 20 to 50
momos," Poudel said.
U

FOR DUMPLINGS: In a
bowl, mix all the ingredients
for the chicken or vegetable
filling of your choice. Set
aside. Knead together the
flour, baking powder, and salt
water to form a firm dough,
cover and set aside for 30
minutes. Roll the dough into
very thin 4-5 inch rounds.
Place a ball of filling into the
center of each round, fold up
the edges, and twist to seal.
Steam dumplings for about
ten minutes and serve with
chili sauce.

FOR CHILI SAUCE: Soak
the dried chiles in water for
about 2 hours, chop, and
soak in vinegar for another
1-2 hours. Put all ingredients
in a blender and blend into a
smooth paste.

I never could eat a lot,

but some people used to
get from 20 to 50 momos.

»

NOVEL POUDEL
JUNIOR

Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21 @my.whitworth edu

SPOTLIGHT
REVIEWS: music, movies and more
Series: "The Great British Bake Off"

Name: Madison Tobin
Class: Senior
Majors: Communications
Site: KHQ

Daniel Giorello
Staff Writer
The majority of cooking shows catered towards
American audiences focus on highlighting an intensity
that mimics the atmosphere of a kitchen restaurant on
a packed night. There's a hectic pace that is reflected on
every chef's pursed lips and determined expressions.
Victory is a revelrous occasion that is made obvious by
the champion's visible relief and joy that he succeeded
against such impossible odds and loss is treated as the
death of one's career or met with a cold uncertainty about
their future as a culinarian. This has always been a staple
of cooking shows, especially those headlined on the
Food Network. But this same intensity can also give way
to exhaustion quickly, as the highs and lows of the show
come and go so quickly.
Enter "The Great British Bake Off',' an alternative
approach to what we understand and expect of cooking/
baking competitions, that encourages a more relaxed pace
and sportsmanship between each of the competitors. All
amateur bakers are reaching for the chance to be named
"Great Britain's best baker." Each season4 follows our
bakers over the course of ten weeks as they sequester in
a large white tent in the wilderness. All are encouraged to
show off their talents, but utilize their honed craft in ways
that they weren't expecting. This is fairly standard fare for
a competition like this one, so what separates this from ,
the multitude of similar shows also available on Netflix?
It sounds small, but the largest distinctions are
atmosphere and attitude. Bakers are given around three
hours to work on each challenge, engage in friendly
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banter between and during bakes and wholeheartedly
embrace their successes or losses with a refreshing
attitude of sportsmanship. Competitors don't indulge in
a cutthroat attitude and take equal responsibility for their
failings and their success. When a baker falls too short
too often and is asked to leave, they greet each of their
now-former competitors and judges with a warm hug
and express how thankful they Afere for the opportunity
and are encouraged by others to continue to pursue their
dream no matter what.
However, I did find that the pervasively cheery
atmosphere had a tendency to drag the show down after
a long enough period of viewing. The reason so many
American cooking shows follow that tried-and-true fastpaced formula is because its that much easier to hold
the viewer's interest when you can toss in elements of
suspense. As any of the judges will mention, the lack of
a key ingredient can hurt success in the long run, as an
attempt to binge-watch the show could be short-lived
thanks to the slow pace.
However, if you're in search of an alternative cooking
competition show that satisfies your sugar craving just in
time for Easter, look no further than "The Great British
Bake Off" It's a refreshingly positive approach to the
hectic pace of similar offerings and I'd give it a decent
7/10 pinecones and encourage any fan of this genre to try
this one out.

"I did
not expect the company
to have as much trust in
me and my capabilities for
such a valuable, hands-on
experience. One day multiple
reporters called in sick, so the
news director turned to me to
cover. I went to the location,
interviewed several people,
and edited a segment for the
10 o'clock news that evening.
I am excited for my future,
and I know this internship has
helped me prepare for it."

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?

w
w

Visit us in the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy on

Handshake!

w

Send your queries to Daniel Giorello at
dgiorello21 @my.whitworth.edu

whitworth. joinhandshake .com
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Upcoming Events

Division III athletes work to stay in
good physical and mental shape

Fri April 19
Vs. Linfied @ Merkel
Noon
Sat April 20
Vs. Linfield @ Merkel Field
11 a.m. & 2 p.m.

Friday April 19
Vs. Pacific @ Marks Field
Noon
Sat. April 20
Vs. Pacific @ Marks Field
Noon & 2:30 p.m.

The Bucs go over strategy before taking the field against Walla
Walla University this fall.

Henry Miller

Sports Editor

Whitworth Twilight Meet
@Whitworth Pinebowl
Thurs. April 18,2 p.m.

Sat March 16
Vs. Whitman @
Scottford Tennis Center
2 p.m.

Pirate athletes, as well as all athletes on
the Division III level, are in a unique position.
No scholarships are offered at the Division
III level so every athlete you see is out there
for the love of their sport and the thrill of
competition. At this level, Whitworth being
a perfect example, you can find schools
that offer challenging academics as well as
competitive, high-level athletic conferences.
Athletes at this level must balance the rigors
of course work with the constant grind to
stay in competition-level fitness. This brings
about many challenges when physical and
mental health are concerned.
lunior Karsyn Bryant, a high school
rowing coach and current athletic training
student, explained the challenges and
strategies of keeping a team in good physical
and mental shape.
"We build relationships with them, so I
know when something is going on in their
life. I know what they're like as a stable
person so I can recognize personality
changes," said Bryant.
Pre-season conditioning is always
important for athletes to be in the shape
they need to bein to compete. The goal of most
teams is to be in "mid-season form" as soon
as possible. For the rowing team that Bryant
coaches, their conditioning regimen is yearround.
"We don't have an offseason. We start in
September and don't stop until May, with
summer training while competition has

stopped," Bryant said.
Rowing is unique in that most injuries are
just from the rigors of training rather than a
violent collision often seen in football and
basketball.
"Lower backinjuries are very common with
the posture you have rowing; poor technique
is what usuallyleads to injuries. Most athletes
are able to just work through the pain they get
injured in competition," Bryant said.

"We build relationships
with them, so I know when
something is going on in
their life. I know what they're
like as a stable person, so I
can recognize personality
changes.
KARSYN BRYANT

Junior Athletic Training student

so finding grit and working together is huge,"
Sophomore Midfielder Azzam Azzam said.
"In the offseason we try to do things together
to build better relationships with each other."
Soccer is one of the most physically taxing
sports that the Bucs compete in so offseason
conditioning is critical for a great season.
"We hit the weight room three times a week.
We want to make sure we build muscle and
get stronger to avoid soft tissue injuries. We
also use a lot of quick, ladder-type exercises
along with resistance bands to keep us quick,"
Azzam said.
Whitworth athletes are constantly
working to improve on themselves and the
relationships they have with their teammates.
The passion found in these athletes at this
level is unmatched. They are some of the
hardest workers on campus and bear a lot
of responsibility over the time they spend in
college.

Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth.edu

Whitworth mens soccer relieson a mentally
strong team to compete in their challenging
conference. With complex offensive and
defensive schemes, communication and
strong relationships with teammates is crucial
for a successful season.
"A lot of the teams we play rely on
athleticism and sticking together defensively.
We are more of a possession-oriented team,

Fri April 19
Vs. PLU @ Scottford Tennis Center
10 a.m.
Sat. April 20
Vs. Whitman @ Walla Walla
12 noon

Azzam dribbles through Walla Walla University defenders.

Sophomore Danny Alvarez puts the moves on a PLU defender

Photos courtesy of Lisa Van Hulzen

Thu April 18
Vs. Pacific @ Whitworth Pine Bowl
4 p.m.

Spring thaw
9:30 a.m.
April 19, 20
Pendelton, Ore.
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Corrections to March 13 article
"Whitworth Track and Field
team overcomes travel troubles,
Mcgill wins big."

Injuries =5

Endurances

Maintenance

Vs. Whitman
@ Walla Walla
TBD

Graphic by Henry Miller

-Image of hign jumper captioned
as Nick Mcgill is Lucas McGill.
-Heptathlon is an Indoor event. The
men competed in the decathalon
which was outdoors. Event listed
in article was heptathalon.
-Heptathalon does not include
high jump and long jump. Pictures
of these events were included.
-Mcgill has competed in four
national meets. Article stated he
had competed in one every year of
his college career.
-Mcgill is a Junior, was listed as a
senior.
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Bucs freshman Bethards uses close relationships
with teammates to foster good mental health
Nicole Oh
Staff Writer
The Whitworth Women's Tennis team
traveled to Tacoma, WA to compete
against the University of Puget Sound,
a Northwest Conference team, Saturday
April 13. After falling to the Loggers with
an overall score of 7-2, the team continued
their trip with an exhibition match at
Bellevue College on Sunday, April 14th.
Grace Bethards is one of threefreshman
on the team who have been playing tennis
since the second grade, a total of 11years
in the sport." Highlights from Bethards
season include pairing with sophomore
Avery Lieningfor an 8-4 win at #2 doubles
in early March as well as being a part of
three women's double teams that swept
the first Northwest Conference play of the
season against Pacific.
"Although tennis is a spring sport, the
majority of the team plays year round
consistently staying in shape. There is also
a fitness class that the team takes in both
the fall and spring, in addition to workouts
during the summer," Bethards said.
Bethards has experienced alot on
the court, making the transition from
high school student to college student
athlete, and along the way has learned
the importance of mental health.
"Without a healthy mental state,
everything else begins to fall apart. It
makes it challenging to stay confident on
the court and in the classroom," she said.
In order to balance school, exams,
maintaining relationships, and the*
frustrations that come with the sport,

such as injuries, Bethards emphasized
the importance of having a person to go
to that serves as an"outlet.
"When I am frustrated or stressed, I try
and take a break from school work and
studying and talk with someone so that it
1

Contact Nicole oh at
noh21@my.whitworth.edu

Pirate Profile
Grace Bethards, 22'

Bethards serves against Pacific on
March 9.
After a challenging day in the
classroom, being surrounded by
teammates and getting to play tennis is a
major stress reliever and an opportunity
to get any frustrations out so she can focus
later.
Looking ahead, this year's Northwest
Conference tournament will be held at
the end of this month, on April 27 and 28.

Bethards played high
school tennis for Mercer
Island before her career
at Whitworth began. Her
efforts in singles and doubles
have lead the Bucs to 4-2
conference record.

The team gets a pre-game pep talk from captains Avery
Leining (Sophomore) and Emma Jo Wiley (Senior)
Photos courtesy ofwhitworthpirates.com

Pirate Baseball uses
healthy routine to keep
up dominance
sure we're getting food that is adequate
fuel for their bodies," said Perry. "We don't
want to be on the road every week stopping
at McDonald's and crushing Big Mac's and
Being a college athlete requires dedication,
expect them to play all day."
time, and hard work at a constant rate.JButfor
Athletes continually put their bodies on
the Whitworth baseball team, living a healthy the line for their team and school. Whitworth
lifestyle is their biggest key to success.
has seen their fair share of injuries. The
The Whitworth baseball program can impact is different for every player, but for
feel like a full-time job. They face morning Senior Connor Johnson, a healthy routine
workouts before 7 a.m., three hour practices has helped him grow in many ways.
everyday, or ten road trips across the country
"I came off a labrum tear less than a year
during the season, all while balancing the life ago and one thing really important to me was
of a student and keeping good grades. Living rehabilitation," Johnson said. "The grind of
healthy is the team's best friend.
getting back into the gym was difficult without
Head Coach C.J. Perry discussed the using my shoulder for a couple of months. I
different aspects of living healthy.
started from ground one and moved back
"Health can encompass many different to where I was it's a huge improvement and
things like physical, mental, and emotional
something I'm proud
health," he said. "The
of."
student athlete model
These stories
The
student
athlete
model
is that they can get rest
may have come
is that they can get rest and
and experience without
from Pirate baseball
feeling burnout in
players, but the key
experience without feeling
sports."
to their success can
burnt out in sports.
Staying active is highly
be found in a routine
encouraged for any
suitable for yourself.
C.J. PERRY
student or athlete, but
"Sleep and find
Head Coach
monitoring workloads
an outlet you enjoy
becomes difficult with
doing exercise wise,"
such a busy schedule.
Perry said. "The
For sophomore pitcher Brett Thomas, sleep mental retreat that exercise can give is unlike
is vital.
anything else. Finding that outlet can refresh
"Most nights I'll call it quits on homework you mentally is just as important."
and prioritize my sleep with a bare minimum
The Pirates finish off the regular season
of six hours," said Thomas. "If I wake up feeling with a three game home-stand against
groggy from not getting enough sleep and not Linfield this weekend.
eating right then I won't be as mentally sharp
in the classroom which will make my grades
suffer, and I might be short with people and Contact Luke Schwartz at
rude."
lschwartz22@my.whitworth.edu
Starting the day off right after asound eight
hours of sleep is beneficial, but that s only
part of the solution. Eating healthier is the
next step. Understanding what to consume
throughout the day is extremely important.
Coach Perry talked about the mindset on
what his players should be eating.
"Any chance we get we want to make

Luke Schwartz
Sports Writer

Matthew young deals to Puget Sound. Whitworth swept the Loggers behind Young's start.
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THE BUC
DOESN'T
HAVE TO
STOP.
Thinking about grad school?
Don't leave Whitworth.

Senior infielder Spencer Locati targets an incoming pitch.
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Candidates at the ASWU executive candidate debate take panel questions from the crowd.
Robby Bounkanha |Staff Photographer

Student tries to hit pinata at H.O.L.A. clubs's event Ven Bailalo.

Student draws a Henna design on another student's hand during Henna Night.
Marie Curtis | Staff Photographer
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Registration Special
For K-6 Elementary

$50 OFF
FULL YEAR*

$25 OFF
SUMMER ONLY*

Call 509.466.2695 or email offlce@northwallschools.com.
Mention this ad to get started! 'Annual fees still apply.
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NURTURING EXCELLENCE SINCE 1981

NorthW.illSchools.com | 9408 N Wall Street
Kaylie Lowery waiting at third base against Lewis & Clark Softball team.
Ethan Mermel | Staff Photographer
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Bookstore
management
under
consideration
Mikayla Davis| Staff Writer

Tim Herron poses for a photo with his wife, Anna, and children Katie and Daniel. The former high school teacher turned CEO who founded
The Act Six Leadership and Scholarship Initiative will receive an honorary doctorate at Whitworth's commencement ceremony on May 19.

Act Six founder Tim Herron to
receive honorary doctorate
Rachel Ayres|Staff Writer
It all began in a garage.
From its humble roots in a Tacoma
neighborhood, The Act Six Leadership &
Scholarship Initiative has grown to help bring
underrepresented students to 16 colleges and
universities throughout the country.
Now its founder, Tim Herron, will be
recognized for his work. At Whitworth's 129th
undergraduate commencement ceremony on
Sunday, May 19, Herron will be presented an

honorary doctorate degree.
Herron's passion to help underrepresented
students get to college and thrive began in his
neighborhood.
"We turned the garage behind our house in
the Hilltop neighborhood of Tacoma into an
after school tutoring program that we called
the 7th Street Learning Center. The first four
cadres of Act Six that headed to Whitworth
actually did their pre-college weekly training,"
Herron said.
Herron grew up in Spokane and then
attended the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma.
"Over the course of my college years, I just
fell deeply in love with the Hilltop community
of Tacoma. It is a place that has faced a lot of
challenges and struggles, but is a remarkably
beautiful and resilient place that has given us
tremendous life," Herron said.
As a teacher in Tacoma, Herron saw a need
to assist students in their journey to get to
college.
"Act Six actually started while I was still
a high school math teacher, teaching AP
Statistics, and was bringing groups of high
school students from Tacoma on college
tours, including one in Eastern Washington
that stopped at Whitworth," Herron said.
"Some of the first conversations that we had
about Act Six happened on campus with some
professors and administrators while I had a
bus load of Lincoln High School students with
me.
The first cadre of Act Six scholars, 11
students from Tacoma, started at Whitworth

as freshmen in 2003. •
"Since then, Act Six scholars have been
leaving a really profound leadership legacy at
the university," Herron said.
This unique leadership program selects
and trains student leaders from urban
communities. Act Six scholars are supported
financially so they can thrive and then return
to their communities as strong leaders who
advocate for change. Whitworth was the first
school to adopt this program.
Not only is Herron the Chief Executive
Officer of Act Six, he also is currently the
CEO of Degrees of Change, a program that he
founded in order to better support Act Six.
"[Degrees of Change] acts as the national
office for the Act Six program, but also runs
a suite of other programs that are focused on
helping underrepresented college students
succeed in college and return to their
communities as leaders," Herron said.
Marianne Hansen, Whitworth's former
Director of Admissions for 31 years, worked
closely with Act Six and Herron.
"He saw so many students that were
potentially very qualified to attend college,
but just didn't have the network to support
a desire to attend a college or university,"
Hansen said. "He felt very passionate about
starting a program that would allow students
to navigate the admissions and financial aid
process and allow them the opportunity to
receive a significant scholarship that would
lessen the worry regarding the funding of their
education."
Receiving an Honorary Doctorate from
Whitworth means a lot to Herron, whose
family has been associated with the university
for six generations.
"We have a long family history [at
Whitworth] and it holds a special place in
my heart after working really closely with the
university for the past 17 years. It really means
a lot to me and is a particularly special honor.
I am really grateful," Herron said.
Herron's son Daniel is the latest in the
family to be associated with Whitworth,
studying Political Science and Theology.

"This honor really encompasses all of the
time and effort and energy and passion that
[my father] has put into the program and into
the students that have come through it," he
said.
Alexis Nicholson has worked with Herron
as the Act Six Spokane Program Supervisor at
The YMCA of the Inland Northwest.
"Tim does transformational work that
allows him to recognize the potential students
have, so that we can support them as they
tap into their magic. He is very influential,
caring, humble, an absolute luminary,"
Nicholson said. " We have just selected our
seventeenth cadre of Act Six scholars who will
head to campus in the fall. Those 17 years of
partnership alone, make this such a special
occasion and really affirm the fact that Tim
deserves this honor."
Hansen, who is now the events coordinator
for Degrees of Change, spoke highly of
Herron's lasting legacy through Act Six and
other programs.
"He has nothing but service in his heart
and is such an amazing person," Hansen said.
"It is a very well-deserved honor and I am
delighted that Whitworth is recognizing him.
After the commencement ceremony,
Herron will be convening with a group of Act
Six scholars and alumni.
Hansen believes the fact that these students
want to come and support Herron through
this honor shows how he has influenced them.
"Many of the Act Six scholars are going
to come back for graduation to honor him
and support him through this well-deserved
honor. I think that will be a testament to the
impact that he has had on some of these
students' lives, to see all the students who
will travel to come support him in this honor,"
Hansen said.
To learn more about Act Six, visit
https://www.actsix.org/ or https://vimeo.
com/284637317.
Contact Rachel Ayres at
rayres22@my. whitworth.edu

Staff interviews reveal unseen side of Whitworth community
Annika Bjornson|Staff Writer

RobbyBounkanha| Staff Photographer

Whitworth employs hundreds of staff members, doing everything from completing
print jobs for event posters, to keeping the athletic fields in pristine condition. Staff
writer Annika Bjornson visited six different staff members who shared their stories
and how they work to make Whitworth a safe, open, organized and caring place.
Alexandra "Allie" Shook-Shoup, Program
Assistant for the English department
Allie Shook-Shoup and her husband moved
to Spokane from Wichita, Kansas in luly of 2018
so that he could start his master's degree at
Eastern Washington University. Shook-Shoup
knew she wanted to work in a small Christian
college similar to the one she had graduated
from in 2014, so when she found a job opening
as Whitworth's English department's program
assistant she felt fortunate to start working at a
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desk in Westminster within two months of her
move.«
Shook-Shoup's position requires involvement
in a variety of areas within the department.
She supports the Honors program, Women
and Gender Studies, the Film and Narrative
minor, Medieval and Modern Studies, the
Writing Composition Commons, Rock & Sling
and Script magazine.

From Cowles Auditorium to the
Fieldhouse, renovations are taking place
accross Whitworth's campus. Now the
University Bookstore is on deck to see both
internal and external changes.
"Our contract with Barnes and Noble
expires a year from now," said Larry
Probus, Vice President of Finance and
Administration. "We are making an
assessment whether we want to renew the
contract with Barnes and Noble or consider
other vendors."
One of these other vendors, Follett, is
the current bookstore servicer at Gonzaga
University. The third vendor, and one
which has a familiar name for students, is
Whitworth's current food servicer, Sodexo.
As each vendor competes to supply
Whitworth's campus, Probus and the
evaluation team are considering many
aspects of the vendor's systems.
"First of all, we want to be sure that each
vendor can provide all the materials that
our faculty would want them to provide to
classes," Probus said. "Secondly we want to
be sure that they are offered at a competitive
and good pricefor thestudents, and also that
operationally that they're very accessible."
Vendors will also be judged by their
handling of special student circumstances,
as well as the kinds of fees their
system charges during these different
circumstances. If students have already
started classes, for instance, the efficiency
and pricing by which the bookstore vendors
can meet the student's needs are important.
a

_

We want to offer more

convenience items that students
would want.
LARRY PROBUS

Vice President of Finance &
Administration
Whoever is contracted will also be
responsible for more than just the provision
of textbooks. According to Probus, the
chosen vendor will also supply a range of
convenience items.
"The other element of this," Probus said,
"is we are going to build a new building over
next to Hawthorne Hall that will house a
restaurant as well as a new bookstore."
This building, hoped to be completed
by the Fall of 2020, would offer space for
food, books, spirit gear, and now more
miscellaneous items.
"We want to offer more convenience
items that students would want," Probus
said. "Part of our inquiries for students will
be, 'what are those convenience items that
you would like to have stocked at a store on
campus?"'
Whitworth's Bookstore manager, Robin
Shultz, said that health and beauty supplies
aren't current Bookstore items, yet are
common requests made by students. These
conveniences include Aspirin and tissues.
Other items students or parents additionally
ask for regularly are Expo Markers and socks.
"I get a lot of parents that askfor Whitworth
socks," said junior Rachel Dullum, a student
employee at the Bookstore.
According to Shultz, parents also tend
to request that the store have inexpensive
stickers available. As such, the Bookstore
has sourced stickers for the fall.
Forums in which students could listen
to presentations by the competing vendors
and provide feedback to the university took
place on April 25 and April 30, though no
students attended the second event.
Now, Probus and the evaluators hope
to make their decision this summer, before
classes start, regarding which vendor the
Bookstore will contract next.
For more information on changes to the
bookstore, contact Larry Probus by email at
lprobus@whitworth.edu.
Contact Mikayla Davis at
mikayladavisl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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ABOUT US
VOLUME 109, ISSUE 08
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely of students, which
produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.news.

On a day-to-day basis, her tasks are no less
diverse.
"I do everything in the department that
professors don't do... I do all thelogistical stuff
like ordering supplies, managing budgets,
planning events, managing about fifteen
student workers," she said.
Sarah Lewis, Academic Evaluator

OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
monthly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. The college administration does not
review the newspaper's content. Opinions and
ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, writers and student editors,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM

The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CORRECTIONS

If you have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an email to
ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

Originally from Coeur d'Alene, Sarah Lewis
graduated from Whitworth in 2013 with a

One of her favorite parts about her job is
working with young people as they deci e
what they are passionate about.
"It's really life-giving to spend so muc
time with writers here," she said. "I see my role
here as supporting them in that work.
Though Shook-Shoup is often in email
communication
with
many
English
department students, she hopes to get to build
degree in marketing and a minor in Spanish.
She started a position in the registrar's office
as the academic evaluator for last names A-K
about two months ago, where she monitors
students' progress towards graduation and
ensures they are on track.
"I really enjoy helping people and talking
with people," she said, "so this seemed
like a really good fit for me because I love
Whitworth...I love the Whitworth culture and
the community here."
Helping students work toward success has
been fulfilling for Lewis.
"My favorite thing so far has been to tell a
graduating senior that all their requirements
are in place, so they are completely on track
and their degree is pending," she said, adding
that it is rewarding to watch her students' faces
light up when they realize they are close to
their degree.

Allison Brier, Printing Services Assistant

Tucked awayin the back of Hawthorne Hall
is a large print shop where Allison Brier and
her colleagues complete print jobs for various
events and programs on campus. Originally
from South Orleans, Massachusetts, Brier has
been working at Whitworth for almost eleven
years. She first started working in the post
office and has now found a position she is
passionate about in the printing services.
"I help anyone from the campus
community figure out how they can print their
job," she said. "Sometimes, I have different
ideas...that will work for their job better. It's
knowing not only what people want, but what
our equipment can do."
Brier's job involves accepting print jobs,
billing jobs out to departments, ordering
paper, and interacting with people who walk
through the door. The print shop prints all sorts
of things, from posters and flyers to postcards

and music programs. The staff seems to have
quite a bit of fun with their job; their printers
are named after Sesame Street characters,
they have a collection of unicorns on hand,
and looming above their workspace are some

more relationships with students.
"If I knew everyone who walked in the
door, that would make me feel great," she said.
Shook-Shoup said some of her defining
characteristics include her vegetarian diet, her
Mennonite faith, and her scuba certification,
despite the fact that she is from the prairies of

Kansas.
Lewis is a pop rock singer/songwriter and
enjoyed playing at Unplugged, Warren Peace
and concerts while she was a student. She
recalled a time when her band opened for
Remedy Drive and their bass player jumped
off his amplifier, which came crashing down.
She was also fond of Whitworth's dance
aerobics class and will be co-leading it with
her co-worker, Whitney Kuhn, next fall.
The Lewis family is highly involved at
Whitworth right now.
"My husband, Nate Lewis, is the
videographer," she said, "my mother-inlaw, Anita Lewis, is the program assistant for
the history department, and my father-inlaw, Jon Lewis, is an adjunct in the theology
department."

life-size cardboard cutouts of Darth Vader,
Ken Griffey Jr., and Napoleon Dynamite.
"We know, that at times, what we do is
repetitive," Brier said, "but we always try to
goof around and have a good time, and my
coworkers are always willing to back me up.
Brier said she loves her job. She's always
happy to show people around and serve tea.
"There's no way to kill a conversation faster
than to tell people at a party, 'I work in a print
shop,"' she said. "They think it's really boring,
and it's actually not; we have a lot of fun here.
But, printing is not simple anymore because it
all starts out with how you design things."
She says that it is best to be in discussion
with the printing services staff during the
design process for student projects and
posters in order to have the best outcome.
Brier majored in forestry and got a master's
degree in wood technology. Now, she works
with sheets of wood pulp at Whitworth!
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Connie McKnight, Program Coordinator of
Campus Ministry

QUESTIONS?

ephillipsl9@my.whitworth.edu
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.
Send letters to ephinipsl9@my.whitworth.edu.
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Connie McKnight's desk in the office area of
the chapel is the hub for coordinating campus
ministry programs. Originally from Spokane,
McKnight graduated from Whitworth in
1978 with a major in business management
and worked in Spokane for 9 years and then
the UK for 15 years after getting her master's
v 'degree at the University of Washington. After
moving back to Spokane in 2005 to care for her
elderly mother, who passed in 2008, McKnight
wanted to return to the workforce but realized
that "working in Corporate America became
not in sync with my personal values and I
really wanted to go somewhere where I felt the
values matched mine," she said.
She started a position as the Program
Coordinator of Campus Ministry in 2013 and
has enjoyed working at Whitworth ever since.
McKnight's job involves the administrative
elements of many of the ministry programs
Leroy "Mac" McCall, Director of Security
Services

Leroy McCall, who is better known
by his nickname "Mac," grew up in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida and joined the Air Force
after graduating from high school. After
having married and retired from his station
at Fairchild AFB, he moved to San Antonio,
Texas, and then in 2012 to Spokane to be
closer to his children and grandchildren. As
the Director of Security Services at Whitworth,
McCall oversees all security and public
safety operations, including the functions
of operation, patrol and communications,
parking and traffic management programs
within the department, coordinating
university activities with different law
enforcement organizations, and more.
"I attend a lot of meetings," he summarized.
One thing that McCall and his team want
students to know, particularly for those from
areas whose law enforcement is cruel and
unfair, is that his team places a priority on
justice and equality.
"We strive to make sure that everyone is
treated fairly and equitably, in spite of their
cultural differences and backgrounds...We
have rules and laws that support and protect
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on campus, including supporting the Campus
Ministry staff and student worship teams.
"I call myself the 'make-it-happen girl,"'
she said. "I clear the way for those who are
involved in those programs to do what they
do best, which is to put on excellent programs
that are for the benefit of our students."
McKnight enjoys the balance between her
administrative position and the relational
aspects of working with students, faculty, and
staff.
The main areas that McKnight loves about
her job include the students, the chapel space,
being a life group leader, supporting staff and
students so they can be successful, and the
mission of Whitworth.
"[I love] seeing how we are able to bring
the message of Jesus to our students through
what our programs are providing," she said.
"Whitworth is a second home and a second
family to me. I'm incredibly blessed to be
here."

Steven Nead and his wife, Denise, grew up
in Spokane Valley and then worked in Yakima
for 17 years after marrying out of high school
43 years ago.
"My wife and I—we've been an item since

the citizen, whereas in other countries, maybe
not so much."
In short, the security department, through
proactive enforcement and community
policing, creates a safe and secure environment
which enables faculty, staff, and students to
fulfill the core theme of the university.
"Through the fair and unbiased
enforcement of the laws, rules, and regulations
that govern the university," he said, "we
ensure students from all walks of life, cultural
differences, ethnic backgrounds, foreign and
we were five years old—grew up together," he
said.
The Neads later learned to manage golf
courses while living in Phoenix, Arizona for
12 years. During this time, Steven earned an
Advanced Turf Management degree online
from Penn State University. He moved back to
Spokane in 2007 and has worked at Whitworth
for the last ten years as the Athletic Fields
Specialist.
Year-round, Nead manages nine fields that
measure 22 acres in total, from irrigating to
fertilizing, edging to other detail work.
"WeTe under a lot of pressure from
the coaches because they have a NCAA
expectation," he said. "They would like their
fields at a Division 1 level and I basically do all
that work by myself."
In the summertime, he hires on two student
workers to help him with odd jobs.
"We do a lot with what we don't have," he
said of their work with the fields and grounds.
"It's all about presentation ... Your lines have

McKnight used to travel often for her work
and has always loved flying.
"I've been fascinated with the whole
mechanics of flying a plane. In a different life,
I might have liked to be a pilot," she said.

domestic, are shown the same consideration
and degree of protection under the law."
McCall has a positive, relational outlook on
his job.
"I like to laugh... I like to have fun," he said,
"and when people get to know me, they realize
that. But until they get to know me, sometimes,
unfortunately, I end up falling into the same
stereotype."
He cited a time when he had just accepted
a position as Director of Security in an upscale
retirement community, when a woman came
up to tell him that she was glad that he was in
charge, "'Because you are so scary.'"
McCall first got into security through his
years of service in a K9 Unit in the Air Force, a
job he enjoyed considerably.
"Paying for me to go to work to play with
a dog, it doesn't get any better than that," he
said.
McCall remained in the Air Force and then
the Security Forces until his retirement.
From her workspace, Allison Brier Printing
Services Specialist • showed an elaborate
gingerbread house that McCall and his wife
had made, one of many that they send out to
family and relatives across the country each
holiday season.
to be straight when you're mowing. Your bed
areas all have to be weeded. The edging all has
to be perfect."
Nead realized he was interested in pursuing
landscaping, hardscaping, and turf work when
his neighbors were envious of his own home's
yard. Now, he enjoys his results-oriented job
at Whitworth.
"When people come to visit the school, the
first thing they see is our presentation," he said.
"It should look like somewhere they'd want to
spend their next four years. We try to get them
out of the car, and once they're out of the car
and they see the trees and the flowers and the
color, that makes your job worthwhile."
His co-workers are also envious of his big,
red motorcycle that he enjoys riding home from
work in the summer. Nead also has a pilot's
license.
Contact Annicka Bjornson at
abjornson22@my.whitworth.edu

EDITORIAL:
ALL STUDENT MEDIA

Student media will suffer under
continued ASWU budget control

Since spring of 2016, The Whitworthian has been
independent of ASWU, and as of January of 2019, the rest of
student media has followed suit. However, while we are free
to publish and broadcast without ASWU approval and free to
conduct our own staff trainings and retreats, this independence
does not include the freedom to control our own budget.
Student media do not fall under the classification of a club,
as all participants, including leadership, earn one journalism
credit and a grade for the work they do in radio, yearbook or
newspaper. Rather than falling under the 'club' umbrella,
student media are considered an activity class, similar to
forensics or choir. Still, student media continue to be treated
like clubs in that they must receive budget approval from
ASWU, like any other club would.
ASWU is technically free to limit our budget if we publish
or broadcast something critical of them. In order to be truly
free of oversight, it would be in our best interest if ASWU did
not control our budget. While student media currently publish
freely, if ASWU were not in control of our budget, we should
not have to worry about money when making publishing and
editorial choices.
Also, while we are technically free to conduct our own
trainings and retreats, we must have budget approval in order
to do so. The National College Media Convention, which
is hosted in a different city every year at the end of October,
gives our student media leadership a chance to meet with
others from around the nation, compete for awards, have our
publications critiqued by media professionals, attend lectures
from Pulitzer prize winners and other keynote speakers and
learn methods and techniques to improve our publications.
In years past, we have been able to send multiple students
from each publication, and College Media Convention has
been a way of bettering our staff and our publications, and of
fulfilling the ASWU mission statement of "empowering our

diverse community by fostering personal relationships, [and]
translating open dialogue into holistic programming."
ASWU clearly sees the value in leadership conferences, as
they attend the National Association for Campus Activities
National Convention every year, and have this year increased
their budget for that by $1800 in the budget proposal for the
2019-2020 year. It seems they only see that value for themselves,
though, because while raising their own budget, they have cut
student media's by $1000. Student media also receive limited
funds from the communication department.

"As it stands, student media cannot
truly function as a free press on campus,
and ASWU is not operating under the
transparency they claim to hold dear.
This means that we can only send the editors-in-chief
of Natsihi and Whitworthian and the general manager of
Whitworth.fm to conference. It is expected that the leaders of
our media organizations are in attendance at these conferences
for the critique and evaluation of our respective publications.
Since the heads of each publication will be seniors next year,
it will be a huge setback, as there will be no returners who
attended the conference on our staffs for the following year.
We always try to send underclassman as well so they can act as
leaders in the future, but if we can only afford to send seniors
per the budget changes from ASWU, that learning and training
will be lost.
As it stands, student media cannot truly function as a
free press on campus, and ASWU is not operating under the
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transparency they claim to hold dear. Budget committee this
year operated entirely behind closed doors. Where there are
minutes for every ASWU general assembly meeting posted to
the public and anyone is welcome to attend, budget committee
does not allow student attendance and has not posted minutes
(as of May 5, one week after budget committee was held). In
the budget proposal, this is reflected. Most clubs and student
activities are seeing budget cuts or stagnancy, while ASWU
themselves get more money for their activities. If they are doing
this behind closed doors, they are not being held accountable
for any of this.
In order for student media to be able to function freely and
hold ASWU accountable, we propose that all student media
become truly separate of ASWU in order tofoster more freedom
of speech, and move to the jurisdiction of the communication
department like other communication activity classes, like
Forensics and Beyond the Pines. This separation would allow
all student media to act as a watchdog while informing our
community about other groups including ASWU. It is our belief
that all media organizations function best when they can keep
the governing bodies accountable and serve our communities.
We believe media organizations can make the best publishing
and editorial choices for our readers and listeners when they
can do so without potential loss of retaliation in the form of
budget alteration.
,
, ,
It is our hope, that while conversations have already been
started in regards to student media being truly independent
of ASWU, that this will open conversations and speed up the
jhe opinions here are representative of the leadership boards
of all student media. They can be contacted at
my.whitworth.edu (Emma Phillips),
edu (Melissa Voss), and skrug20@my.whitworth.edu (Shelby
Krug).

The Whitworth hypocrisy crisis
This world calls for action, not complacency
instead of using their education for what it's worth. The reality
is life provides us with the opportunity to face challenges that
AbbyNye
call us to push our limits.
Opinions Editor
It is easy enough to stay like a doormat and let small things
affect us. We can lurk on social media and "react" subtly
As a senior here at Whitworth, it has become very easy to
to articles that don't align with our views, blame the news
reflect on my last four years and to see the unique subculture for having an agenda or even to accuse writers of calling
that this institution is a part of. Of course, we can laugh at the
individuals out. The fact of the matter is the only people who
more lighthearted aspects of this subculture like ring-by-spring will make a change are the ones who stop worrying about what
and "did you go to chapel this morning?" Of course, Whitworth
think.
is incredibly successful at fostering a strong community and others
Once we begin to care that others will be offended by
providing excellent academics. However, there are some very
o m e t h i n g w e s a y , w e b e g i n- ^ p r o c e s s o f S S S
insidious aspects of this culture that often go ignored, the sunder
the heavy weight of fear. I realized very early oil that It
primary one being the hypocrisy exhibited by students on a
I were to follow societal pressures, I would never get anything
daily basis.
Having the position of OpinionsEditor for The Whitworthian, I deserved. If I were to take all the insults and backlash I have
60 feet under now.
I got the opportunity to write articles that I believe are received to heart, I would easily be
It is easy to laugh at
important and relevant
confidence on social media, to
today. I didn't take this
cc
use
our voice to try and make
Once we begin to care that others will be
position to "stir the pot" or
others feel small. Maybe doing
make others angry, I did so
offended by something we say, we begin the these things provide a brief
because I was exhausted of
sense of power and control,
hearing my fellow students
process of burying ourselves under the heavy but this cycle will never end. I
complain about happenings
understand there is fear when
weight of fear.
at Whitworth without doing
it comes to putting our name
something about it. While
on content that may spark
this position included
controversy,
however,
I
have
no
organizing and writing articles, it had the added benefit of controversy, nowever, i utn uu regard for those
7— who choose
sSg the ways JJhitworth students communicate when they to point fingers and blame others without doing something for
are passionate, angry or offended.
themselves.
Complacency is a sin, and here at Whitworth, we are
The subculture at Whitworth has many different facets,
overwhelmed
with the normative social structure encouraging
and one of the most confusing and disappointing is the lack
it. Sitting back and subtly reacting
of confidence students here have when it comes to taking ...
y , " on social
, . media
...does
, not
action There seems to be an assumption that speaking out or have power, it does not make change and it certainly doesn
saying something potentially offensive will reflect poorly on the change the minds of those who have the courage to take action
despite
speaker, ultimately leading to social isolation.
desmte the
the fear
fear of
of losing
losing social
social status.
status.
Only students at Whitworth can make change in the facets
I have been told countless times by peers that I shouldn't
publish an article because it will be too offensive or that it will of the subculture at Whitworth. The courage we are told to
receive backlash. However, encouraging the suppression of exemplify doesn't come through social media reactions or
boldness has done a massive disservice for Whitworth students. blaming others for our discomfort. The world isn't a comfortable
As students at Whitworth, we have the great privilege of place to live, and it's all too easy to be buried under the weight
receiving a very high quality education. We are told to take of others if we do not hold the shovel ourselves and speak out.
advantage of the liberal arts aspect of education, developing a We are called to do better than we are now.
more holistic knowledge base. And yet, there is still a deepsense
of fear when it comes to stepping out of the social boundaries.
At Whitworth, it is easy to stay small, to follow social norms
and to keen as manv others happy as we can. I have seen all
toomany of my peers reduce themselves to a common citizen ContactAbbyNyeatanyel9@my.whitworth.edu

Females in advertisements are misrepresented
H

Danielle Johnson
Columnist

Calvin Klein. Jimmy Choo. Chanel. Dior. Victoria's Secret. All
companies who are well-known for their'sexy advertisements,
usually including some part of a woman's body covered in shiny
oils or barely wearing any clothes. Companies who attempt to
appeal to both their female and male audiences by inaccurately
representing the female population in an objectified way,
despite the uproar in the feminist movement over recent years.
I can understand the lack of clothes in Victorias Secret
advertisements - after all, it is a lingerie store - but the thing that
gets me is that every single girl in their advertisements looks
the same. The same skinny, long, luscious-haired, perfectlyshaped girls. One of their most recent ads actually has a line of
girls of this type with the text "The Perfect 'Body'" over it - what
I believe is an attempt to show that they have bras and lingerie
to fit any type of body, but all I see is a line of thin supermodels
and the company telling us that these women have the perfect
body. I can only imagine the amount of backlash they've
received from this, let alone the entirety of their ad campaigns
over the years that has never improved as far as the inaccurate
representation of the female body goes.
Companies like Calvin Klein, Jimmy Choo, Chanel and
Dior all put out ads to the public that use the objectification
of women to sell their products - and sometimes even the

objectification of men, in the case of Calvin Klein. Jimmy Choo
somehow makes a woman's legs and feet an object of the
"male gaze," meaning they make this part of her body into a
sexual object that is presented to male audience members for
pleasure. The company somehow even glorifies violent males
in addition to the objectification of females, as one of their ads
shows a woman appearing to be dead in the back of a car with
her Jimmy Choos on and a male in front of the car, letting the
<<rThe woman is presented to

play a
passive and submissive role in the ads, as
if she just allowed this violence to happen
to her.
audience assume that he killed her. In advertising that Jimmy
Choos are "shoes to die for," the company glorifies the idea
of male violence towards women in addition to putting the
woman in a tiny white dress, further making her body into an
object for pleasure. The woman is presented to play a passive
and submissive role in the ads, as if she just allowed this
violence to happen to her.
Chanel's ads don't necessarily objectify women's bodies
quite as much, but they consistently present the fulfillment

of female stereotypes: women are often shown looking
very feminine, wearing colors like pink, appearing to be
very delicate with the way they hold their perfume bottle. In
glorifying these very feminine traits, the company is presenting
the idea that women have to possess these stereotypical female
qualities: passivity, submissivity and delicacy. Dior ads often
share these same qualities, in addition to frequently presenting
naked women submerged in water, as if some sort of mystical,
sexual being, or naked women behind bed sheets, covering
themselves and drawing attention to certain sexualized parts
of their bodies.
How is it that, with the crazy momentum that the feminist
movement has gained in today's society, that companies like
these are still allowed to put out advertisements like these to the
public? Ads that present female bodies as objects of pleasure
or that inaccurately represent what a woman is "supposed to
look like? Ads like these consistently give both young and older
women, unrealistic expectations about how they should look
or behave, especially around men, and it cannot keep going on
like this. Companies need to realize that the harmful effect their
ads are having on their female (and sometimes male) audience
members far exceeds the profit they probably gain from them but no, it's all about the money, right?

Contact Danielle Johnson at djohnson22@my.whitworth.edu
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get out and about!

Food and festivities headline Springfest 2019

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
Music: Ice Cream and lazz Social
1:30 p.m.
Harriet Cheney Cowles Library Courtyard
Ice Cream & lazz! What could be better?
Take a study break and go to the library for
some music and a sweet treat.
Art: Whitworth Senior Art Exhibit
10 a.m.
Lied Center for the Visual Arts
Bryan Oliver Gallery
The Whitworth University Art Department is
presenting a selection of works from art and
graphic design majors.

THURSDAY, MAY 9
Art: Into the Arctic
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
This exhibit presents a body of artwork
from the Canadian Arctic, a remote and
untouched wilderness.
Art: The Inuit Art of Povungnituk
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
These art pieces encapsulate the history of
the Inuit people.

FRIDAY, MAY 10
Event: Honors Ice Cream Social and Info
11 a.m.
Westminster Hall Courtyard
This is a time for students to celebrate their
achievements over the last year with ice
cream.
Music: "Out to Lunch" Choir Concert
12 p.m.
Music Building Storm Rehearsal Room 122
Come bring your lunch and enjoy some fun
tunes from your Whitworth Choir, featuring
student instrumentalists.

SATURDAY, MAY 11
Art: Whitworth Senior Art Exhibit
10 a.m.
Lied Center for the Visual Arts
Bryan Oliver Gallery
The Whitworth University Art Department
is presenting a selection of works from art
majors.
Event: Whitworth Off-Campus Yard Sale
11 a.m.
Auld Hall Parking Lot
This event provides a public and regulated
place for off-campus students to sell or buy
furniture or other items.

SUNDAY, MAY 12
Theater: School of Rock
10 a.m.
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd
First Interstate Center for the Arts
Based on the film, this musical follows
Dewey Finn, a wannabe rock star turned
substitute teacher.
Music: Symphony Orchestra Spring Concert
3 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at the FOX
The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra
presents their spring concert. All students
enter free with student ID.

MONDAY, MAY 13
Art: Integration: Lou Lou Pink
10 a.m.
811 W. Garland Ave.
Spokane Art School
Lou Lou Pink is an artist primarily working
in sculpture, installation and performance
art.
Event: Magical Mondays
3:30 p.m.
507N. Howard St.
Riverfront Park
Cecil's Magic has been thrilling audiences
in the Northwest for over 25 years with a
unique style of magic.

JakcYeager |; Photo Editor

Various booths were set up consisting of either food or games, such as a booth where students could play video gam

Solenne de Tassigny
Staff Writer
Whitworth students were given a chance
to trade in their stress and studying for an
entertaining day under the sun during this
year's ASWU Springfest. Hosted in the Loop
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Springfest transformed
Whitworth's campus into the embodiment of
spring.
Kicking off Springfest's series of
performances was Whitworth's very own
improv group, Cool Whip. Cool Whip's
performance got the crowd laughing at their
own suggestions as Cool Whip played games
framed around silly suggestions from the
audience.
Improv games like family snapshot and
soap opera encouraged the audience to laugh
at scenarios like a family vacation to Chernobyl
and a man with a phobia of socks.
Cool Whip member Tucker Wilson, a
junior, commented on the group's experience
at Springfest.
"It was a lot of fun experiencing performing
in a new way" Wilson said. "We've never done
an outdoor, main stage before! I think we'd
love to do it again, but I would say our indoor
shows have "a lot more intimacy, since it's
easier to interact with the audience."
Performances like Cool Whip were only
part of the fun, as outdoor activities and club
booths selling homemade food enhanced the
Springfest experience.
Students could also participate in
roundnet, volleyball, frisbee and slacklining,

and compete head to head in giant inflatable
obstacle courses. The more adventurous
Whitworth students could also try their hand
at hanging on to the mechanical bull.
Food was plentiful at Springfest, with clubs
selling foods and beverages to raise money.

"l've never seen so many people
y>

get turnt to Mamma Mia.
JERICHO SIMONE
FRESHMAN
The H.O.L.A. club sold elote, or street corn,
alongside horchata, making an easy to eat
meal while enjoying the festival.
Other food vendors also lined the loop.
Local coffee shop, Ladder Coffee, kept busy
with selling artisan coffee to students. Ben and
ferry's, The Compass Breakfast Wagon, and
Skewers Mediterranean Food trucks offered
more food options to students aside from
Sodexo.
The afternoon of Springfest was filled with
performances by artists who traveled from as
far as Austin, Texas.
Following Cool Whip was Whitworth band,
The Dad Pad, winners of this school years

"Pirate Idol" Singing covers of a variety of
songs, The Dad Pad fit the mood of Springfest
perfectly.
Denver, Colorado based alternative rock
band, Compass & Cavern, played original
songs, but also played "Mamma Mia" by Abba,
causing students to get up and dance.
Freshman lericho Simone was among the
dancers.
"I've never seen so many people get turnt
to Mamma Mia," she said.
Spring Fest took on another tune when the
day turned to night with a paint rave that went
from 8:30 to 10 p.m.Students danced the night
away while being doused in non-toxic paint.
"The paint rave is one of the most chaotic,
confusing and exhilarating things I have ever
done at this school," said Simone. "I had never
slipped on another human being before the
paint rave".
Springfest was the perfect opportunity for
students to escape the stress of upcoming
finals while getting some exposure to the sun.
Returning students will get to see if next year's
Springfest is anything similar to the standards
set by this year's ASWU team.

Contact Solenne de Tassigny at
sdetassigny22@my.whitworth.edu

Students sing, play and dance at Warren Peace
Esther Brown
Staff Writer
Students gathered in The Loop on the sunny
afternoon of May 3rd for the live performances
of Warren Peace. The annual talent show
featured music, dance and comedic acts.
Around 70 students enjoyed the performances
while sitting in the grass or playing volleyball.
lose Aguilera, the senator of Warren, said
the planning process involved the Warren
leadership team splitting into committees
for decorations, advertising, food and music.
This year was special because the acts had the
opportunity to perform on the stage that was
set up for Springfest.
"In Warren, I feel like we really have a good
community of people who are active. The way

they've been involved is by spreading the word
about Warren Peace," said Aguilera.

"in Warren, I feel like we really
have a good community of people
who are active."
JOSE AGUILERA
WARREN SENATOR

TUESDAY, MAY 14
Art: Luminous: Dale Chihuly Glass Exhibit
10 a.m.
2316 W. First Ave.
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
Luminous explores the studio glass
movement that has found international
prominence in the Pacific Northwest.
Dancing: Country Swing Dancing
7:30 p.m.
718 W. Riverside Ave.
The Ridler Piano Bar
This class is open to any range of student,
from first timers who have two left feet to
experienced dancers looking to add more
moves to their repertoire.

Warren Peace was comprised of nine acts.
One act featured Cool Whip, Whitworth's
improvisation and comedy club. Cool Whip
received laughs from the crowd as they acted
out scenes based on audience input.
This year's show also featured two sibling
groups. lulian and Lexi Nakhla played a fiddle
piece together, with lulian Nakhla on guitar
and vocals and Lexi Nakhla on the violin. The
two have been playing together for around 10
years.
"I think it was a really cool opportunity to
just get up there and do something kind of
different than what the normal music usually
is," said Lexi Nakhla.
Ein and Micah Huie also performed
together in their rendition of an 80's themed
dance.
"I'm a senior this year and my brother and
I have danced our whole lives just for fun.
And I thought, this is my last*chance in the
last two weeks to perform for people and do
something with my brother before I graduate,"
said Ein Huie.
Overall, the talent show went smoothly.
Warren Peace showcased a variety acts that
brought laughs and applause throughout the
event.
"I really liked the flow of emotion. There
were some quieter, sourful, emotional dances
and performances and then there was just
comedic relief. And then just ail out crazy,"
said Ein Huie. "And that's the best part about
talents shows, just the diversity of people's
creativity and talents."
Once Warren Peace wrapped up, the stage
began prepping for Spring Fest 2019, which
would take place the next day.
Contact Esther Brown at
ebrown21@my.whitworth.edu

Ein and Micah Huie give a dancing performance at the main stage.
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A D V I C E F O R RE L A T I O N S H I P S ,
SCHOOL, AND EVERYTHING IN
BETWEEN
Moving off campus is a huge change. I remember
idealizing living off-campus hardcore I thought
nothing could go wrong in a house filled with
my best friends. I was wrong.
Living on your own is quite an
adjustment. You have to make your
own meals, follow the chore-chart
religiously and try to juggle a
busy academic schedule when
you are not five feet away
from your classrooms. Here
are a couple of things I wish
I would have known before
moving off campus.
First, adjust your
cleanliness level to the
cleanest person in your
house. The biggest conflicts
I have seen living off campus
always revolve around dirty
kitchens. I grew up in a big family
and a dirty kitchen was nothing to
worry about, but that isn't always the
case for your house mates. Sometimes, it
can be the little things that you do to tidy up
the place that make a huge difference.

Second, the best way to establish expectations is by
having house-meetings every once in awhile. One at the
beginning of the year, halfway and whenever
needed in between should help with conflict
in the house. We have found that a chore
chart can be really helpful! Every
week the chores change and every
one shares responsibility for the
house. Remember, this is your
community that you're living
(in and a good community will
collaborate.
Third, hang out with your
house mates outside of the
house. It can be easy to only
hang out with your house
mates when you are running in
and out of the house. The more
quality time you can spend going
to restaurants, watching movies or
anything else you like can be really
great for house dynamics. A great living
environment means that everyone is
comfortable with each other, so it never hurts
to do activities with your house mates.
Fourth, your schedule will really change once you

„

REVIEWS: music, movies and more

«

Movie: "Avengers: Endgame"

are off campus. Remember to give yourself a buffer of time in
order to get to class on time! I was always running late my first
semester off campus because I was so used to walking to class
within 5 minutes when I lived on campus.
Fifth, relish your freedom in your new off campus home.
Embrace cooking for yourself, decorate with paint and do all
the things that you couldn't do when living in the residence
hall. Burn a candle! Have fun in your new space and make the
most of this chapter of your Whitworth experience.
I hope some of these tips can ease your transition to off
campus. A lot of things will change but the more flexible you
are the easier it will all turn out. Enjoy the next chapter of your
Whitworth experience!
Hope this helps. Good luck!
Love,
Izzy

Send your queries to Izzy Broussard at
whitartsandculture@gmail.com

Daniel Giorello
StaffWriter

The only thing I was certain of going into Endgame was that
pulling off a finale for over 22 movies that have redefined how
we understand the stories that can be told in movies is no easy
task. Afinale in and of itself is hard to do well. You haveto remind
the audience what captured their attention to begin with and
wrap up multiple threads, which is still quite a feat even in a
runtime of three hours. Endgame isn't a perfect movie, in fact
it has a surplus of plot holes and more than a few moments
that are brushed past all too quickly in order to fit every crucial
moment into the plot. In spite of these shortcomings, this is
a film that succeeds in nearly every aspect, for its heart and
willingness to give each of these characters a satisfying and at
times deeply emotional conclusion that they deserve.

«

Endgame isn't a perfect movie, in fact it
»
has a surplus of plot holes...

While many have decided to lift an unspoken embargo on
spoilers at the time of this writing, I think it's only fair that I still
mention as few details as I can because of how much of the film
hinges on unexpected story beats. To put it simply, the film will
not go where you think it will. Practically every theory circling

around on the internet still managed to perfectly predict what
would happen and there's as much shock value as there is

\..even if you won't see everything you're
hoping for, often you'll see something much
better that catches you off-guard instead.
moments of laughter, tragedy and welcome callbacks to the
franchise's highlights.
This was perhaps what caught me off guard the most.
Despite a good majority of the promotional material for the
film foreshadowing a far more serious Endgame, there's an
unexpected amount of fun to be had here. Even in its most
serious moments, the Wsso Brothers are still aware of what
made this franchise so successful and they lean into those traits
to create some of the best scenes and moments of interaction
we've seen in Marvel's Cinematic Universe. As a good friend of
mine put it, even if you won't see everything you're hoping for,
often you'll see something much better that catches you offguard instead.
Endgame is a flawed film, but those same flaws are quickly
overshadowed by an abundance of high points that not only

rn 'V'-wi-trm bin
makes this one of the heist films in Marvel's" caTaTdgueTmf a'
historic film that cements the superhero genre as a category
that can successfully create such a suspensefu1 but deeply
heartwarming farewell to characters we've grown to know
and love over the past decade. While the franchise will likely
never reach a height like this again, I'll certainly look forward
to what's in store for its future. 9/10 pinecones for this epic
conclusion to an epic story.

Contact Daniel Giorello at
dgiorello21@my.whitworth.edu
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Final Results
Spring 2019

Sports Gambling: A new wave of
fan engagement in the Internet Era
\

Regular season NWC Champions
26-14 record
C.J. Perry NWC Coach of the Year

Runner up NWC playons
31-11 Record
Drea Schwaier-Wolf Co-NWC
Pitcher of the year

Phelps NWC Player of the
Year
Reily Hegarty 2nd team All-NWC
Third place team finish in NWC

~

'

Henry Miller
Sports Editor

-

'

•

May 14, 2018, almost a year ago, The
Supreme court struck down the Professional
and Amateur Sports Protection Act and stated
that outlawing sports betting was a violation
of the 10th amendment. The court stated that
the Federal Government was illegally ordering
states to not allow sports betting. This is no
longer enforceable.
The new ruling on sports betting does
not mean that all sports betting is now legal.
Individual states have the authority to legalize
this form of gambling. New lersey, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania were some of the
first to legalize. The ruling, however, make
one-week fantasy leagues easier to take part
in without fear of indictment.
To franchises like the NFL, NBA, and
MLB, sports betting is a game-changer for
investment in their content. Those interested
in wagering their money on sports have
a plethora of options to gamble on. The
outcome of a game, a playoff series, or a
tournament bracket are the most common
when people may think of the blanket sports
betting concept. There is so much more now.
Over under's on the number of points each
team will score, betting on odds on an NBA
star scoring more than their season points per
game average are all things that gamblers will
now be able to place bets on. The in-depth
level of betting has become a staple of the
hardcore sports fan.
Athletes are voicing their opinions on the
new form of engaging in sports entertainment.
Former Philadelphia Phillies star and 2006
National League MVP Ryan Howard was asked

about how the new legislation will affect the
sports industry.
"It's something that can be a $250 billion
or $400 billion industry," Howard said in an
interview with Sports Illustrated. "Once all
the bugs and the kinks are worked out, it's
something that has a lot of upsides."

"We really think that the
whole idea of in-game betting
and wagering is a really, really
big opportunity. You see these
different sportsbooks today
who are looking and trying to
get involved.'
WAYNE KIMMEL

Co-founder Seventysix Capital

With so much real-time statistical
information being relayed during sporting
events, betters can get constant updates and
remain active betters during events based
on the happenings of the occasion. With the
opportunity to have gambling take place in *
stadiums, fan interactionswith the games will
take place at a new level. Seventysix Capital, a
sports tech venture capital company of which

Howard is a part of, reported that in Europe
70% of sports bets take place "in game."
Seventysix founder Wayne Kimmel detailed
the company's investment in the sports
financial analytic company Swish Analytics.
More and more analytics companies like this
are popping up in Las Vegas as sports betting
has swept the nation.
"We really think that the whole idea of ingame betting and wagering is a really, really
big opportunity," Kimmel said. "You see these
different sportsbooks today who are looking
and trying to get involved in the whole in-game
betting side of things."
The changes are starting to become
more evident. ESPN has started listing the
betting odds for each team in their pregame
descriptions. Social Media giants such as
Barstool Sports have entire podcasts dedicated
to bettingon the week's major sporting events.
With social media embracing this new form
of sports culture, sports gambling's growth is
being stunted even more.
What started as an activity surrounding
combat sports and has now spread to every
corner of the sporting world, is now the main
attraction of viewing sporting events. From a
friendly wager on an NBA player hitting their
point total over to a thousand dollar bet on the
World Series Champion. As sports evolve, the
way we view them has evolved even faster.

Contact Henry Miller at
henrymiller21@my. whitworth.edu

The MGM Grand Hotel
in Las Vegas holds this
sports odds analysis
room. Ground control
like appearance gives
the appearance of
NASA's control center
mixed with a Wall Street
trading room.

Allie Slingsby 2nd team All-NWC
3rd place finish at NWC
Tournament

Nick Mcgill All-NWC team
2nd place NWC finish

The NFL will garner most of the
gambling attention from the
proposed in game betting. Gambling
will theoretically be as easy as
buying snacks from a concession
stand.
Photos courtesy of Wikimedia
commons

3-5 Conference record
Promising doubles team of
Kincaid Norris and Sean Singco

Bucs Tennis greets new Head Coach
only lost one senior this year, so everyone on
the team is going to be a returner, with at least
two freshmen recruits,"Williams said. Coach
Williams has been working with the players as
For the first time in 21years, the Whitworth
an assistant coach for the past couple of years.
tennis team will be under new leadership, Williams prioritizes the relationships he forms
following the departure of long time head
coach Mike Shanks. Cameron Williams will be with his players.
Tm excited because I see
stepping into this influential
this group of guys growing a
position after serving as an
lot in the next year. It was
assistant coach for Shanks
Mike is leaving big
exciting this last year to see
for six consecutive years.
people improve so much
shoes for me to fill. He and
Williams is a former
reach their highest
collegiate athlete, having
levels of play."
was
a
great
coach
for
received direct coaching
Optimism is a focal
under Shanks during
the Whitworth Tennis point of Williams coaching.
the 2010 - 2013 seasons.
Williams is often walking
During this four-year span,
program and was able from court to court during
Williams proved himself to
and making sure
to get us to conference matchups
be a remarkable athlete as
the team is in a good mental
he climbed his way up the
playoffs several times. state during their match.
roster and made a significant
Williams takes the time
impact on the Northwest
I am really excited for
to know his players off
Conference. Williams began
the court just as well as he
next season.
his prosperous athletic
knows them on the court,
career playing no.5 on the
as he values character
CAMERON WILLIAMS
starting lineup for the Bucs.
development. If history
He scaled this roster and
HEAD TENNIS COACH
has said anything about
completed his senior year as
Cameron Williams, it is that
the no.1 player at Whitworth
he grows exponentially with experiences,
He was voted twice onto the Northwest All- and reaches summits that nobody could
Conference team.
have foretold. It is an exciting time for the
"I feel a little bit nervous stepping into fill Whitworth tennis program as it is going under
Mike's shoes," Williams said. "Mike is leaving this new leadership. We will watch intensely as
big shoes for me to fill. He was a great coach coach Williams unfolds his career as a head
for the Whitworth tennis program and was able tennis coach.
to get us to conference playoffs several times.
There is a sense of comparison, and you want
Contact Jake Floyd at
to make sure you are doing at least as good of a
jfloyd22@my.whitworth.edu
job as the guy that was there before you."

Jake Floyd
StaffWriter

Erica Lee 1st team All-NWC
Avery Liening 2nd team All-NWC
Fourth place NWC finish with
5-3 record

Kalista Fourre All-NWC Team
Trinity Frank All-NWC Team
First Program win against Pacific

"I am really excited for next season. We

Pirate Profile
Cameron Williams

Cameron Williams has a deep
connection to Whitworth
Athletics and has already
formed great relationships
with the current Tennis
athletes to ensure a smooth
transition.
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Pirate Baseball finishes turnaround season on high note
Luke Schwartz
Staff Writer
After a coaching change right before the
2018 season and two game-changing players
being drafted into the MLB, Pirate Baseball
were left stranded, wondering what the 2019
season would hold for them.
2018 did not live up to the Pirates' usual
standards. The Bucs lost nine-year head
coach Dan Ramsey in December of 2017 for
a minor league-coaching role offered by the
Minnesota Twins. Five year pitching coach
C.J. Perry was nominated interim head coach
for the 2018 season and for the first time since
the Northwest Conference tournament began
in 2015, the Pirates did not earn a spot amongst
the four teams to qualify.
"That transition was a little rough, but as
a team and coaching staff,we got used to it,"
said senior pitcher Darren Crosby. "This year he
has done a lot with the program and improved
every single guywith their weaknesses and has
an extremely good growth mindset."
Whitworth, disappointed and hungry for
more, flipped the script thisyear in big fashion.
In 2019, the Bucs tied their best conference
record in the past 20 seasons, from 2012, with
a 19-5 record. For the first time since 2016,

the Pirates hosted the Northwest Conference Senior pitcher Mathew Pulliam earned an
tournament and were regular season honorable mention.
Perry
earned
conference champions.
Northwest
Conference
They led the league in
a.
Coach of the Year, after
My goal is to go out there
batting average during
turning around an 11-13
the regular season at
NWC record to 19-5 for
and play my best, teach the
.310, only team to average
arguably the best season
over .300, and lead with
Whitworth has seen the
younger kids and make the
the lowest-earned run
last two decades.
average (ERA) with 3.68
playoffs. No individual goals,
Whitworth hosted the
on the season.
conference tournament
Whitworth had eight
players on the 2019 All but more of where I want this over April 26-28 against
Pacific
University,
Northwest Conference
program to go in the right
Whitman
College,
Team. First team included
and Pacific Lutheran
senior center fielder
direction/*
University. After a hardTaylor Poffenroth, senior
fought first two days
shortstop Nicholas Nerud
CASEY ISA
of the tournament, the
and junior pitcher Matt
senior second baseman
battle between Whitman
Young in their first time
and Whitworth began on
chosen for a conference
Sunday for the crown of
team.
Senior third
the NWC. Whitman came
baseman Tyler Bailey,
into
Sunday
with
an
undefeated tournament
who made an honorable mention in 2018,
was also chosen for first team. Second team record, whereas Whitworth lost one game
consisted of junior catcher Cody Simmons, to Whitman early on Saturday with a double
sophomore pitcher Austin Rice and sophomore elimination rule.
In the first game on Sunday, Whitworth won
pitcher Brett Thomas, who were also in their
first time being chosen for a conference team. 9-6 off of a two RBI home run by Poffenroth.

Game two was for the trophy. Back and forth,
neck and neck, fans in despair the entire time
until Whitman prevailed in the top of the 8th
inning to break a 7-7 tie to go up by one run
8-7. Whitman also won game three, and the title
went to the Blues.
Although Whitworth's hopes were to win
the championship and be granted a berth
into regional play for a shot at the Division III
World Series, they still accomplished many
feats throughout the course of this season. For
the 12 seniors who played their final game at
Merkel Field, itwasn't goodbye, but an example
to follow for years to come.
"My goal is to go out there and play my best,
teach the younger kids and make the playoffs,"
said senior second baseman Casey Isa before
the season started. "No individual goals, but
more of where I want this program to go in the
right direction."

Contact Luke Schwartz at
lschwartz22@my. whitworth.edu

Photo Finish: Pirate
Athletics year in review

Name: Isaac Santos
Class: Junior
Majors: Political Science
Site: Center for Justice/
Spokane Riverkeeper
"! help to Inform the
Spokane Itlverkeepers of
good water conservation
policy to ensure the city
adopts them in their plan.
As I look at going into
environmental law, this
internship has given me the
skills to understand local
policy, communicate with
local officials, and learn the
science behind the law,
which will make me a
stronger candidate for
environmental law."

Whitworth University
Career Services
Want to know more about internships?
Visit us in the HUB on the 2nd floor or
schedule an appointment with Sandy on

Handshake!
whitworth.ioinhandshake.com

Photos courtesy ofwhitworthpirates.com
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Freshman Lexi and Julian Nakhla performing at Warren Peace event.

Students being sold food by the H.O.L.A. Club booth at Springfest.
Ethan Mermel|Staff Photographer

Students raving at the Paint Rave of Springfest.
Jake Yeager| Photo Editor

Students playing volleyball at Springfest.
Ethan Mermel|Staff Photographer

Jake Yeager| Photo Editor

Freshman Cornelius Cambronero, also known as "CobbFrom38," performing at Springfest.
Jake Yeager|Photo Editor

THE BUC
DOESN'T
HAVE TO
STOP.
Thinking about grad school?
Don't leave Whitworth.
whitworth.edu/gradprograms

Senior lira Hammond, and freshman Munya Fashu-Kanu perform at Warren Peace.
Marie Curtis | Staff Photographer

